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FROM THE EDITORS' DESK

Ccr-edit.ors
tfa!IIU D. Benson
De-partment of .English
Glendon College
York Universit.¥
227S Ba11view Ave
Toronto, Ontario, M4N 3M6
Canada

We are now approaching the end of our three year term as co-editors of NETWORK.
The next issue will be our last, and a oew editor (or editors) will be chosen next summer at
lhe business meeting of lhe Macquarie International Systemic Functional Congress. While
lhe changes in lhe world of Systemic Linguistics have oot been as astonishing as those in
lhe world at large during Ibis period, they have been dramatic. The workshops, conferences,
and summer schools on tour continents many of which are reported in Ibis issue are a sign of
healthy and diversified growth.

Martin Davies
Engtfsh Studies
tln~versit1{ of Stirling
St.irting, FK9 4LA
S:cottand,
Great Britain

These continuing developments make it all the more important that !here be a
NETWORK to keep the systemic community informed about what is going on. They also
make the editorial wodc easier, since organizers and participants of conferences are eager to
share their knowledge and experiences. We want to encourage you to think seriously about
taking on editing NETWORK. It is not a big job. We have been operating at a very basic
level, with a bank account, a computerized record of subscribers, a copy machine, a post
office, an electronic mail connection, and an ability to cut and paste. Managing editor, Nan,
will pass on a subscription list in apple pie order; Peter and Jim are happy to dispense free
advice, Martin Davies will continue as book review editor/archivist, and the International
Systemic Congress Committee continues to provide area representatives whose job
descriptions include submitting copy to NETWORK.
In this issue you will find NEWS of the Sydney Congress and publication NEWS from
Helsinki and Sterling. There is also extensive NEWS from two Congress Committee
members from Europe and Africa. There are REVIEWS of meetings from Glendon,
Nottingham. Hangzhou, Beijing and Suzbou. as well as REVIEWS of books from Tench,
Corbett, Bex and Ventola. Reports on work in progress come from Sinclair, Hasan and
McDonald. The ISSUES we discuss in Volume 17 are theoretical with contributions from
Mattbiessen, Fawcett, Butler, Parsons, Tench and Anderson.
Finally, f"eas& look at the mailing label on the envelope. For some of you, the date 10,1991
appears under your name. This means that your NE'IWORK subscription bas expired,, and
unless you pay us, this is your last NETWORK. Please resubscribe while you are thinking
of it. Also, please send us something for NETWORK NEWS, while you are at it.

e-mait address
hmpd1'oluk.ac.stirling.forth

James D. Benson
Peter H. Fries

e-mail address
GLZSI!Oi2'0lvuvenus,bitnet
Pl!fier H. Fries
BDl< 310

Mount. Pleasant, Ml, 48804
u~ s. A.
e-mail address
343iZtw 'olcmuvm .bitnet

Ra,.i'ew Editor

Mana:ing Edit.or
Nan Fries
Box 310
Mount Pleasant, MI. 48804
as. A.
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NEXTINTERl~ATIONAL

SYS'l'EMIC CONGRESS
NEWS
Please send your abstracts to:

~~

~--·-·-·--

Rhondda Fahey
School of English and Unguistics
Macquarie University

The 19th International Systemic
Congress will be held from
13-18 July 1992 at Macquarie
University.

NSW2109
Australia

Fax No: (061 inti.)(02 natl.)BOS 8240
E-ma~:

Daytime sessions will be devqted to
piena!Y and saction papers, with tha
Wednesday set aside for workshops or
sightseeing.
Evening sessions will be devoted to
panels, and to presentations about the
semiotics of theatre and music which
will include an element of performance.
A second brochure, with
accommodation and registration
information, will be distributed by the
middle of November 1991.

All papers will be given a 40 minute

time slot.

isc9;t@srsuna.shlrc.mq.oz.au

Please indicate if you need less time or
mora.

Wrth your abstract please send us also
a separate sheet with the following
information:
•

your name, the m1e of your paper.

and the address to which we
should send out reply.

by February, 1st, 1992.

• Abstracts should be camera ready
and include a heading with: the mle
of the paper, and name(s) of the
author(s), together w~h the name
of the institution(s) to which the
author(s) are attached, e.g.
'Macquarie University".
• Abstracts should not exceed one
A4 page. This includes references.
. Please use wide margins - minimally 3
em left and right, and minimally 4 em at
top and bottom.

• The title and the brief description of
any workshop you would ~ke to
offer.
• An indication of the type of
workshop(s) you would ~a to
participate in. (We will use this
information to try and determine
what workshops are likely to attract
suffiCient participants to be viable).

• Any equipment (projectors, audio
or video replay facilities, etc.) you
will need for your paper and/or
workshop.
o Whether or not you require early
acceptance lor funding purposes.

~

..
UPCOMING MEETINGS
October 4-6, 1991. East Lansing, Michigan, USA. Theory Constmction
and Methodology in SLA. Inquiries: Alan Beretta/Susan Gass,
Department of English. Michigan Stale University. 201 Morrill Hall. East
Lansing, Ml 48824 USA. E-mail: 21003smg@MSU or 21910mgr@MSU.
October 18-20, 1991. Boston University Conference on Language
Development. 16 'th. Boston, MA. Abstract deadline: Postmarked I May,
1991. Contact: Conference on Language Development, Boston University,
138 Mountfort St. Boston, MA. 02215. Phone 617-353-3085. e-mail:
langconf@bu-mfl.bu.edu
November 2-4, 1991.1Tth Annual Conference on Teaching/Learning.
Japan Association of Language Teachers (JALT). Portopia Convention
Center. Kobe, Japan. Contact: JALT. Lions Mansion Kawaramachi #Ill,
Kawaramacbi Matsubara-Agaru. Shimogyo-k.u, Kyoto 600, Japan. Tel:
0755-361-5428. Fax: 075-361-5429.
November 22-27, 1991. National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE).
81'st annual convention. Seanle, Washington. For information: NCTE. !Ill
Kenyon Rd. Urbana IL, 61801, USA. Tel: 217-328-3870.
1992
january 3-9, -1992. Barcelona, Spain. Twenty-sixth International
Conference of the International Association of Teachers of English as a
Foreign Language (IATEFL). Inquiries: IATEFL, Mrs. Julia Norcoll, 3
Kingsdown Chambers, Kingsdown Park, Tankerton. Whitstable, Kent CT5
2DJ, United Kingdom.
February 14-16, 1992. Multicultural Education for the 21st Century,
Orlando, Florida, USA. Contact: Alfread Mouton. NAME Proposal
Coordinator. Division of ~asic Studies, McNeese State University, Lake
Charles, LA. 70609.
February 28-March 2, 1992. American Association for Applied
Linguistics (AAAL). Seanle, Washington. Contact: Sandra Savignon, 2090
FLB. University of Illinois, 707 S. Mathews, Urbana, IL, 61801.USA. Fax:
(217) 224-2223. E-mail: s-savignon@uiuc.edu
March 3-7, 1992. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL). Vancouver, Canada. For information: TESOL Central Office, 1600
Cameron St., Suite 300. Alexandria, VA. 22314. Tel: 703-836-0074, Fax:
703-836-7864
March 20-22, 1992. BAAL Seminar on ~Forensic Linguistics. Limited to
40 panicipanls. Contact: Malcolm Coulthard, Department of English,
(,.)

University of Birmingham. PO Box 363, EdgbastoU:
England. Tel: (021) 414 - 5687. Fax: (021) 414
April 1-3, 1992. Conference on Applied Natural Langu~~
Trento, Italy. Contact: Lyn Bates, BBN Systems, 10 Moulton St, ·
MA. 02238. USA.
April 2-4, 1992. Socio-linguistics Symposium 9. University of Reading,
England. Contact: Paul Kerswill, Department of Linguistic Science (Fax:
0734-753 365) or Eddie w·illiams,Centre for Applied Language Studies
(Fax: 0734-756 506), University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading, RG6
2AA. ENGLAND.
April 2-5, 1992. Second Language Acquisition: Interdisciplinary
Perspectives. Contact: India Plough. Conference. Chair, English Language
Center, I Center for International Programs, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Ml, 48824, USA. Tel: (517) 353-0800. Fax: 517-336-1149.
E-mail: 21003icp@MSU.BITNET. Abstracts: 3 copies of a one-page abstract
(without name), and a 3" by 5" card giving name. title of paper, affiliation,
address, phone number and e-mail address. Deadline for abstracts:
October 15, 1991.
April 5-7, 1992. Sixth International Workshop on Natural Language
Generation. Castel lvasno, Trento, Italy. Contributors interested in
participating should submit a paper of 10 pages in length to Robert Dale,
Center for Cognitive Science, University of Edinburgh. 2 Buccleugh Place,
Edinburgh EH8 9LW, Scolland. Tel: (+44) 31 650 4416. Fax: (+44) 31 662
4912.. Email: R.Dale@uk.ac.ed. Submissions due no later than November 4,
1991
April 20-23, 1992. Georgetown Round Table on Languages and
Linguistics. Topic: Language~ communication and social meaning. Contact:
Carol J. Kreidler. GURT 1992, SLL Dean's office, School of Languages and
Linguistics. Georgetown University, Washington, DC. 20057. [Speakers
invited include Halliday, Hasan. and Fries.)
April 24-26, 1992. 37'tb Annual Conference of the International
Linguistic Association. AI Georgetown University. Washington DC. Topic:
Functional Linguistics. Contact: Ruth Brend. 3363 Burbank Dr., Ann Arbor,
MI. 48105. Abstract Deadline: December 31 1991.
june 25-27, 1992. 4'tb International Conference on Theoretical and
Methodological Issues in Machine Translation. Montreal, Canada. Contact:
Pierre Isabelle. TMI-92 Program Chair, Canadian Workplace Automation
Research Center, 1575 Chamedey Boulevard. Laval, Quebec. Canada, H7V
2X2. Tel (514) 682-3400. !E-mail: tmi@ccrit.doc.ca. Deadline for
submission of papers: Jan«ary 31, 1992.

4-7 1 19U, Seventh lnternationai Phonology Meeting. Kr~m~
Allilria. Contact Phonologietagung, lnstitut fiir Spracbwissenschaft.
Bcrggasse II, A-1090 Wien, Austria. Deadline for abstracts (I page max.)
December I. 1991.
July 6·9, 1992•. 9'th Biennial Conference of the Australian Federation of
Modern Language Teachers Associations (AFMLTA). "Towards Language
Excellence in the 21'st Century.• Contact: The Secretariat, Ninth National
Languages Conference. Language Teachers Association of the NT, PO Box
42446, Casuarina, NT. 0811. Abstracts: due December 13, 1991. (about
150 words)
•
July 7-9, 1992. Fifth International Morphology Meeting. Krems Austria
Contact Phonologietagung, lnstitut fiir Sprachwissenschaft, Berggasse II,
A-1090 Wien, Austria. Deadline for abstracts (I page max.) December I,
1991.
July 9-13, 1992. 1st Asian-Pacific Regional Conference, Appiied
Linguistic Association of Australia (AILA). University of Sydney, Sydney.
NSW. 2006, Australia. Contact: Prof. Ross Steele, University of Sydney.

JulY

July 13-18, 1992. 19th lnlemational Syslemic Congress. Macquarie
University. Sydney. Australia. Contact: Ruqaiya Hasan, School of English
and Linguistics. Macquarie University, NSW, 2109. Australia. [See call for
papers in this issue). [PLEASE NOTE: There was a mistake in the area code of
the fax address listed in the call for papers which was distributed in
Tokyo. The area code for Australia is 61 (not 62 as listed).
July 23-28, 1992. Coling-92, Nantes, France. 14th International
Conference on Computational Linguistics. (Pre-COLING tutorials will take
place on July 20-22. Contact: Prof A. Zampoli. Universita di Pisa, ILC, via
della Faggiola 32. 1-56100 Pisa, ITALY.·Tel: +39-S0-560481. Fax: +39-50589055. Deadlines: Submit six A4 or 8-ln by II inch copies of the full
paper to Prof Zampoli before November I, 1991. Camera ready copies of
final papers confonning to the COLING style sheet must reach GET A
(GETA-IMAG. COLING-92, BP 53X, F-38041 Grenoble. FRANCE) by May I,
1992.
July 31 • August 2, 1992. International Association of Literary
Semantics.University of Kent, Canterbury. UK. (Contact Trevor Eaton,
Honcywood Cottage, 35 Seaton Ave, Hythe, Kent CT21 5HH. England.)
July 31 - August 3, 1992. Fourth Nottingham International Systemic
Workshop. (Papers on Genre, Theme and Exchange encouraged.) Contact:
Gerald Parsons, Department of English Studies, University of Nottingham,
Nottingham, NG7 2RD, U.K. If you wish to submit a paper, contact Gerald
parsons before January 24, 1992.)

-F

August 4-8, 1992. Linguistic Association of Canada and the United
States (LACUS). At the University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada. Contact:
Valerie Makkai. Secretary-Treasurer, LACUS, PO Box 101. Lake Bluff, IL,
60044, USA. Abstract Deadline: January IS, 1992.
August 9-14, 1992: Fifteenah International Congress of Linguists
Quebec City. Quebec, Canada. Abstract deadline: I October 1991. Contact
CIPL. Department of Language and Linguistics. Laval University. Quebec
City, Quebec, Canada GIK 7P4. Phone: 418-656-5323: Facsimilc:418-6562019. e-mail: cipl92@lavalvml.bitnet.
August 26-29, 1992. Discourse and the Professions. Uppsala. Sweden.
This international conference will focus on the production and
comprehension of wriuen and spoken discourse in professional seuings.
Text analysis. discourse analysis, pragmatics, and studies of the writing
process will be covered. together with studies of the interrelationship of
speech and writing in modem society. Both theoretical and applied
studies of spoken and written discourse among professionals and
between experts and lay people will be discussed. Inquiries: Brill-Louise
Gunnarsson, FUMS, Uppsala University, Box 1834. S-751 48 Uppsala,
Sweden.
1993
July 1993. Fifth Nouingham International· Systemic Workshop. Madrid
or Barcelona, Spain.
July 1993.Australian Systemic Meeting. Contact: Catc Poynton, South
Australia College of Advanced Education, School of Communication, Magill
Campus, Lome Ave, Magill, SA, 5072, Australia
July 1993. Third Biennial Chinese Systemic Conference. Hangzhou, P. R.
China. Contact: Prof. Shaozbeng Ren. Foreign Languages Department,
Hangzbou University. Hangzhou ZhejianJl, 310028, P. R. China, •
.Ju.\'1 1"1-~3, l'l"f3. :;).o7'1> z:i>.Je;na.f,ona I 5~t:>1emlc Cun") 1e:;;s:
Y•<.f<>r•o..J:3,.+;s~ <.:.l.,mh,c:.. r"'!'lt da., Con:foc<.+: qo;-d <>n htlfon
£r>ql,sh Depodmenr, Un.ved.t<1 orv.~.-lo,..,o-., Vic1o .... ,o,B.-:.,.;sh •
(Jiumb, ....(n ..... oda..Jl>er<> w.tt be o... Cu«rse··-rar- ane o..- -f<vo
l!l94 l.Jeei(S b <>-{6,-~ /he C<.nq1eS£ .1-t Voncvu\le• 1-t.<n
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August 1-5, 1994. (Tentative dale). ISC-21. Ghent, Belgium. Contact:
Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen, Guinardstraat 12, B-9000 Gent,
Belgium.

.,

f
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July 1995. ISC-22. Beijing. China. CoDta.ct: Prof HU Zhuanglin,
Department of English, Peking University. Beijing. People's Republic of
China.
July, .1995. China Systemic Conference. Beijing. China. Contact: Prof HU.
Department of English, University of Peking, Beijing. People's Republic of
China.
1996
July 1996. ISC-23. Sydney, Australia. Contact: Di Slade, Faculty of
Education. University of Technology. Po Box, 123, Broadway, Sydney.
NSW, 2007. Australia.
August, 1996. Jyvislcylii. Finland. lith World Congress· of the
International Association of Applied Linguistics (AILA). Inquiries: Prof.
Karl Sajavaara, Depanment of English. University of Jyvaskyla •. SF-40100,
Jyvaskyla. Finland.

Notes from Nan: ON CONSIDERATION. We would like to lhank everyone who
sent material 10 us on white 8 112 by II paper and changed their lired old
typewriter ribbon bc::forc writing for NETWORK. REMINDER: Send your

. electronic addresses to Jim Benson for the Systemic list; send your references
to Christian Manhiesscn for the Systemic Bibliography: and send copies of
your auiclcs and books to Martio Davies for the archives and -for booL
reviews in NETWORK. Please feel free to volunteer articles for NETWORK.
your energy for pUtting ou1 NETWORK in the future. your nominatiOA OC' selfnomination for abc ncxa ln1c:ma1ional Systemic Congress Commiuce. and
your panicipalion in any or all of our meetings. Although we have a mailing
list (and charge money for NETWORK) w~; do not intend to exclude anyone.
The money we charge for NETWORK just barely covers the cost of production.
Also please feel free: to add meetings to the ·upcoming meetings' list. review
ANY meeting you auend: send in area news. nwiew any book. cte. We
panicularly need news of all NEW books. We would also like 10 know if you
are interested in hosting a International Systemic Congress taf1er t996). {See
NETWORK volume 16. page 7 fOr inslructions.f Please feel free 10 use the:
page called 'NETWORK invoice' at any meeting you attend. We need help
selling NETWORK. Most of all we need 10 know what YOU" are doing. Arc you
going on leave? Do you have 'work in progress'? Have you had a book
acceptc!d? Did you get a Ph.D? Have you changed jobs? Have you wricten an
aniclc:? Please lea us know! Thanks. Nan

(Ji

4TH NOTTINGHAM INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMIC WORKSHOP
31ST JULY TO 3RD AUGUST 1992
CALL FOR PAPERS
Following the success of the previous workshops, we are pleased to
announce that a Fourth Systemi·c Wo_rkshop will be held in Nottingham
next summer - once again over a period of THREE days.
The main topic will be GENRE and workshop sessions will explore
aspects of different GENRES.
Two days of the Workshop will be devoted to papers and discussion
under-..the·-main heading. However, to reflect the on-going interest
in our previous topics, the third day will be devoted to sessions
on THE EXCHANGE and on THEHE.
Date of workshop:

Friday 31st July to Monday August 3rd 1992.

Conference·· address:

Or. Gerald Parsons
Dept. of English Studies
University of Nottingham
Nottingham NG7 2RD U.K.

further Information:

This will be sent to those who return the
slip below by January 24th 1992

Please rttlrD thiS slip

bJ JI!I!!IU Zttb J9U to Dr.

G. hr$011S, Out. of ED1liSb Stdies, lltlivtrsitr of lottiDtW , IG1 20 d.l.

Name •••.• • . . • . • • . • • . • . . • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • . . . . • . (PLEASE
Addre;;s. . •. • • • . • . • . . • . • • . • • • . . . • . • . . • • • . . • . • • • • . • • . • . • . . WRITE
.LEGIBLY)
Please tick as appropriate:

D

I hope to attend the 4th Nottingham International
Workshop and would like further information.
I am willing to present a paper on:-

c::::J Genre
c::::J The Exchange
c::::J Theme
c:::J Other

The title of my paper will be:

-------

..
1/e(Sn1f~: .(_)O~rr55
necent Systemic and Other Views on
. Language

Recent Systemic
Eija Ventola (editor)

and Other Views on Language
Eija

Vento!~

Upon publication, please send me __ copies .of Recent
Systemic and Other Views on Lantuaoe. ( special conference price,
approx. DM 174.40, approx. US$ 96.00)

(editor)

The 20% conference discount applies only to prepaid orders placed
directly with the Publishers on o' before September IS, 1991.
Fpr your information, the .rate of exchange is
approximately lllOO=DM L30

1991. approx. 520 pages. Ooth. ISBN 3 II 017407 0
approx. OM 218.00. approx. US$ 120.00.
Special conference price. approx.. DM 174.40, approx. US$ 96.00
(Trends in Unguistics Studies and Monographs)

Systemic linguistics, which bas developed from Finhian linguistics. and
such functional approaches to language as. for example. tbc Prague School.
have always shared common ground.
This collection of 21 original articles
developments in fum:lional linguistics.

capture$

some

of

the

newest

0
0

0· Pk.asechargC.mycrtditcard 0 Please :invoice at regular price
Visa
0 American Express* 0 Mastctcard/Acc~s
{please add the four numba O
J J J
bank code appeanng abo'·e your name)
- Credil <an! No. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I L:o CJ<.dil ca•d \'alid until, _ __
Name ___________________________
Cheque enclosed

~~'----------------

P~nt 1 deals with theoretical considerations (dynamic vs. synoptic/static
options. probabilities of systems, the notions of register, transitivity, and

rank).

Part II presents analyses of
theoretical and from an applied
minimal cxchangC:s, evaluative
interactions and in educational

SiflD"',..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:__ _ _ __

spoken conversational data. botb from a
paint of view. Topics include recovcrability.
assessments. and discourse skills in patient
contexts.

Part 111 centres around analyses or wriuen data and cover$ functional
theories in teaching writing, various ideologies in writing and their
realizalion. imcrtextualily. cohesion and coherence in texts. and foreign
learners' diHicuhies in academic writing.
Contribulors include M.A.K. Halliday, Nils Erik Enkvist, Frantisek. Danes. John
A. Bateman and CC:cile L. Paris. William McGregor, Ronald Geluykcns. Amy
B.T. Tsui. Jay L. Lemke. Elke Teich, Eirian l. Davies. Jonathan Fine, Frances
Christie. Barbara Coulurc, James R. Martin. Paul J. Thibauh. Gill Francis and
Anncliese Kramer-Dahl. Kevin Nwogy and Thomas Bloor. Michael lloey,
Gerald Parsons. Helen Drury and Eija Ventola.

Credit card orders are not valid without signature, and the addr~ss rcgislcred
with the credit card institute must be given.
• American Express card is DOl valid for orders placed in Nonh America.

Please send this form lo:
Mouton de Gruyter
(A Division of Waller de Gruylcr &. Co)
Gcnthincr Strassc 13
D-1000 Bcrlio 30. FRO

lo

for North America:
Waller de Gruyter, Inc.
200 Saw Mill River Road
llawtbome, NY !OS32
USA

change wilhoul notice

_,

-,:t

S-l ev(, .1>9 C.)ntjres-s
PINTER PUBLISHERS
from

the

Stir~ing

Adv•ncec tn Sy•t•mic
Th•ory •nd P r • c t i c e

in

press:

Kri$tln O;avidsfl

Papers

6. 1 Introduction: theory IU\d description
6.2 Presentation of the transitive and erg~tive systems
6.2.1 Tho tran&itive system
6.2.2 Tho orsative system
6.3 Transitive/ergative EFFECTIVE s~ructures
6.3.1.1 Internal prototypical s~ructure of the cateeory •tranuitive:
effective•
6.3. 1.2 A note on the tscility-oriented pssstve
6.3.2.1 Prototypical structure ot the category er-gative:eftectivo
6.3.2.2 Ergative instigation vorsus analytical causation
8.4 'l'rant~itive/ergative M-IDDLE structures
6.4.1 Transitive PSEU~EFFECTIVE structures
6.4.2 Ergative pseudo-effective struc~ureo
6. 5 Cor1clusion
8. An Initial Approach to Comparatives in A Systemic Functional G~ammar

Cor-~sressa

Lingui•tic••

R•c•nt

edited by

Martin Davies (University ot Stirlinsl
and

Louise Ravelli {University ot

Bi~•ingham)

CONTENTS
PART I - FIWIEHORK
1. Trust the Text
John ff Sir.cl•ir

Gord'l" Tuckwr

8.1 Introduction

8.2 The sttucture set up tor quality and comparison
6. 3 The synt~ctic structure of thom constructions
6.3.1 General observations
6.3.2 THAN • NOMINAL GROUP
6.3.3 THAN • CLAUSE
8.4 Scnuantic considerations lUld. the- system network.
6. 5. Reali-zation
6.6 Concl~sion and iMPlications tor other forms ot comparative

2. Hw do you mean?

H.A.K.

H~ll.id~y

3. Functions of probabilities on linguistic systems
.J~m~th<~tt

F itt~

3.1

Intr~uction

3.2
3.3
3.4
3. 5

P~evious studies of ~robabilities
Proposa.ls for the role o~ probabilities in systemic theory.

The evidence for probabilities
Conclusior1s

PART IV - roNCT!OOAL SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE and Tlll!ME
10. On

PART II - HETAFUNCTIOIIS
4. Inte~reting tbe t~xtual metatunction
Textual issues to be discussed

10.3 Linear modification
10.4 The seman~ic factor
10.5 Factors. signals and carriers of CD
10.6 Potentiality
10.7 Int.cma.tion
10.8 Conclusion
13. Towards an underston4inc of the notion ot Theme: an example from Dari

4. 2 The problem of itJterpretins' tba textua.l meta.tunctior,
4.3 Textual movement
4.4 Tho shape of the textual moveaent: waves
4.4.1 Carriers ot textual waves
4.4.2 Imposing discreteness on wove
4.4.3 From srammotical vaves to disoours$ se•antic waves
4.5 Second order nature of tbe textual metafunction
4.6 Dynamic charact•r; transitions
4.6.1 Thematic progression
4.6.2 Transitions between WAves
4.6.3 Textual Statuses and textual tranaitions
4.7 Modelling w~v~s
4. 6 Conclusion: •nisinterpretations and ir1te:rpretations
~-

Interpersonal meaning in discourse: value orientations
J. L~ L~•ke
5.1 Seaiotic functions and semantic resources
~-2
Heteropraxia and orientational text semantics
5.3 Interpersonal meAning: Tow~rd a broader semiotic interpretation
5.4 Genre and the social-constit~tive function in text
5.5 Global value-orientational patterns in text

basic problems ot' Functioo&.l Sentence Perspective

10.1 tr,trod.uction
10.2 the contextual factor

Christi•t• Hatthiesser.

4.1

so~~&e

J;m Fjrbas

Lnd• Rashidi

13. l
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.~

Introduction
l\eckground
A definition of Theme
The structure of Dari
Analysis of a Dari narrative

13.6 "'t'heJJte

13.7 ldentificatiorJ of Tbet»e
;.

13.8 Discussion
13.9 Conclusion
PA!il' V - TEXT STUJ)JES

.14

PART Il I - LEX! COG!W!MAR
6. TrDnuitivity/ergativity: the JanuS-headed grammar ot actions and events

Technicality in the register of bridge
,1aru!s 0. Ber.s'"' a.r1d UJJJJ'it• S. Gre4u-es
14. 1 Introduction

14. 2. Introducir,g -and definir:.g technical terras (relational inteosti.ve
identifying clauses)
14.3 Taxonomising
H.3.1 Relational processes of attribution: superordination

~--~~---
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Announcing the. LINGUISTS Nameserver

/,

8/2/91

il
I

Today we have put into operation a linguistic nameserver. The function
of this server is to reply to single or multiple requests for
e-mail
addresses of researchers in the language sciences.
The basic commands now available are: HELP, LIST, ADD, REMOVE.
HELP speaks for itself
LIST requests address listings. Legal requests include: list surname;
list string*; etc.
ADD requests the addition of an address. The format is:
add surname, first name: address
REMOVE requests the removal of an address. The format is:
remove surname, first name: address
(before issuing a REMOVE command it is advisable to check the exact
form of an entry with LIST)
All requests should be addressed to L!NGUISTS@ALF. LET. UVA.NL. The
subject line will be ignored. Each request should be entered on a
separate line.
Please let your colleagues know about us!
Norval Smith,
Institute for General Linguistics,
University of Amsterdam
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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THE JNTlRNATIONAL
~anguage

~INGUISTIC

called •the u1ttaate
and dea~st rounaatlon of hu•an •octety•.
and vfth ev•~v pasetng year It baca.ea
et••r~ that an und•ratandfn~ of oura•tv••
~
our
aoel•ty
de~nda
on
an
\lnderatancUng of t~ nature and funct ton
ot language. Th• ways w• thfnk. act. and
Interact are tnaktrlcably bound up wfth
the vaya we atructure and for.utat• our
perception.;
tr we are to COMprehend
ouraelvea and our experience.
v• .ust
•••••~
our atngte
.a•t
dt•tlncttve
feature •• humans. our language.
ha• been

1n t943 •• the
ltnguiatcc c•rcte of New York. on the
aodet
of such European organlzat1one ••
the llngulatlc Ctrct• or Prague and t~
Socl•t• Lfngut•tlqu• de P•rt•. by a group
ot European tfngufat• In extle because or
th• var~
tn •••octatfon wtth Jtngut•t• at
several New York unlv•reftl•s. 8ecauae or
th• nature or ft• ~••b•rehlp.
ft ha•
occupted a untque place tn the hl•tory or
world- ttngutstlcs: as H. A. Cleasoo. ~r.r
wrote In 1965.
•Jh& Llngulatlc Ctrcle ot
New ~or~ trOd the ttrst was a meeting
ptac:e for. European and Anr.ertcan viewpoints
and teehOtquea. Gr•duate atudenta tratned
tn the untveratttes of He~ York were
tra1~d In both tradtttons.•
The

The

dlverae
roras
of
verbal
COMMUnfcatton provide a subject vhlch has
profoundly affected . .n·e vtew or hl•se\f
and ht• vortd.
EMpto•tve controversies
~ve
erupted
and
aubalded
as ~new
lnforaatton tro• ••ny
atactpttna• has
added to our uncler:trtandtng or language.
Hl•tory.
aoctology.
anthropology,

payehoJogy.

biology.

physfc•.

tt.A wae- founded

(Unlveralty or Turtn) on •Ap~•ta•; Marvtn
I. Herzog (Co1unb1a Untv•r•lty) on ·T~
Ytddtsh language
and Cuttur•
At1ae•;
Wtl1ta~ C.
Moulton (Prtnceton Univer•tty)
on •s•ntence Pera~cttva
tn £ng1t•h•;
Mac~fa
(Cia~k
Untveralty)
on
•Prtmata Coamuntcatton•: Geoffrey Needler
(Pace Untv•ratty) on •The Dutch t•nguage
tn Metropolitan ~v Vo~k·; O•nnt• V•p~an
(Queens Col1•ga) on •Prosodf.c fe•turea of
81aek Folk Poetry•;
and tugene Ntda
(American Bible Soctety) on •s••lottca and
LeKtcography•.

JaA•• ,·

Annu•1 Conference

In order

ov•r
the
world and
the
n•••
waa
accordingly changed to the lnternattona1
Ltogut~tfc Aaaoctetton.
~atlons fn furope
and Sout~ America. a• well as countrtea as

and

widely

scattered •• 1ndone3ta.
Saudt Arable.
Jaree1. Hlg•rt•.

language.

~apan.

Tahiti.
Kenya.

•r• ••ong the .ore than
30. on atx ~onttneot•~ represented inrtta
present aemberahtp.

But the atudy of language tn 1ta •any
••pect• haa not been 1t•tt•d to pu~e
theory;
tt ~• a conatantly grovtog range
ot practical appllcattona. New tnfor•atton
tr~ t~ aocl•l and natural ect•nc•• ~·•
. .Ga poa•tble the de•crfptlon ot tanguag•
vtth n•v objectivity and ~ovfded valuable
toot• for •octal pt-.nntng •net the
teachtng ~I language. A ocent c•ntury old.
ltngulatfe•.
the act•ntfttc
•tUdy ot
language. has never been so dyna~lc as tt
Ia today.
ln r•c•nt years~
turther•ore.
atudenta of 1tterature hav• found the
•ethods and tnatghte of llngutattca to be
u•efut tn elaborating theories and aethod'

and Korea.

TM I!Mraberehtp

t~ ll.A
have
oft~ prof••aton.

1 tata of

read like an honor ro11

Such
lnfluentt•l echolara
••
8ottngar. Noam ChoMsky. Zetllg

Ovtght

Harrt•,
Ao..an l.Jakobaon. VI I 1 I aN labov,
RObert
Lodo. Andre Marttnet. K•npeth Pfk•. Paul
Postal. T. A. Sebeok. and urtel W.fnratch
are AlllOng those who hav. worked v t th the
organtzatton. spok~n et Its •eettnga. or
wrttten for tts Journal.

,..w

ACHVITIES

of
literary
crlttcts•.
and
thetr
dtacoverfes have.
turn. ahed •ora llght
on llnotHatfca,

Regu1ar

-,n

~eettng~

Since 1943 guest speekere have beeo
Invited to present paper• at the r•gu1ar
~onthty Meetings held at 2:30 P·•·
on th•
eecond Saturday ot aach •onth.
OctOber
throuQh May.
except
March (Wten the
Association has fts Annual Conterene•).
Currently the Qeettngs
take place at
t~nter College- at 695
Park Avenu4.
New
York City.

T~
ll& ts a acho1ar1y org~nlzatton
ofterfng • forun for the ••••fnatlon or

llngut•ttca fro. •••

and annual Meetings

!

In ~cent year3 ~• hava h~era fro•
Dovld K. Bernhart (tewfk t~use) speaktna
on "New
Enol istl•;
Otul htno
8onranta
--~-

~-c~

to provide a broad

foruN for

the reading of paperar·and th• eKChang• or

Ideas
By f969 the organtzatton had grown to
Include •ore than 2000 ••~•r• fro. a\\

etectrontes have all contributed exciting
new d'sco¥ertes to our kno~ledge or the
acqutattton. structure. and Influence or

angfea.
lt• monthly
end Ita dfatfngutshed
jOUI"~I
WRO provtde an opportun·fty for
the dtsse.tnatton of naw data and Ideas.
M•aborD or the Ill tnc1uo• t'nou,~ts of
-- •very )lngutsttc #Choo1 and pereuaelon ~nd
~ acfenttets tn r•lated otaclp1tnea tn al1
or the world. es ~all as language
lh•
onJy

J

HISTORY

A$$0CJATJON

by

com.unlty.

the
tnternattonat tlngu1sttc
the llA has held an Annual

Conference on Ltngutatlc2 •very v•ar etnee
1955. Moat cont•rancaa have been tn Nev
York City. but other at tea have tnc1uded
Vorce2ter 0 Maasa~husette; Ar•qutpa. Peru;

end

Wlndaor.

Aasoetetton
po2stbtltty

Ontario.

Cana~

end

the

t•
acttvely pursuing
of a Conrer•nce tn the

thlt

far

Eaat In the very near future.
PUBLICATIONS

One or th• •ost tmPortan~ functtona of
th• llA t• the
publtcatton of VOAO.
App••rfng three time• a ye•r.
In Aprtt •
Saptfmtb•r.
lind Oecemtt•t".
the Journe I
cont•fna
ertlclea
Oaaltng
W'tth,
the
structure~
function,
and
hf•torlca1
d•v•1opment or natural
languages and with
related topic•.
Raadars of recent t•su••
of WORD
have found art1cles
on the
tr•dlt,onal •school• languages -- Lattn,
Cr9ek, Engt\•h~ Ger•ao.
French~
Spantsh.
and Ita\ tan ·- as w•ll as on .any lese
~tde1y studied.
auch ea Ruastenr Dutch,
Welsh, and S\nhatese. Arttc182 tn recent
nu~bara
have
included
such
dtverae
subjects aa a comparfson of the dialects
ot
Rio de
Janefro
end Lisbon,
e
thaorattcal study ot neo-•tructuratl••·
end the phonological processes tnvolved In
tfrst-lenguage acqutaltfon, fr~ tl•• to
time an Issue Is devoted to a afngl• toptc
or the~: for eKample. Volume 28, nu~bara
t-2 (April-September.
1976) deaft wHh

telttc l'ngut~t,ca& VOlume 30~-n~bs~a
(Apr91-Septemb~r.

\1"

<4
.1

¢"

-ac
d

-!

1-a "\:
~~0

~97$) ~As d~vot~a to
Ot net~onai
1anguags plAnn~np;
and Volume 33.
nU~ber• 2-3 (JUly-4vgust.
1982)
e~aMinod th•
Spanish tanguDge tn

prob~~m~

~

~
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INFORMATION

b) "8 phase I childr~n~ (2X2X2), each playinl with t~o or
three of their neighbourhood friends;
- neighbour children same age and background;

I!RlEI" ACCOUNT ov:TIIE RESEARCII
1983-1986

c) -same 8 children and a Senior Research Assistant;
-SRA native Australian; first tongue English;
-parent of child similar age as subject children;
-experience of· teaching in local schools

directed by
Ruqaiya Hasan
School of English & Linguistics
Macquarie University
New South Wales, Australia 2109

4: Data

A: Phase I

with the assistance of
Carmel Cloran
Michael Oerlemans

- approximately 1"00 hOurs·· of naturally occurring dialogu·e
between the subject child and her/his mother i}l their home·
environment recorded by the mothers while they were engaged in
their everYday household activi~ies;

David G Butt
Rhondda Fahey

1: Title of research
The role of everyday talk between
establishing ways of learning

mothers

and ch-ildren

in

2: Basic questions
Phase 1: Do speakers systematically differ in the
selection of meanings in everyday discourse?

If so, does this variation correlate with the
speaker's social position?
Phase 2: How does the speakers• experience of socially
differentiated ways of meaning in everyday talk
at home compare with ways of meaning typical of
other significant· interactional environments such
as the instructional contexts of the classroom and
the personal ones of peer group interaction?
3: Subjects: all from in and around

Sy~~ey,

NSW.

A: Phase 1'
-24 mother child dyads;
-all dyads Australian native; English as first tongue;
-no consistent experience of any other culture;
-average age of children 3;8 (range 3;6-4;2);
-equal number of male and female children;
-mother-child dyads from two social backgrounds;
-soCial background~defined by reference to degree of
autonomy in work position:
Lower Autonomy Profession (LAP)
Higher Autonomy Profession (IIAP)

-

--f::"

B: Phase

·

~-

a) -24 schools; 12 from IIAP, 12 from LAP areas;
-kindergarten teachers and 20-22 children;

- from this a sample of approximately 22 1 000 messages
analysed for semantic variation; .messages· approximately equally
divided across 24 dyads and in each dyad across the three
material situatio-nal settings coPURon tO all dyads, viz. (i)
mother giving care eg bathing. dressing child; (ii) cooperative
activity, ie both mother and child 11 working 11 together eg baking,.
tidying up room, hanging out washing; and (iii) copresent but
distinct engagement eg mother working, child nearby playing or
JuSt hanging about;
B: Phase 2 (data from 3

contex~s):

-context 1: 24 classroom interactions
-12 schools from HAP area; 12 from LAP area;
-recording ~rom the first year of schooling;
-two rounds from each class;
-round 1 during first month of s9booling;
-round 2 during last month of schooling;
-two major pedagogic fields:
-picture talk
-number talk
total collected data: approx 48 hrs
-context 2: 8 children from Phase 1 recorded while
playing with their neighbourhood friends in
thei' usual-home-environments
total collected data: approx 16 hrs
-context 3: same 8 children in casual conversation with
a Senior Research Assistant who had first
spent time getting to know them by frequent
visits and participation; the same senior
researcher inserts within his casual talk with
these children a pedagogic context, treating the
children as if they were pupils in the classroom
and as if he were the teacher.
total collected data: 16 hrs+

..

-r-·

.. ~

5: Statistical Procedure

\

~-

i"

- A principal components analysis
- Clustre Analysis

•...

3

""
..

0~

..

()

::~~

·:s iii" !!

PHASE 1:
- in mothers• talk
variation correlates with social
claas background;
·· · ·
··
·
-next most important social factor is their children•s sex;
- tberefater child's position (1st child or subsequent),
mother's outside 1interests (interest ln child's school, church
group etc) and or religious bacltground;
- in children's talki the two most important social factors
are their social cla_ss background. and their sex;
- high degre_e of correlation between mothers ··and children
on the statistically sign-ificant variables in their talk.
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6: Soae publications

.

D G Butt: The object of language. In Hasan and Hartin
1989.
C Cioran: Learning through language:
gender. In llasan and Martin (eds) 1989.
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R Hasan: The ontogenesis Of ideology: an interpretation
mother child talk. In Threadgold et al (eds) 1986
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....:------:. Reading picture reading. Proceedings
Australian Reading Assoc~ation. 1987.
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-------: Language in the processes of socialisation:
school. In Gerot et al (eds) 1988
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M A-K Halliday, J Gibbons~& H Nicholas: (eds) Learning, Keeping
and Using Language: selected papers from the 8th WorldCongress
of Applied Linguistics. John Benjamins. 1990.
I.ea.rning
R Hasan & J R Martin: (eds) Language Development: Language
Language Learning Culture. Meaning and choice in
in Discourse
Studies for Michael Ualliday. In Series Advances
Processes XXVII~ Ablex. 1989.

g.-:c

T Threadgold, E A Grosz, G Kress, and H A K Halliday: (eds)
Semiotics Ideology Language. Sydney SLudies in Society and
No. 3. SASSC, Sydney University. 1986.
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L Gerot, J Oldenburg & T van Leeuwen (eds) Language and
Socialisation: home and school. Hacquarie University.
1988.
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R Hasan & C Cloran: A sociolinguistic interpretation of everyday
talk between mothers and children. In Halliday et al (eds) 1990.
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WORK IN PROGRESS

Til£ UNIVERSITY
OF BIRMINCIIAM
Sc-l:oool f>l
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COLLINS
COBUILD

Bank of Eqliab

FebruaJy 1991

l'nited Kincdom
Telc:phone U'll "4 39'25

w........,

50 Edgba.tCNII P.ark Ro.d

Bimainsham aa.s zax

ru. az1 •a-a 62IU

colleagues and students made their way to Binningham 10 work with the material that
was available. Gradually the soflware that gives access to the corpus and allows it to be
processed has become user·friendly and very powerful and sophisticated. We hope to
maintain and increase the availability of the material to those who have a serious
interest in it, and invite scholars to spend periods of study in a pleAsant environment in the
same building as Cobuild. · Small and dear re"quests can often be handled by
correspondence. We cannot subsidise these services. but we keep our charges as low as
possible. If you want lo use the corpus. please write lo the Corpus Administrator at the
above addrfss.

Dear Colleague

The Bank of English! An International Language Corpus

Research in Grammar

Following the success of the first Cobuild publications. I can now reveal that Cobuild has

We are also very pleased to announce that a major research initiative -has begun in the

begun a substantial new development in corpus collection at Birmingham and in the
research associated with it.
The original research has home fruit in a range 9f
dictionaries, grammars, course books and guides, and the data has been made widely
available.

study of English grammar. lbe Cobuild Grammar recently published has created a lot of

The First Ten Years
Cobuild was ten years old aa the beginning of October 1990. In this firs~ decade our
thinking moved from recognising lhe unique value of the evidence we go! from 5 million,
then 75 million, and eventually around 20 million words, to realising thai there is still a
very large amount of information available in the language to which we did noi have
access. This concerns the detailed patterning of less common words, and the developmenl
of comprehensive lists of the words and phrases that follow similar rules.

Hundreds of Millions of Words
Therefore once again we are going to raise the size of our corpU;$ by an order of magnitude
and move into the hundreds of millions of words. We hope that most of this work will be
done during 1991 .. and that from 1992 onwards- there will be a completely new range of
evidence available to enhance the publications of the future.

A Massive Flow of Language
for the longer tenn, work has also started on a new dimension of corpus research.. In the
same building as the Cobuild project is the Research and Development Unit for English
Language Studies, a section of the School of English that is particularly interested in the
building and analysis of corpora. and in conducting new research in the field. One of the
principal projects of the Unit in the coming years is to extend lhe notion of corpora into
endless amounts of text flowing through the computer, and to develop accompanying
retrieval software. This is· a unique project supported by the British Government
(dti/SERC), Nimbus Records and Collins Publishers.

interest because it p-ovides informaiion not available elsewhere. It is now possible,
building on that experience, to put together a very detailed grammar from which further
publications can be derived. Professor Michael Halliday, consultant on ihe existing
grammar, has agreed 10 be a padicipant and consultant in the new project.
The associated compilation work in Cobuild continues and more tides will be published
each year; fairly soon we will begin a revision of the first dictionary. and the new
evidence from the corpus and grammar will be incorporated into that project.

Research and Development in Lexicography
Cobuild has now established a new approach to lexicogaphy which seems to be on course
to becoming the principal way of studying the vocabulary of a language. Since Cobuild
has demonstrated the relevance and enormous value of large corpora, tbere has been a
growing interest from other students of language, including those Working in automatic
intelligence.. translation and language- teaching. Cobuild thus has a ten year lead to
maintain and these new developments are the latest stage in meeting the needs of the 90s
arul beyond.

Cobuild and the School of English have established a good working relationship with
corpus linguists in other countries, notably in Europe, and together we promote the
provision of corpus resources in 'languages other than English with the support of the
Council of Europe and the EEC. Hence the title of the new initiative; we see ourselves as
the English language base of a growing international community.
If yOu have an interest in finding out new facts about English, the Birmingham corpus, and
our expertise and experience may be able to help.
Yours sincerely

Jt~

I{

S'uiaa«::
/

Access to the Corpus
U is the settled policy of all the partners in the Birmingham corpus work that our
material should be .wail.tble ft)r gcnNJI use. During 1he 80s, many s..·hol.ns, business
I I

Professor J M Sinclair
Professor of Modem English language
Editor·in·Chicf Cobuild
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ABSTRACT

INFORMATIO

LlNGUISTIC ANALYSIS AND DEAF STUDENTS' TEXTS:
TOWARDS A PEDAGOGY OF MEANING AND REPRESENTATION

Because of the centrality of language to the educative process, deaf
students matriculating in mainstream colleges and universities

In the .chapter on error analysis, I describe the interlanguage rules

experience more problems with reading and writing activities than their

manifested by deaf writers in their texts, demonstrating that their

hearing peers and fail to graduate in greater numbers. In attempting to

"errors" are the result of rule-governed behavior. In the chapter on FSP, I

assist hearing-impaired learners, teachers and researchers have tended

show how deaf students manage given and new information to create

to remediate their lexicogrammatical errors; they have concentrated on

communicative dynamism, while in the section on text analysis I

what deaf writers do incorrectly

iti texts. This· manuscript suggests a

examine semantic and cohesive connections in their texts.

different approach. By employing three linguistic methodologies-error

Suggestions for a linguistically-based composition curriculum

analysis, functional sentence perspective, and text analysis-! try to show

conclude the study. Examples from student texts illustrate how deaf

how deaf students use the resources of English to make meaning and

learners respond to the pedagogical approaches outlined in the

represent their ideas. I develop strategies for analyzing student texts, and

manuscript, supporting the contention that instruction .in information

I suggest various ways that the mainstream college composition

management, in the ideational and tagmemie constituents of texts, and in

instructor can utilize the findings of linguistics as a basis for the

the logical relations of English

instruction of deaf and hearing students.

pedagogical practices based on the eradication of syntactic errors.

are more beneficial to deaf writers than

Opening with a review of the factors influencing the language
acquisition of deaf youngsters, the text explores strengths and weaknesses
of both oral and signed

trai~ng

for those with moderate to profound

hearing loss. I then discuss the characteristics of deaf students' written
prose at the micro and ll)acro textual levels as a prelude to a linguistic
study of eleven short essays written by deaf students.
A brief hi<tnry and description of the contrasting linguistic

Jacqueline Joy Anderson
Assistant Professor, Communication Arts
Madonna College
36600 Schoolcraft
Livonia, Ml 48150-1173
(313)591-5064
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TOWARDS A GENERAL POUCY
FOR PUBUSHING BOOKS OF PAPERS
IN SYSTEMIC LINGUisnCS
Robin Fawcett
(Editor of Pinter Publishers' Open Linguistics Series)
Computational Linguistics Unit
University of Wales
College of Cardiff
CardiffCFI3EU
UK
e-mail: fawcen@uk.ac.cardiff
THE PROBLEM
Over the last few years I have had a growing feeling that those who work in the systemic
framework are not doing as well as we mightiO ffiake our ideas available 10 each other and 10
those outside. Network is there 10 keep us in touch with each other, but it does not normally
publish full length articles such as might appear in a journal or a book. In fact, our main public
forum is our annual international congress - increasingly strongly supported by the area meetings
that take place in North America, Australia, Europe and China. The problem is that, by and
large. different groups of people attend the different conferences. so that most people miss most
papers.
I am in the fortunate position of having been able 10 get to almost all of the recent international
congresses (though not, of course. 10 most area meetings), and I am increasingly concerned that
the many excellent papers that are presented are heard by far too small a group. So what is to be
done? 'Publish the conference proceedings,' you may say. But there are at least the following
two problems.
To illustJate the first problem, consider the Stirling Congress of ! 990. or the sixty or so papers
given there. around thiny were offered 10 the editors of the resulting volume (Advances in
Systemic Linguistics: Recent Theory and Practice, edited by Martin Davies and Louise Ravelli,
to be published im early 1992 by Pinter) - but there was room for only twelve in the book itself.
So one problem is that many good papers do not appear, even when a 'conference proceedings'
appears.

The second problem is the difficulty of fmding publishers willing to publish books consisting
of conference papers. Those who organise and attend conferences often rather like the idea that
a book has come out of the cooference. But for those who have not actually been there - which
includes most of the putential purchasers of such a book (and, most impunanlly, the potential
publishers) · tile mere fact that papers have been presented on the same oceasion does not
normally strike one as a particularly puwerful unifying factor. The fact is tha~ these days, it is
not easy to sell, year by year, a series of books each of which claims that it gives an overview of
currenr thinking in a particular area - even in as exciting a growth area as systemic linguistics! It
simply is not the case that each year's book of conference papers provides a new, definitive 'state
of the an' in the field - and yet the editors of such books are vinually forced 10 make some such
claim in order 10 make the book a!lraclive 10 those who publish and purchase such books. (For
this type of book to a be genuinely authoritative overview - as the two New Developments in
Systemic Linguistics volumes published in f987 and 1988 sought to be -the editors need 10
have access 10 ALL pussible contributors; not just those who happen 10 have presented a paper
10 a Congress in Helsinki or Stirling or Tokyo, worthwhile though these collections undoubtedly
are.)

I can think of three ways of responding 10 this problematical-situation, and I would like 10
propuse these for consideration by the systemic community. or the three. it is the third which
could, I think, make the most significant difference.
THREE POSSIBLE SOLIITIONS
I. We should ali ensure that our libraries order copies of all systemic books. While I haven't been
able to check with Nan Fries before writing this, my guess is that there must be around a
thousand people on the list of those invited 10 our congresses. This should nlCan that we have
reached the critical mass for suppnning book publication without depending on outside interest
(not !hal we should not continue to try 10 increase !his, of course). In other words, if each of us
ordered one ropy of every systemic publication, no publisher need ever lose money on a
systemic book again. (Perhaps Network could reprint the order forms for the papers from the
congresses from which books have been produced?)

2. We could follow the trend established at the East Lansing and Tokyo Congresses and seek to
publish our proceedings in journals. Here, questions tO ask are: How many journals would
would he willing to do this? And is the publicity sent out by journals to libraries, etc, as good as
that of mainstream publishers? My feeling is that there are probably not enough journal editors
willing to take our conference papers 'lnore than very occasionally, but !hat where this avenue is
open it may at times be appropriate- perhaps in the framework of what is to be propused below.
3. We could slop publishing an annual book. centred on each annual congress, and instead start

_r
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publishing books centred on specific themes (unless the organiser particularly wanted to and
could ensure suitable publication). This type of book would be likely to be more attractive to
autbon, publishers and book purcbasers.. It could be an opporrunity for those other than
conference organisers to edit a book (and so possibly give their CV _a boost).
For example, I can imagine thattbe systemic community may well be capable of publishing a
useful and insightful book every five years or so in each of the following areas:
(I) systemic theory and description (these two being sepa<llble in principle, though I would
prefer not to separate them for the reasons given in the lnlroduction 10 Halliday and Fawcett
1987) e.g. new ideas connected with the theory and apparatus of systems. such as the role of
probabilities in system netWOrks, systems that change, the role of gates, the relationship of
. system networks and realization rules, new ideas about theme in relation to Other languages,
possibly a whole boolr. of papers on, e.g. theme or transitivity or mood or modality, etc);
(2) systemic literary stylistics;
(3) systemic ideological studies;
(4) systemic computational linguisties;
(5) systemic educational linguistics;
(6) systemic linguistics and society (includes (3)?).
There could be less frequent books on currently less popular areas such as systemic
psycbolinguistics and systemic phonology. And there need be no necessary limitation to books
made up on the conventional pattern of papers of 4,000 10 8,000 words; there could, if it were
appropriate, be two to five papers of IS,OOO- 40,000 words.
At Pinle< we have made a small beginning in the publication of lheme-hased books, with Bitch
and 07oole's The Functions of Style covering stylistic studies (many being li!e<ary), Chilton's
The Language of the Nuclear Anns Debate covering a specialist area of ideological linguistics,
and a book currently in preparation, edited by Paul Tench, on Systemic Phonology. But !here is
certainly scope for more.
I should malr.e it clear that Pinter would NOT want 10 publish all of these books! It is healthy
that an increasing number of 'friendly publishers' are appearing, and in my view the more
publishers there are who publish systemic and related books, the more likely others are to realise
lhar our books are indeed worth publishing. I would lilr.e 10 see as many publishers as possible
publishing systemic books.

My proposal is that there might be a small committee who would act as a combination of
clearing house, catalyst and signal bnx. Its role would be to do what! have been doing in
relations between systemic linguistics and Pinter Publishers over the last few years, but on a
broader front and perhaps more systematically. The committee could collect a 'pool' of material
that authors were willing to have considered for book publication (most obviously, but not
exclusively, from the international congresses and the ·area chapters' that are now developing in

North America. Australia. Europe (all at Nottingham so far) and Cbina. It could suggest to
potential editors that they might consider working on a book in some area or other. (Initiating
new books in this way bas been one of my main satisfactions in editing for Pinter.) They would
also keep in touch with publishers, to see who might and might not be interested in publishing
work in any particular area. (I have in mind one or two experienced people who might chair or
serve on such a committee...)
None of this would be intended 10 replace the current P,.ocedures wbereby authors of whole
books approach, or are approached by, individual publishers, or the valuable role played by
Occasional Papers in Systemic Linguistics. The purpose is 10 provide more and belle< oudets for
the excellent papers that are presented at systemic congresses. and which too often do not get
mare.J with the wider community. I am thinking in particular of the many outstanding papers
that were presented at the last congress in Sydney, and the fact that on lhar occasion no book
came out of the congress. But many could have gone into 'theme-centred' books, if only there
had been someone to prompt and co--ordinate any willing editors. Next year we have our second
congress in Sydney; my proposal .is lhar this time we should seek to set up two or three potential
books that would draw on the material presented there, as well as that from previous congresses
or area conferences or specially wrillen papers by people who are unable to attend, and to seek
10 publish through a variety of publishers.
SUMMARY

To summarise (concenlr.lting on the third proposal): I am suggesting that we should move on
from a practice that has served us preuy well, on the wbnle. in the past, but which it may be
becoming time to abandon as our principal publication oullet. It is not fair 10 conaibutors 10 a
congress that the publication of papers originally given at that congress should depend, as it does
now, on the willingness of the organiser 10 lake on the additional work of editing a volume of
papen • a volume~ moreover. that may in the end have as its only significant unifying factor that
most of the papers are systemic. While this has been good enough in the pas~ I think that we
may find increasing difficulty in gettiog such volumes accepted for publication in the futureaitd that we shall in fact get more and belle< books published if we switch to 'theme-centred'
books.
What do you think1 If you have any comments. criticisms or suggestions (e.g. for comminee
members), please contact me at the address at the head of this article. 1 bope this matter may be
discussed at the Business Meeting of the Sydney Congress, when I could summarise the views
sent to me, and I hope we might set up such a committee.
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Introduction to a functional grammar o.f Chinese

~hat is grammar? Does Chinese have.a grammar?
What is a functional grammar?
1.3 ·How is a functional grammar organised?

1.1
1.2
1.4

2.

3·

~sing

and text·ual

g.

Basic Clause Structure (a): How the message is organised
2.1

Topic: and Comment

2 .. 2

Eleme-nts able to function as Topic;

·

2.3

Comple>: Comments

'

10.

Types of Process (i): the Proce~s assigns
.quality/state~ Stative
3.3 Types Qf Process (ii): the Proces$
links/r~lates. Participants: Relational

4.3
4. 4

Initiator of Action: Actor
Extension of Action~ Goal, Recipient

Different~ Types of Action
Revision <i): Structures with different types of
Process and F'articipa'"!,t(~)

12.

The Clause as an Exchange between Speaker and Listener (a):
Speech funr;:tions

5 .. 1

Speech function:
Listener

5.2

Spe-~ch funct:ion
Spee"=h .funct:ion

S.3

5.4

--

~
~.~

6.

7.

~

type of interaction between Speaker and

li): Statement

(ii.a): Vesltlo que~tion
Speech funct1on (ii .. b)l Missing in·fonnation question
Speed' functions <iv) ~ (v): Offer ~ Command

E;~changtao between Speaker and Listener
Inf:r•-•si on Qf the Spea~~er
0.1
Tt~e Intrusion of t}J.e Speaker into the E~:change
6.2 Modal verbs
6.3 Modal tags
6.4 Modal particles
The Clause as an

Adding to the Clau!:e ~a): Circumstances
7.1 RevistQn <ii): Basic cla!J.se structures
7 .. 2
Circumstances: Placing· the Process & Participant (s)
7.3 Types Qf Circumstances
7 .. 4 Positioning of Circumstancf?-:

Markinq

1 :;..

th~ Cl~u-:e: p~rticul~r ~mphasis
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re£ponse to a
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.:-•ospe-::t p~rticlP.s vs modal particles
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1.1.2
1L3
11.4
11.5
11. 6

Basic Clause Struct-.•re (b) <cont .. ) z Types of Process ( 1 i i):
Action: the Process represents an act.i on

4.1
4.2

s.

tt.

to the basic structure: me5sa.ge

Adding to the Clause (c): Complements
9~1 Complements8 Filling out. the Process
9.2 Types of Complements
9.3 Revision <iii): Or·dertng of ~ld'=l.ition.al elements
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t-Jhat is orammar? Does Chinese have a grammar?
What is a functional qrammar?
How is a funCtional -grammar organised?
U~ing a functional grammar: a note on terminology.

Thft grammar of Chiness,
this liet of
formal
and mea.ni.nQf
patterns,
lies behind"''eYery utterance a Chinese 5pealcer make
and is to a large e;:tent-unChanging ..
t-towever what a
descript.i
of this grammar, "a grammar" of Chinese in the other sense of t
wc·rd,

reve-als

and empt.asi S;es at?out the 1 anguage,

depen_ds

ve

much on
the way i t views language in general..
The sort
description used her~ is a functional one, so I will now go on
summarise the main -features of a functional view of lanouage.

LLL ~A~ l~ QCAmmec1 QQc~ ~~l~C~~ ~A~c A !!Cemmec1
Grammar is a type of languaoe patterning. It 15 part of the
gener&l patterninQ through "'hich a language organises its sounds
into words, .1ts wo.rds into largel'" groups, anrl these larger groups
into coherent wholes so that we can maJ:e sense to each other.
Grammar lies between two a:pects of the real world: at one end,
the sounds that we utter or the letters that we write;
at the
other,
the con.texts in whict, lanc;~uage activ1ty takes place.
Grammar is formal patterning; that is~ to do with for•: how items
i.e.. words,
are organtsed into -structures,
Le.
phr:as'es and
sentences. Grammar· is also •eaningful patterning: differences in
the form of items and struchtres reflect differences in meaning.

!~~

~bS!

i§

~ fYD~!i9ll~! 9C~IDm9C1

A functional Qrammar is a natural grammar, a
grdmmar
in which every ieature can be e};pl ained by reference

how

the

language

is

used; in other words, the

l•:inds of grammatical patterns that e>:ist in language

bear
a natural relation to the mea11in"g5 tt.ey express.
Let ·s leal:; at an e>:ample .. af haw the -orammar represents e>:perien

Someone observes a. compl e>: phenomenon
linguistically a9
A

.fl!J...~ ~

~\,

Furwuyuarn xii

and

represents

]!z_IU.

parn·r
waiter
wash dish.
We can loci~ at this representation in at least
three differe1
ways.
Firstly 7 on the level of meaning, i t breaks down a compo·
experience into three parts; a person,· an c.ct of washing, a
di!
Secondly,
ii"'
Qrammatical terms, these parts fulfil
differe1
roles "Ji th respect to the t~hol es we may 1 abel these roles as
Actor Process . Goal
·
Furwuyuarn xii parn·r
waiter
wash dish
Thir·dly,
these different parts may be assigne-d to differ·ent
W(
But
the-re
are other ways of organising form
to e>:pn~·ss
classes:
raeanino,
and Chir,ese, "'hich has almost no word endings,
«•akes
noun
verb noun
great u5e of word order, and what the Ch1nese traditionally
Furwuyu.rn xii parn·r
call
••empty words": tt1at is·~ words WhiCh
iridicate grammatical
waiter
wash dish
-relationships.
I t is true, however, that there are a whole lot of
the
analysis of
experience
into
"goi nos-c·r
grammatical
meanings that we are obliged to express in English which reflecting
represented
by
ver·bs, and participants in
the
goings-t
Chinese does not need to express.
For examplev
the Chinese
represented by nouns.
sentence ~
Woo aaai shu ""I buy bool~" could be translated
Looked at in this way, grammar is an indispensible part
of
any language: no language could function without this formal
and
meaninoful patterning.
So when you hear people say .. Chinese ha.fi"'
no graRiatar .. 7 in effect what they are saying is "Chinese i!5n't a
lanquage!•.
Wh~t they are usually pickinQ up on about Chinese is
that i t doesn·t possess the sort of classical Western grammar
e~<empl i fied by Latin word in-flections; i.e. changes in the form
of the word, usually its endinQ, to expre'3S different grammatical
meanings lilce tense, gender, number, case and so an.

"Jt -tJ'

either .. I'm buying a book'" ... or
"1 'm buying some books": ther-e i9
no need to specify whether one or more than one book is involved.
Likewise the action of buying represented by •aai could be taking
place in the past "(Yesterday)
J
bought some books"~ or the
pre·sent.
"<Today>
I'm buying books",
or the future "<Tomorrow) J'll.buy some
book5", with no change in the form of the word.
Learning
to speal~ Chinese is thus a process of
readjustinQ
our expectation$ as to what we need to express in an utterance;
taking a broader view~ that means readjusting tt·.e whole way
we
embody our experience of the wor-ld and commLmicate 1t to
others.
How do we effect this "change of mindset"? What we need 1s some
5ort of theoret1cal per·spective~ some way of loul:tnq at language~

I've already used some terms that may be familiarto yc
from your previous study of grammar, but these terms are not sef
as "merely grammatical"~
in the sense that
"grammatical" i
often opposed to ••meaningful".
Jn a functional
grammar,
the
distinctions represented by such terms are seen as embodying
natural
relationship between grammatical for•s and their
meanings,
1n
other words between the farms of
a
language ar
their relationship to their conte>:t of use.
Thus a
functionc
grammar e;-:plic.itly draws the connection between a
contextuc
notion lU~e "goings-(.")n"~ the grammatical functu:m that represent
it, 1.e.
"Process",
and the- ~·mrd class that
e:·:pr~sses
that
furiction, i.e. "verb"~

A funct1onal grammar

9-}

--;::

f1r~t

asl·s about

"What meanings does this lar,guage exist to

e~pr~ss? ..

and then it
tries to identify the forms through which these meanings
are expressed.
This is a very different v1ewpo1nt to that of
traditional
<Latin) grammar,
which asks first .. What are the
different fonns that exist 1n this language?'" and then "What
IJteanings can be attached to these forms?"
pract1cal
point of view of making sense of
a
functional
approach. is thu:; more
immediately
Etut a functional gramlfoar does not simply ask "What ,sore the
~t~eanings
that e;.:ist in the language?", or to put 1t another W<lY
"What are tt·,e meaninCJ d1stinctions recogn1:ed 1n this language?" •
it siiMlltaneously .asks .. How are those d-i-stinctions expressed?".
that i~ to say, we cannot s1mply draw distinctions on t.t•e basis
of meaning alor.e; in that case we could go on forever dr·awing
finer and finer
distinctions.
It is a basic principle of
a
functional grammar that every meaning distinction recogniSed must
make some contribution tO the for• of the wording. This grammar
of Chinese that we are about t() worl~. through may not tell
)'Ol.l
anything new about the for"'ms tt1at E:>.:ist in Chin.:=se;
what
it
hopefully will
do is m·al~e more sense" of th05e forms
by
ident1fyiog the meaningful cont,.-.;:.sts that they efJobody, and the
broader conle);ts of those me.:.ningful contrasts .. In ott-,er words, a
functional grammar is a .functional interpretation of language forffos.

From
language,
relevant.

the
a

A functional grammar thus eQuates ''meaning .. with .. function
in
ontext .. l
that is, the roean1ngs of language forms are built up
throuQh their use 10 different context5~
This may not s~em
arth-shatteringl y Df""i Ql nal; it· is obvious that a 1 at of what we
mean when we speak depends on . th..e context in which we speak
it.
t
a functional
grammar carries this idea of
RmeanlnCJ
function"
right down into tt·oe grammc:sr itself 1
i.e.
1nta the
!interpretation of 1 .:mguag-e torrros.

We have seen tt"ois application of the idea of .. function"
to
;grammatical fof""m, in the analysis of the e):a.r.ple we·ve g1ven above
.furwuhyuarn xii parn'r "walter wash dish"
into Actor, Process and
Goal, showing the funct1on of language in represent109 expErl"·ience.
But is this the sole function of language? Let "s lool:: at another e}:ample1

...'-' 'f i.
Woo chi pirngguoo
~

I
eat
apple
hi• too can be viewed as a representation of eMperience in terms
f

Actor Process Goal.
iBut what about this example:

:f 'tJ

,~

"'u

r>,'}:_

~ .,-.

C'LJ) .

Pul::Qquoo MOO chi ~t.aor woo buh chi) ..
Apple
I eat
<peach
I not eat)
u~t
looking at the fir~t part hrst,
as
xp_erience thls still has the same funct1ons
Goal
Actor Process
houc;ah the order· has now been Chi'nged.
What is the

sign1flc~nce

qf thts ct.ange?

Py the addltional claut~oe an brac~ets (t.itor woo buh chi) ~'ptta.~t\
not eat", which sets up a contrast between "apples" which
l
eat, and .. peaches" which ··I don·t.
Each of
these clouses
represents a different e~perience, but the wordlng of
them
togett•er reflects not only the repre5entation of enperience,
but
also a presentation of information.
In ott1er words, we can loot'
at the above example, and also our first e~ample, not only as a
representation of e>:perience but also as a message.
This means
that we recognise two diJ>tinct types of functlon; the flrst have to
do with the representation of experience and include such functions
as Process "goings-on",Actor ''pel'""forme"r of goings on", Go<1l "that
to whi ct1 the goings-on
e}: tend" i the second have to do with
the
pre~entation of ~\ message, and include the functtons Topic "starting
po1nt of the message" ar·,d CoiJ.ment "development of the message" ..
Thus the contrast between Woo chi pirngguoo and Pirnoouoo
chi
car. be clear·ly brought out by identifying both the
simil4rity of expeJ""ience and the difference in me$~ages
Topic
Comment
Actor
Process Goal
Woo
chi pirngguoo
1
eat apple
Topic
Comment
Topic Comment
Goal
Actor Process Goal Actor Proces~
Pirnqguoo woo chi
taor tfOQ buh chi
apple
I
eat
peach 1
not eat
woo

As well ~s what we have .:alled the "experience" and
"a1essage" functions, there ifi another distinct fun-ct.icn o-t language
that could be called "e;1change"a i.e. the aspect of language •~ an
exchange between a speaker (or writer) and 1 i stener <or reader)..
ln
English this foro•s another "layer .. · of
the structure of
the
clause~ as exerr.plified by the relationshi~' between the·
underllned elements in t~.e following e~o;change~

"l.:.m.
tt:~

of

§i.1Q'=!.!Q•

In Chi.nese we dcm · t need to recogni ~e the exchang_e
functions in the clause in the same way as the eMpef""ience .and
message functi~s, t1ut we c:an and will identi-fy the place of
all three in the t;wammar~· What we need to do now is to talk ,about
hc•w
a functional grao\lllar
i5 organised, and some of th-e other
notions, besides "function", that underly it.
lL~

a representation

going now?" A.r:.~ 'i.Q.IJ.? .. "Yes, !. really
getting rather late, iaa:t it? ..

tlQ~ l~ ~ t~u~tLQa~l q~e~~~c Q~geuia~QZ

In order to show how the parts of language are functional
wi u·, respect to the who\ e, we need to break down the urammar into
ur.its of different- sizes tt1at proCJres!:>ively "fit i nlo" each other
or ,loahing at 1t another way, into dlfferent level~ that are
bui 1 t
on top of C:lf"•e ,;..nather.
At eac:h of these levels we can
identify the function5 played by the differ·ent compcu1enls,
and

The clue is

g-iven

'

the dl fferent classes to which they belong.
So now
eni\mine these three notion!it level~ function and c.ldss.

we

wi 11

Level
Grammar,
i.e.
linguistic forna, can be divided into three
levels: clause, group and word.
The clause is the highest levelz
clauses a.re complete utterances in a context, they are what we
make texts out of.
Clauses may either cccur complete in
themselves <equivalent to the traditional term "simple sentence")
or they may be joined to form clause complexes ("comple>r/compound
~entence"').
The .above e;:.:..mples: Woo chi pirngguoa "I eat apple" 1
and Furwuhyuarn xii parn"r .. waiter wash dish"~ are clauses;
Pirngguoo NOD chi; taor woo buh chi qApple I eat, peach I not
eat" is an e>oample of a c!ause- .. coa.ple~:.
(a)

The ne.:t level is that· of group; it 'is sinu.lar to the
tradi"tional term '"pllrosf.!'...
Groups are the components of. clauses,
they make up clauses, and different !~1nds of groups "slot !nto"
the different functional posit1ons in the cl.ause ..
So our flrst
e,;ample
parn·r
FurHUyuarn xi i
waiter
wash di st-.
consists of three groups
nominal verbal nominal
as it consists of three -functions
Actor Process Goal.
The next level down 15 that of .. word...
Words in their
turn
make up groups: tc. tal:e our first example again, we t-,ave
noun verb noun.

..their own clothes•.
Aoain we would c~ll thia a noain•l
group, but it~s no longer filled ju~t by nouns; but by a pronOLm
CzihJii) and a noun «yi.fur) •nd ~ grammat1cal marker
(.d•)
5howino the modifying relation5hip between the•·
The Proce~a
function is here again filled by a single verb
(xii) but
in
ilf"!Other~.l context could
t?e filled by a· verb plus stative verb
( :1-'..Jf.,.s xhoim~Jing "wash cle•n"') or by a verb plus .attpect
marker ( ;~ 5 xii..le ••completed waShing, wa5hed">.
Finally,
the
Adjunct function is filled by the adverb
Jinoch•rno
"often .. , but thi & slot cCKJ.l d easi 1 y be filled by two adverbs
in a modifying rel<~tionship, eo g .. if·~~ buh charnQ "not often",
or by 5ometh1ng more compler.; ;J.v. . . 1J.'&.~rehnarehn.zhenzhen .. de
"conscient1 ousl y...

*' •·

We can see from the above e>:ample ttiat the reJationship between
tha different levels is not always simple. liowever, by carefully
distinguishing these different
level~,
we can Jdentify the clause
functions at the most general level", and then work our way down
through group and word, keeping in 111ind these general functions
while we identifyt ir, successively gre.ater detail, how they are
composed or made up.
Thus recognizing thess different lev~ls
enables us to bring out clearly the central application of the
notion of function in describing I inguistic form.
<There is a further level we can recognise, that of
"wOI'"d
formative" or "morpheme", ieee ttie parts that ma".e up the words
thBftlselves, such as 'f ZhDfliG and \1l
guor in Zhongouor and
~ xuer- and '!... sheng
in JCuersheng (these correspond in written
Chinese to separate char•cters).
However, they are not directly
relavant to the description of the granuaar, so we woi"1"t go into them
in any more detai 1 now.>

Why do we go to all the trouble of identifying and nam1ng
these different levels lf, as in the above e~ample, they all just
fit n~atly into each other Jil,.e a Russian doll?
We do this
because not all e.:c1mples are as straightforward as the above or.e.
Let"s lool; at a Similar clause which 1s slightly mere complic:.;.ted;
(b) Function
We have talked about "function .. in a general sen&e referrino
4' lfi ~ li_
*{
i:L \<1 i'J tl'3 ~ IY'><.. .
to the «..1ses to which language i& put.
"Function" with a capital
lhongquor xuersheno Jingcharng xii zihJii .de yi.fur.
letter refers to the specific parts of the grammar that are
China
student
often
wa5h self SUB clothes
functional w~th respect to the whole.
The parts of
the
clause
'"Chinese students often wash their own clothes ...
that we have labelled "Actor" "Proces£" "'Topic .... Comment .. etc, .are
Functions in this sense.
Functions are identified both by
We c.an identify the clause functions au follows
<introducingttleir meaning and by their form (see the discussion above about the
a new function .. Adjunct .. , soa,ething that adds meaning to thetWo-fold chCtt"CIIcter of a functional gramnaar); .. form" in Chinese ia atostl
Process)
defined as position in the clause or occurence with other element&~
Actor
Adjunct
Process
Goal
So for example the Function'"'Topic .. i& defined as "starting point
Zhongguor xuersheng jingch.v-ng xii
zihJii .de Vi .fur.
of the message'' (meaning) and CrQ4.J.Qhly) as "'first element in the
China
student
often
wash self
SUB clothes clause" (form>. We have already discussed how the clause has twa
different arrays or configurations of Function&, one to do with
As we try to specify what the funct1ons
are being filled by, representing experience
<Actor~ Process, Goal etc),
the oth~r
we see that the picture 1s slightly more complex.
Firstly the with present1n9 a message CTopic, Comment>.
Actor
functi'on is filled by Zhongguor- xuer5heng .. Chinese students".
We would still want to call this a
nominal gr·oup,
but you w1ll nCJtice We can also recogn1se Functions at other levels b~ides that
that instead of a single noun, it 1 s; now o11ade up of two nouns, of the clause; for exa.mpl e, in many of the groups .above we had
joined by what we might ce-lled a "mCdlfying relatlcnshlf)".
two elements that could be chilracterised a& "Modifier" and
Let·s sl.:ip to the Goal .funct1on, ftl!ed by :zihJii .. de yi.fur
"Modified ... We will ldentify these functions occasionally, but
since the range of Funct 1 ons here is not 50 w1de, and comp~r<llti vel y
more of them tend
to be f.illed bY. o~:H;stinct word classes, we won·t

'1'·

.sO
(f'·

.,.,

oilPPlY the notion of F1.mcticn &5 •trictly AS •t clause level ..
tc> Class
A cla5~ is a ~et of items that are alike in some respect.
We can have classes of clauses (major twith a Proce5s), -inor
(without ~roces5l), •od classes of QroupG Cnominal,
adverbial,
verbal), but the II\Ost useful application gf the concept of class
We c..n s.ee that yOW""yoong "$wim" i~ in both caset. tMldifiecl by buh
is at word levell "wor<j classes"
<traditionally and
"not• in~ way that wouldn't be pos.sible: for a. Topic like,
for
erroneously called "parts of speech .. \, e.g.
nouns, verbs, example,~~ xuer:5heng "student... So we put youryoong into the clas~
conjt..,nctions etc.
.
"verb" because it refers to a
type of "going-on" in our
Why do we need th.is notion?_ We;l_l,
loolo.ng irom the
e>operience (a meaninoful reason), and because i t C.i.n be preceded by
perspective of clau5e Functions, we find that there- is not always
adverbs like
buh .. not" an·d fOllowed by aspect markeni like
le,
,a
QUoh etc <a for-mal reason).
0 r.e:-to-one relation$.hip between Function~. and. the groups aod
words which slot into them. Let·s take thl& ttme the me~saoe
Functions "Topic" <starting point of messaoe> -and "Comm~nt•
These sorts of rea~ons allow us to set up a nu.Cer of
(development of message)..
ln an e): ample like
distinct
word classes in Ch~nese (or any langu4Qe).
In
traditional grammar, the idea wf class and function is not clecarly
Topic
Comment
di»tinguished,
and so we have formulations lil<.e
"Subject
ltet
;~ 0!~"ta
youryaong.
<Function)
verb (class) object CFunctioo)* because the Function
swim
we
would call Process is always filled by a verb.
But because
s/he
"She swims ...
this one-to-one relationship is not· <followed throughout the
wor-d
level
at qroup and
orammar, either in English or Chine5e (as we have 5een above>,
the
two Functions are filled,
respectively, by
and because in Chinese there is· even more flexibility for
nominal group verbal qroup
different word c:lassee. to fill -the same Function, we will, at
noun
ver"b.
clau~e
level
at
least, l~eep function cand cl.:uos very clearly
Co.pare another e~ampler
di ctinct.

l

\:i

Topic

C~ment

Youryoong

.Shih ylr

:M. :>~<-

ot -

1j;t_ ~~ ~ 1\~ ~
xi~g

M.

been haao ode yuhndohng.
swimming
be One MEAS very good SU& sport
"Swimming is a very good sport.•
This time the functions are filled by
verbal group
verbal Qroup nominel group
verb
verb
NUH MEAS adverb verb SUB noun
We ~an uee that the verb youryaong 4uncttona tn the 4ir~t e~a~le
a• Comment,
and in the ~econd as Topi~, but we can also see
that in another sense i t is ~till the same, it i5 still ref&rrinQ
to the a~t of swi~ino.
How do we know it is ~till the same? Well partly for the
reason we·ve just given above tmeaning), but al~o for ot~er
re-asons. that have to da with wh.,t we dl.ight call it<& "structur"al
potential•, i.e. it$ occurrence in different grammatical
structures Cform>. Compare the followinQ exampleal
l.opi c:
Com~nent

k\",

fa-

s/he

uShe doesn't
Topic

x- 'm vK
9uh youryooog

il· ~~

bub

i¥

vourvoono

not swim

Yaiuq

~ tuu~tlnu~l q~em~~~l

e nQtt Qa

tecmlaglQQ~

This '"Qrammar" in the concrete sense. i.e. this description
the orummar of Chinese~ has been designed with so~e definite
ai~ns
in ftllind.
FirstlyQ
from- our startinQ point .. What i5
~qra.m.ar~?"
and "Does Chinese have one?", you can ~ee that we
believe"
that
there iS a • definite role
for
Qra.RU1h1ltical
descriptions in language learninQ~
The kind of description beinQ
developed here
(and it is still very much at an e~rly sta9e)
grows out of a particular way of
looking at
language a
functional one·- and its d~veJopment was prompted by a widespre~d
dis~~tisfaction,
both from the point of view of teachers and
students, with current descriptions of Chinese.
A functional
approach to langu8ge description , such as that set out· for
£ng-l i 5h in I'Ji chael Halli d.ay · s
l.atc..Wi.Y.£ti.gn t2 Et.!O'-ti..Qfl!!.l !2Ci!.'116!Qt:,
seemed to throw new light on some old questions in Chine5e
Qran»nar, within a framework whose own fOt..tndations are very
explicit and clearly set out.
of

Which

~wim.*

brinos us· to dhother sense of the word "function.lll".
grammar, as well as beinQ dev~laped in the
framewor~
of certain grammatical function6t i~ also de$iQned to
be "functional" in the ordinary ~ense of the warda i.e. to be
usable.
The description set out here, it$ ~~tegories ~nd
distinctions ana labels, are all intended to be useful in de~ling
wit!) real Chinese, tt.ot is, ..in .analy:oinQ act_ual te~~s in Chine~e.
This type of analysis is not some lofty theoretical construct, it
is a contribution to the practical process of work~n9 out "what
thehel.l it all me:a.P•!i" 1 C}.nd.G lal"",g-e_part oi_~hat~ t.hO\.\Qht':!Pt.,th<Ewhole~ consists in understandinQ the gra.nH?~~tical p'l\tt'2rn~,
This

Comment

h 3 ~ --l-t fi- 'P.r-.

weih.le 5hentii buh haao.
not swim
for health not oacd
"Not swimmi nq- is bad ..for. your. health •."

,liJ
..j

b ..!
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function~l

It
is in th1s llght tt1at the di~ttnctlons recognised here
.;end the labels q1ve:-n tn th~:..·m ~ht:>uld be vlt.~wf::'d.
They .:.re not redl

~C.0'-'--"-'2:.::.....__.=
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they are merely shorthand for certain reoularitipe
in the patterning of the clausea becoming aware of those
arities is much more important than learning the label§.
•bels however they ~re meant to be useful, and in most cases
chosen to Qive •s cle•r an idea of what they represent as
~ossible.
This is particularly true of the Function labels, the
fftOS.t
immediately useful in analysing clauses.
There are
main kinds of labels used in the present grammar, so I will
briefly identify them.
the~salves,

identify tha basic structure of the clause, how i t is put
tooether, with the' two maJor divisions into representation of
experience, and organisation of message. Following on from that
we e~amine the third major function of the clause as an exchanoe
The first type could be called simply "grammatical ..
labels,
between speaker and listenerG
Next we move on to identify the
.. (oramma.t i cal) sy5t.em•• 1 abel s.
These refer to
ways· in which additional information can be added to this batiiC
of meaning distinctions that are arranged in
&tructure, and the different functional slots in the clause where
whose features are in some sort of opposition to each this information fits. Thirdly we discuss how the clau5e as a
e.g. statements vs questions; unconapleted vs completed
whole, or particular parts of it 1 may ~e MmarkedMi
i.e.. some
topicalisation vs focus, and so on. Many of .the systems
particular grammatical features added in response to a particular
introduce further distinctions stemming from one or
more of
context (this mar•dng again falls clearly into experiential and
features: e.g. statements vs questions, questions either
message marking).
missing information.
Many of the he.:.dings in. the
contents in the main te>:t are syst~m labelS of this
Then we move on above or beyond the single clause to discuss
the organisation ~f this review is one by systems.
the different ways in which one clause may combine with another,
and the different meaning relationshipS that can be established
second type are class labels: i.e. labels for
"items
between them. Finally we nar~ow our oaze a little to examine how
;,lil::e in some respect ...
These class labels
words are combined into groups, and ta.a,e a brief lool~ at the
largely. traditional, handed down from Greelt via Latin:
e.g.
structure cf words themselves and how they are built up out of
l'noun"e "verb" 01 adverb" etc~ Some terms have been adapted from
char"acters (a,orphemes), particularly relevant again in written
existino terms, e.g. the terms for the "verQ-like" .. coverb"
•·Chinese, whi.ch does not mark brea•;:s ·between words, but prints
•po5tverb"; other terms have been adopted for · features
characters successively fro1D left to right.
iar to Chinese: e.g. "measure". These class labels, and the
lraanisation of
(most)
word crasses "into oroup classes, are
·_;~
We hope that. this new look at the grammar of Chinese will
in detail in Introduction A of the main text.
loive those of you who are now struggling to come to terms with
··its complexities some way of reducing the Mlevel of confu5ion".
final type of label, Function lat1els, is distinguished
;-~Descriptions of
Chinese in the pa.st have 5uffer~d from havino
the other two by being always given an initial
capital.
West"ern orammatical categories foisted on them more or less
firstly because Function labels particularly have been
,._indiscriminately.
While we couldn"t claim this as a 9enuine
elected to be as meaninQful as possible, and therefore many
';!~ .. orammar for Chinese",
w"e believe that a functional way of
ammon terms have been adopted_, whose particular gra..at.ical use
'·· looldno at language helps to "see around" some of the tradi tiona!
s m~rked by the capital~ e.g. Topic, Comment, Actor~ Goal
etc.
..··distinctions, and identify patterns that are more relevant to the
it is the Function.labels that are the most useful
in
~i'nterpreting of Chinese te>:ts.
tnalysing clauses, that is, in separating out tt.e functions of
different parts of the clauSe i·n reiation tO each Other, and
understanding the functi~ning of the whole, and this particular
at us is ma.rked by the capital •.

1

This type of grammatical analysis, i.e. identifyino the functions
the parts of the clause in relationship to the whole, is the aim of
present description.
It is designed to help with the practical
em5 of making sense of strings of words - or
in written \~inese,
of characters.
It is thus intended to be. applied in the
of actual texts, and most of the grammatical distinctions
~traduced here have already been illustrated in
the summaries
to each lesson, and will be tested in text exercises.
revision is organised ln a way that
is
clear! y
<1n all of tt1e senses discussed above.).
First we
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Review of:

What Now? What Nw? New Perspectives in Linguistics

1lle Applied Linguistics Research Worldng Group
International Spring Colloquium
April 19- 22, 1991
held at Glendon College, York University, Toronto

Fourteen papers by linguisu from Canada and the United States were delivered at this
colloquium. Given i!S relatively stnall size, the colloquium received papers displaying interest
in a wide variety of linguistic problems and perspectives-- and every paper had engaging.
pertinent and convincing aspects both from theoretical and practical points of view. Quality
levels were consistent and high.
The following quote is given as an entty point (if a somewhat exaggerated one) for !he
discussion of a number of the colloquium's papers:
Dramatic developments within psycholinguistics and ncurolinguistics ... have
Jed to ~kindled interest in generative grammar. Recent discoveries have
provided independent conoboration for the genc.rativist view that the form of
language exists independently of i!S content (i.e. competence independently of
performance), !hereby shattering the funcrionalist view !hat !he two are
inseparable. For example, neurologis!S have found that the grammatical
propenies of language are represented in the brain separately from its
functional propenies, including !hose pragmatic aspec!S !hat generativists would
ascribe to performance. Under pathological conditions, form and function can
even become disassociated from each other; many cases are documented in
which. as a result of some cerebral trauma. a patient has maintained
grammatical abilities. yet has lost the ability to use language communicatively.
or vice versa. Psychologists repon cases of abnormal language acquisition.
where form and function have become dissociated. Such findings have
suggested 10 many lhat a generative grammar is more than !he product of the
manipulation of a set of arcane symbols-- il is a model of the human language
faculty.'

This is a rather overstated attempt 10 l) divorce 'fonn" from •function• and 2) insist on a
purely 'formal" tinguisaics. Perhaps I have unfairly raken this quo1e from its context
(Newmeyer's book is a very informative one) but i! does highlight some issues !hat arc

1

Newmeyer. Frederick, J. 1986. Linguisric theory in America. New York: Academic Press

rclevam to the ALRWG colloquium. It does so in !he following way:
lllerc is a gulf be1wccn fonnal and functional views of language, perhaps best
summed up as the diffcrcnce between an "intra-organism" versus a "inter-organism" approach
(Halliday, M.A.K. 1978. Language as a sociJJI semiouc. London: Arnold. p.i2). From one
side, there was a recognition in several of the papers at !he colloquium that a functional
perspective needs must have a more consistent degree of formalism where possible (e.g. in
!he lcxicogrammar). 1lle "'*'"ty of the papers wen: given 'from a functional (systcmicfuncrional) perspective', but in several (e.g. Grcgory, Asp, Tousignant, Stainton), aspec!S of
'formal' models were incorporated (e.g. GB syntax). lllesc 'blends' were not established
lighdy, they were established to improve the viability of statemcn!S about language code and
language events. At worst. the colloquium participants wctc called upon to re-examine
aspec!S of !he linguistic models they work with. From the colloquium's title (What Now?
What Next? New Perspectives in Linguistics) one of its major themes emerges: The
linguistic model we operale with. like language potential in general. is open to modification in
contac! with other ins!ances of linguistic models. Hegemony in a science ostensibly devoted
to communication is problematic no matter what side of a particular fence w~ find ourselves
on.
What follows is a shon commentary on each of the papers (in !he order of their
colloquium prcsentation) with these initial observarions in mind.
1lle conference began on an historical notc with Richard Baily's (University of
Michigan) paper ''The Age of Words". Baily penetrated 19!h century 'feelings' about
language and pointed out that what we 'feel' about language today very much comes from the
19th century when "words first became things·. These impressions have been left
unexamined for too long, Baily claimed, and linguists need to turn constandy for evidence to
lay-persons • conceptions about language. A mow articulate socio-bistorical and soci()linguistic agenda emerges from careful self-reflexivity of language.
·
Jim Benson (Glendon College, York University) turned the participants' attention to
continuing debates concerning genre in "Genre and Register: the tail wagging !he dog?". By
way of field, tenor and mode analysis of several texiS, Benson sought to establish that
.. generic struciUre. whatever it is. would seem to be a product of the interaction of register
values". With this thesis, he stands opposed 10 Manin, who Benson cited as having claimed
that genres cannot be derermined by the values of registers bUl, in fact, detennine register.
Given that (after Halliday 1978, op cit) generic structure is outside the linguistic system. it is
the opinion of this reviewer that a dialectical n:lationship exists between genre and register.
This, of course, depends on what constructs genre is 'made up of'. The view of field, tenor
and mode as a semiolic environment that activates choices in regisrers seems to emphasize the
equal significance of all three situational constructs as 'detenniners' of regislerial choices. As
we will see~ this very point was challenged in a number of the colloquium's papers.
This reviewer"s paper followed. In "Discerning lhe discerning traveller", I attempted
to show how a phasal analysis/catalysis can be a useful approach for making statemen!S about
'ideological panems• in instances of discourSe (in this case a newspaper advenisement for an
'up-scale" travel magazine). I leave it to olhers to review this piece.
In "O'Neill's dramatic dialogue", Karen Malcolm (University of Winnipeg)
a detailed phasal analysis of • large sample of major characters' monologues in
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O'Neill plays. Malcolm dcmonstrllled panllels beiween O'Neill's pen:cived "language
coasciousness" and lhe shifting 'complexity' of phasal pa11crning in the texts. The pbasal
analyses were a convincing treatment of the speakers" "'structUring"' of monologue. However.
Malcolm "s analyses. at leas( as presented. did seem to side-step mancn of degrees of delicacy
and depth of delllil. It appealed that all pbasal distinctions wen: made 'at lhe same level'.
Significant similarities and dissimilarities of phases at one degree of delicacy with language
potential in general (e.g. generic situations/regisiCI'S) and dteir renewal of connection in
instanees could have been more clearly aniculalCd.
In '"!be role of n:gistcr and phase in text typology", Lynne Young (Carleton
University) n:poned on her n:search using lhe conSII\ICts of phase and n:gister in lhe
description and typology of spoken academic texts (lectun:s). Her goals were twofold: (I) "to
examine the connection between rcgisterial consuuC1S and codal seleaions to show thc
influence of sitUational components on the linguistic choices of uscn• and (2) ""ro dctennine
thc nature of the resuhing discourse in terms of macro structure." Young"s description
rcpresenlS a crucial step toward providing in~e~CStcd parties with •sctiablc and Complete
descriptions of diatypic varieties" and is thus crucial to '"enabling teachers and learners ro
predict linguistic choices in a variety of generic situations." Dr. Young was questioned abou1
her maintaining a distinction between personal and functional tenor (cf. Gregmy. M. 1988.
Generic situation and register: a functional view or" communication. In J. Benson, M.
Cummings and W. Greaves, ed5 •• Ungui5liC$ in a systemic perspective. Amsterdam:
Benjamins. for an opposing view.)
One of the most interesting and best presented papers of the conference was
Jacqueline Anderson's (Madonna University) contribution "'Theme management and generic
fonnation in deaf studentS' writing". Her ongoing research into lhc nature of deaf students'
writing has produced some very imponant results that. according to some at me colloquium.
have not necessarily been warmly received by the current purveyors of "wisdom" for deaf
persons' language use. This is unfonunate because Anderson's paper indicated her acuity and
dloughtfulness. She demonsttated how deaf students • writing was sauc1urcd, but strue1ured
differently than "Siandard" 1exts because of what she called "structural mismatches.. conelatcd
with generic academic writing fonns. Deal writers, she reponed, do not have the same
undcrsranding hearing writers do of informatiOn requiccmc:nts. Anderson even went as far as
10 compare this fact with olher "non·standanf dialects (e.g. Hispanic English) and ciled i1 as a
majoc factor in writing problems. Because -deaf srUdcnlS' writing "problems' arc DOl
necessarily lexical or syntaetic. bu~ come mainly from a faiturC to·understand the
n:quirements of instirutionalized discourse sttuetures, Anderson has reported success wi~ deaf
students" writing by offering consistent and explicit genre description and teaching. Her
research programme also demonstrates a fruitful "blending' of linguistic models: Her
theme/rhemc description is drawn from a Hallidayan (IFG) model and her discoursal struetun:
descriptions an: drawn from the tagmemic work of Longacre.
Carol Winkelman (University 9f Michigan) pr1:~ntcd fmdings from her doctoral
research regan1ing ideational patterns (specifically, transitivity panerns) in her paper "Verb
types in some seventeentb-cenrury pamphlets". Using a large sample drawn from a *parnphler
war'" raging in England in lhe 1600"s and employing computcr-assisred statistical analysis of
verb types. Winkleman was able to make interesting stalements regarding the style of

•
diffen:nt factions involved in the pamphleteering. Panicularly, this involved pairing certain
verb type patterns with one of the pamphleteers (a woman) whom Winkleman said was able
to "fighc fuc with icc.. givCA her subtle conuol of this register.
In "Dialect diversity and processes of language change", Jay Lemke (City University
of New York) posed a number of interesting questions for the future agenda of linguistics
(particularly systemic-functional llnguistics) capecially as n:gards the "fostering of divenity"
and- how we model the n:lstionships between snciaUcultun>l change, dialectal diversity and
changes in discoursal schema. Lemke discussed the difference between several "'scientific•
models (e.g. self·organizing systems {chemisay), ceo-systems (biology) and ceo-social
systemS (extrapolation from biology)) positing that our modelling of processes of language
change will need to accoun1 for (inter alia) the different ra1es and courses of developmcm iD
(for example) grammatical change ("slow") versus discoursal schema ("fast"). In some ways,
Lemke ·s paper defies digest here, but brief mention of One point may give tbe flavour of his
presentation. He ciled a model of ceo-systems and· their inherent processes of "ecological
succession" that leads to a mosaic or "patchiness" where "units' have continually developed
from and towards diversification. Unlike *embryonic'" systems following predictable
development paltems (e.g. based on DNA characteristics) and lending towards individuation,
"ceo-social" systems develop into mosaics. do 001. "'die of old·age". and uc also subjccl 10
interventions occasioned by semiotic relationships· affecting its material basis. These
extrapolations from scientific. biological models suggest intereSting pe1Spectives for modelling
processes of language change and highlight the need for a continually diversified approach to
matters of dialect and rcgisler.
In "Pn:liminary issnes for the study of theme/Ibeme in Old English", Michael
Cummings (Glendon Cullege, York University) explon:d the r<lationship between fonn and
function of theme and rhemc using a sample of Wulfstan ("the homiliss'") lCx:ts. Using an lfG
model. Cummings found tbat, on the whole, Old English themes in lhis sample were not very
divergent from what a Hallidayan thcme/rheme analysis would predict. However. an explicit
~emporal placing of the 1exts has led Cummings 10 explore ccnain lhematization paucms lhat
arc not necessarily reflc:c1cd in present-day English. for instance, many of the preposc:d
•auxiliary' clements in lhc Old English tcits would not be properly categorized asInterpersonal theme (as in IFG) because the Old English auxiliary in these cases had "more
lexical conlent'". They wcrC ca1egorizcd as ldcarional:lopical theme: Cummings• lisl of Old
English thematic elements has added to IFG lhemc potential categorization and shown another
of Old English's modern n:flexes.
Elissa Asp (York University) affinncd lhe imponance of knowledge as a n:source for
sodo-semiotlcs and for a socio-cognitive linguistics in ..Dislocating systc:.ms: reconsidering the
role of sysrems in a socio-cognitive model*. Asp emphasized the social in terms of the
relationships between linguistic code and linguistiC behaviour, but also stated that a cognitive
linguistic model "should meet the minimum requirements of cognitiY<: research*.· To Ibis end
she poin'led out some problems wilh _systc:mic·functional mode1s. particularly as regards the
mctafunctions and the sratus of systems and system networks. With the metafunctions Asp
has suggested a slighdy different perspective based on TCsearch. into cognitive processes and
the theory lhat knowledge is stored in propositional fonn (e.g. even knowledge of bow to ask
questions). The equal stalus of the three metafunctions is slightly skewed in this view-· the
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idealional is priori1izcd, while the intetpcnonal and textual selections arc more 'motivated' by
instanceS of discourse (sec comments on Gn:gory's paper below). Asp cited the appan:nt
'Sillbility' of systems as ~epn:scntations of an etai de langue as a problem, panicularly in
tenns of ~eprescnting value as pan of a dynamic process. Sbc cited the value of the choices
eMs.". •Mrs." and "Miss" and pointed our that a simple systemic notation of these

misrepresents their actual values in certain contexts. Asp suggested a model-instance
framework in place of systems. Given some of the tenets of the "Selective Inheritance
Principle" (cf. Hudson, R. 1984. Word Grammar. OXfotd: Blackwell.), replaying dynamism is
less of a problem because any instance can stand for a model: new information can
(cognitivcly) enter the model via the instance. Realization n:larionships can be ~eplaced by
model-instance relalionships.
In • A ttansformalional and funcrional perspective on discourse analysis", Nathalie
Tousignant (York University) combined linguistic models to analyze a shon newspaper s&ory
on the U.S. condemnation of Israel for violence on Jerusalem's Temple Mouf!l (Toronto Star,
OctiO, 1990). Using a combination of the Communication Linguistics model and GB syntax,
Tousignanr oudined how the experience Jdabonship of a generic situation (ideational
function) would "activalc" the lexicon and subsequent projections in instances of discourse.
The codal cycle is !hus conceived of differently in relation to its activation in inslances of
discourse which can be functionally characterized by a phasal analysis. Tousignant also
~eponed on her research into the possibility that "X expands into X" and "X" expands into
X"" citing as examples sen1encc rank: (clause complex) clements such as link, attitudinal,
vocative, ctc.,(that X' expands into X' has been established in GB theory).
One of the colloquium's mon: 'formally' complete pn:sen!ations came in Roben
Stainton's (Mil) "In Praise of Open Questions·. Stainton sought to give an account of the
propositional content of WH-inrerrogatives. His initial examples will give some idea of the
course of his paper: It has been "standardly claimed" that sentences (1) aod (2) have identical
propositional (roughly, ideational) content;
·
(I) Grass is green. (2) Is grass l:"':"n.

To distinguish the semantics of inrerrogativcs and dcclaratives. mood is introduced.
Stainton calls such methods "force• and "radical" approaches, but goes on to point out that
these approaches do 001 easily relate tbe propositional content of such sentences as (3) (WHintctrogatives);
(3) Who invented the hOI-dog?
Using intensional logic, Stainton outlined a theory of meaning for English wi&h an output of

an infinite set of rrue "S-sencences" like (4). where •s• is a variable over meaningful
expressions in English and ·p· is a vjlri.ablc over formulae in intensional logic;
(4) 'S' is satisfied in English if and only if 'p'.

His paper then outlined in detail how S-scntences can be given for WH-interrogatives.
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Stainton's proposals (which arc much more Jcogthy and detailed than presented he~e)
set up some inten:sting cballengcs for any linguist concerned with n:piicable Statements of
meaning regarding WH-interrogatives. Alrhough it may nor be 10 everyone's taste to usc such
formally explicit methods (e.g. "a!R:ady in!erpreted languages" like intensional logic), Stainton
has shown that many 'assumptions" about sentc:nces' propositional content do not necessarily
hold, and for a semantics that seeks 10 be maximally explicit and replicable much more
research needs to be done. His paper constitutes an insightful contribution 10 this agenda.
Michael Gregory (Glendon College, York Univcrsi1y) began his prcscn1ation
"Motivating Movcmcm: functional linguistics and GB syntax" wilh a metaphor: grammars
arc like stories. Stories an: cold for purposes and some stories fit these purposes better than
01hcrs. Selecting from a number of stories, Gregory proposed ao engaging new narrative, that

is. a •grammar" drawing on constructs from

Communica~

Linguisdcs and GB syntax.

Prompted by challenges met io teXt generation, discourse analysis, aod driven by a dcsin: for
parsimony in general, Gregory outlined the framework be is heading towards. This involves
"wrapping" gnostological patterns from communicating community contexts and generic
siruations around a GB syntax model so that, for instance, matters of projection from a
lexicon and movement (inter alia) are seen as functionally motivated. This framework is
heading towards a productive marriage of 'functional' and 'formal' models.
The final paper of the colloquium was David Wan's (University of Cilgary) "Dynamic
description for context negotiation". The title of Ibis paper is misleading, because Wan coded
up giving a shon but penetrating course in intonation. He began with a reassenion of lhe oft
ignored role of phonology in some linguistic work, especially as regards the importance of

intonation in discourse analysis. Watt neatly demonstrated that intonation is not just a matter
of lhe patterning of various 1ypes of tones and tone sequences. While doing so, he showed
how a "grammatical approach" to categorizing tones (eg. a tone seque.ncc is seen as the cotty
condition for a sub-syStem consisting of the options; cohesive. paracactic or hypotaclic) is not
necessarily the bes1 approach. He gave ao example of two consecutive tones that WCIC
important in the realizarion of hypotaxis and parataxis pn:dominandy because of their size
(observable with the aid of computer graphics) rather than their 'shape' (falling, rising, etc.).
Watt concluded 1hat other factors needed til be brought into the analysis instead of
consistently turning to grammatical criteria. He closed with an example of prosodic features
in some tone groups thai signal "over and above" grammatical signals.
Several key issues (re)emcrged throughout this colloquium as a whole. I will simply
list some of 1he ones that have stuck with me and pn:face lhe list by saying that th= existed
at the confe~ence (panicularly in discussion periods and around the 'cash bar') a healthy
degree of non-consensus coupled with an equally healthy desin: on the pan of all lhc
panicipants to be explicit in tbeir understanding of issues raised in the papers and discussions.
Some questions and issues:
To what extent and with what benefits can a more formal synlactic component
(possibly a GB syntax) be coupled with a functional perspective toward language and

communication?
What aspects of current systemic-functional linguistic theory need to be seriously reexamined 10 more accurately depk~ ·how we mean·? (or in the case of Michael Ct~mmin1
paper:. ·now we meanr' ). For that maner. whar aspects of currenr systemic-function~

~

l
are pOicntially being 'wrongly' re-modelled? (BcnS(IIl's conlribution on genre and regiStet is
relevant in this context).
• • •
What are the the<mtical (and practical) consequences of our modelling of linguistic
processes? An: the metaphors (or absttactions) we make suitable 10 the J>UillOSes we hope for
cbem to serve? (the conlributions of Asp, Lemke and Gregory wen: most relevant 10 these
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issues}.
Current models can be profitably applied 10 research on ongoing language 'problems',
especially wben description takes place in the context of • number of linguistic theories. This
facilitates not only clearer, more revealing descriptions, but also draws ancnrion 10 the
viability and efficiency of the models used (this was especially clear in the case of
Anderson's paper and 10 some extent in the contributions by Malcolm, Srillar, Young and
Tousignant).
Finally. what are the key factors involved in our research for the new "stories", the
new perspectives in linguistics we continue moving towards?.
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TilE TIIIRD NOT11NGHAM SYSTEMIC WORKSHOP, 1991

'The workshop gave an overall impression of very smooth organisation and thoughtful
distnbution of areas of study, which means that the organisers had been, and still were,
working very hard. There were about fifty panicipants (from all over the globe), a
number which made for easy and pleasant interaction. Also nice was the mixture of old
and new faces.

Certain areas of interest stand out on the programme.

The meeting was convened
around two main topics: the Exchange, which took up most of the first two and a half
days, and Theme, which filled the last day of the workshop. As regards the paniq>ants'
choice of subjects of study, the meeting showed that the language of. politics, language
use and development in children, language in business and the language of academic
papers are fields under investigation. The aims of research in these areas are threefold:
fust, descriptive - the papers presented a lot of data from different corpora of spoken
or written language; then theoretical and/or applied - speakers considered the
implications of their data given the present state of the theory in their area, on the one
hand, and on the other, suggested explanations for cenain intuitions about language, or
ways of applying their research to language leaching and language awareness. Reasons

especially that of Margaret Berry (who as an organiser had untonunately decided not to
present a paper this year, but who contnbuted many insightful and incisive comments in
the discussions at the workshop) and an evaluation of the approach of the
ethnomethodologists - their shoncomings being. in her view, lack of consideration of the
social situation and of interest in the whole area of realisation in the lexieogramrnar.
Conversation analysts (perhaps because they insist on "pure" conversation as their
material) do not get much funber in. their picture of discourse structure than adjacency
Eija concludes that
pairs, while systemicists are constantly looking for structures.
"conversation analysts do not see the wood for the trees, and systemicists sometimes
forget that there are trees in a wood".
Mike Hoey's (Birmingham) interest was also in evaluatiog and extending the theory of
exchanges. He considered the concept of complex moves, where either two units have
the same function • for example: initiation, or one move has two functions - for example:
He sees a larger structure than the three/four move set:
response and initiation.
exchange progressions parallel to Danes' thematic progressions. Thus, he linked the two
areas of the workshop's contenL An eye-opener to some of us was the use of discourse
The .analysis can evaluate the likelihood of
analysis as evidence in court cases.
exchanges between the accused and the police being authentic. A technical innovation
in his lively talk was the use of doable transparencies!

why speakers or writers succeed or fail in their communicative aims were given special
attention in talks in both sections of the meeting: the Exchange and Theme.
As we saw on the fust day, political interviews provide data which is lively and meaty for example, it appears that interviewees flaunt conversational principles for their own
ends. Sandra Harris (Nottingham Polytechnic) showed us why we get the impression
that politicians are evasive: over 60% of their responses are not answers to the
inteiviewer's questions. Favourite ways of evading the question are challenging either
the presuppositions or the illocutionary force • in the latter case, the politician has
frequently perceived an accusation. In fact, a problem with the data turned out to be
the actual recognition of questions and answers - the response is directed not at the
questioner but at the overhearing audience. so that the communicative intention is not
"normar; and the mapping of the question onto linguistic structures takes many forms.
Also, as Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen (Ghent) demonstrated for "of course", a
linguistic form can have different functions.
Politicians use cenainty adverbs to
persuade, by creating a bond with their audience- together they share cenain knowledge
or they recognise the logic of an argument. This bond does not necessarily include the
interviewer. The interview of Juan Guerra, the notorious brother of the (then) VicePresident of Spain, by a popular and nonnally friendly journalist, Mercedes Mila, studied
by Vincent Salvador and Antonia sanchez (Valencia) showed evasion by deliberately
failing to apply the principle of"relevance" and choosing unintended implications. It is
interesting bow in this interview, and others in Harris' corpus, the audience perceives the
questioners as aggressors when they try to prevent the interviewees from avoiding their
questions.

This year's keynote speaker, Eija Ventola, brought us up to date in studies of the
(.,.)Exchange. In her lovely relaxed manner - which, however, combines with pacbng in a
..J:. lot of information - she gave an appraisal of work in the line of Sinclair and Coulthard,

More work on the theory of exchanges came from two very different sources: children's
interaction - Hilary Hillier (Nottingham) and interaction generated by the systems
programmed into Robin Fawcett's computer (Cardiff). Hilary bas studied the ways in
which panicipants (in her corpus three children aged between 7 and 12 playing a
computer game) come to an agreement as to what should be done in a particular
situation, and, from here, the granunatical realisations of successful and unsuccessful
acrion-instigatiog sequences, with their different choices of possible acts. As was pointed
out in the discussion, studies like this of interactions between more than two paliicipants
are needed.
Robin, in his double session, invited us io browse in his systemic Oowchan of exchange
structure, which is about to be implemented in the Cardiff generation programme. The
flowchan is the result of a study, in collaboration with two Dutch researchers, using a
corpus of the language of 8 - 12 year old children. It is, of necessity, complex, since an
exchange grammar must be capable of generatiog (or analysing) any type of situation,
while genre grammars are specifiC. We were shown how the grammar not only deals
with more straightforward exchanges, but copes with challenges, and also covers indirect
speech aets through the choice: <straighl/oblique>. In building his network, Robin has
found useful the work of Sinclair and Coulthard, with the advances made by Margaret
Berry.
Patricia
Different types of data were presented in studies on spoken discourse.
Haegeman (Antwerp) and Francesca Bargicla (Nottingham Polytechnic) analysed
exchanges in native and non-native business English, and Barbara Bokus (Warsaw) the
inleraction of children working togerher to -create stories.
In the evening of the second day of the conference, on Robin's suggestion, a

..
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was held around the different analyses of an example of an exchange taken from Mike
Hocy's talk. Eija, Margaret, Hilal)', Mike and Robin gave their versions according to
their models - a vel}' interesting experience for the group.

In the summary session on the Exchange, introduced and led by Robin, the various points
raised showed that differing opinions still exist (a healthy situation). Questions such as
whether the exchange should be seen as process or product - in the first case including
in the model the possibility of repairs, challenges, etc, in the second, aiming for a model
of canonical exchanges, which would then show deviations from the norm, account for
our evaluation of a panicular exchange and, in fact, constitute a complete grammar of
discourse. Robin was in favour of the dynamic model (in fact, supponing the view held
by many computational tinguists, that two different grammars are necessary: one for
generation of language, the other for analysis) and Margaret of the synoptic perspective.
Jean Urc pointed out that only when we arrive at the product stage can we check our
analysis of the process. Mike Hoey reminded us of the importance of the prospective
aspect of the Birmingham group's description of the exchange: the·reCogllition of a
panicular move sets up expectations which have a certain probability of being fulfilled.
Research presented at earlier sessions and the ensuing discussions have, in fact, shown
interest in constructing predictive models.
Those of us working on Theme fall into different and overlapping interest groups:
thematic choices and successful writing. descriptions of the thematic possibilities in
different types of language, or different languages, and clarification of terminology.
lngegerd Backlund (Uppsala) presented the results of an analysis of themes in telephone
conversations. Over 50% of the themes in the T~units studied refer to the speaker, so
she suggests that the method of development in this type of text is, in fact, the speaker.
It is interesting that these conversations usc vel}' few marked themes (19 out of 419, of
which 10 were if clauses), while the proportion of interpersonal and textual themes to
ideational themes was over 50% in each case. Normally, new material is not presented
in thematic position · the theme tends to be realised by pronouns on inferrable items.
Another characteristic is experiential iconicity- events in phone calls are represented in
the order in which they occur, causes before effects, etc.

t;;

Two of the papers looked at Theme in languages which present different thematic
possibilities from those we have seen in Modern English. Michael Cummings (Toronto)
introduced us to the thematic choices in Old Engtish, taking a text composed of narrative
.:00 expositol}' passages. He· found that the typical topic theme was the grammatical
subject, and that, as in Modern English, a marked theme provides a framework within
which to interpret the following message. An interesting point as regards genre is the
fact that marked themes were relatively unusual in the expositOI}' sections but frequent
in narration. A problem is presented by "then", which appears so often it does not seem
vel}' satisfactol}' to analyse it as marked theme, but rather as a discourse marker.
Predicators in thematic position present difficulties for analysis - or at least, pose
questions. Michael found that they seem to topicalise the idea of "pastness". And what
should be done about the auxilial}' and catenative verbs in f~rsl position?
Rachel Whittaker and Elena de Miguel (Madrid) had to deal with somewhat similar
problems in their paper on Theme in Spanish, a language in which the predicaroris often

placed in first position- for a number of different reasons: (a) the semantics of the verb
(basically, verbs indicating physical or mental states or changes of state, and those with
a presentative function); (b) impersonal structures; (c) preposed predicator (and
postposed subject) when the writer chooses the verb as point of depanure; (d) predicator
with null pronoun. In this last case, the writer considers the reader still bas the subject
(and topic) activated, so this choice carries an instruction for the processing of the text"we are still talking about the same concept". For this reason, this option was called
"zero theme". The paper also compared the semantic roles of the themes in the Spanish
corpus of academic articles ·with a similar English eorpus, and showed considerable
similarity between the two languages in ·this genre.
Hieng Hiong l.au (Birmingham) is also working on the language of scientific papers, and
presented a VCI}' interesting modification of one of Danes' thematic progressions: the
bypenbeme. This rather loose term was shown to cover two types in his corpus:
"resumptivc" and •summative" thematic links. He alsO found evidence for an orientative
and a prospective pattern.
Two studies were interested in effective writing and thematic choices. Jiafeng Zhang
(Nottingham) presented the results of experiments on the language of job brochures.
She tested different hypotheses: that the brochures judged more attractive by her
subjects (young job-hunters) would have a higher number of interpersonal and
interactional themes and more references to people. Also there would be fewer lexical
items in the themes, making for easier reading. In fact, in the texts chosen, human
presence seemed to be the key to their attraction, though Jiafeng warned that the study
needed to be repeated on a larger seale. However, the companies whose brochures she
used were interested in these results. Yuk Cling Hon and Puleng Thetala (Liverpool)
showed us examples of chOdren's science repon writing. We discussed reasons for the
success or failure of the two repons and the extent to which this type of writing should
be guided.
Ignacio Vilzquez (Zaragoza) drew our attention to an interesting fact: linguists and
workers in AI usc tbe term "focus" to refer to totally opposite concepts. For linguists,
the focus carries unrecoverable information, for AI the focus is given - in the sense of
salient in the hearer's stack of knowledge • and appears in fust position.
In the summary session on Theme, led by Eija Ventola, the discussion revolved around
some questions which have come up before (and will continue to do so): "Is Theme a
necessa'Y concept?", "Theme v topic", "Theme v given", "What does 'the point of
depanure' do?"; and some new, like: "Does Theme distinguish text types?" and •Arc
there textual metaphors?". To·the new questions, a probable "yes" was given. As for
the old ones, information from other languages was illuminating. As to the relationship
between theme and topic, it turns out that in Chinese topicalising phrases meaning
roughly "as for" can be applied to "yesterday" and "possibly" in •yesterday/Possibly John
went to London•, where the question is "Is the first ideational element topical theme?".
In Arabic, too, topicalisers for possibilily exist. Also, the predicator ill first position is
normal when the action is the point of depanure - for example, in a football
commental)'.
Robin brought up some problems related to implementation in the
comnutrr:
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adjunct as scene-sener - how long does it hold good? It was suggested that Fries and
I..Dwe might be useful here. As the discusSion went on, Eija suggested that a "problem
clinic" could be a useful slot in future workshops.
Other areas of work in systemic- linguistics were present at the meeting: phonology and
applications toEFL. as weD as another functional perspective: Elen Prince's work on
given and new. Martin Davies (Stirling) presented a detailed study of lexical and
phonological cohesion -and their interdependence- in Toads Revisited by Philip Larkin,
with a view to explaining certain "surprising" choices in the poet's own reading of his
work. The tones used at certain points in the poem reveal meanings which the reader
could not have perccived alone - so that Martin concludes that without the aid of the
author's interpretation, made clear by his reading. we have no way of discovering some
aspects of the poem's significance. Cohesion is also created at the suprasegmental level
by panemed distnbution of certain tones, underlining the unity of the different sections
of the poem and helping to convey the character of each part.
Alfred Ndahiro (Liverpool) took up Prince's taxonomy of"assumed familiarity", which she
showed to analyse an 0 ral narrative successfully, but which bad caused problems with an
academic text. Although Prince was among the potential readers, she had difficulty in
classifying the different types of given information ("inferrable", "unused", "evoked").
Alfred tested two texts on a small number of informants and confirmed Prince's
problematic area. It was interesting that subjects agreed on a "brand new" item in first
position in one case. Alfred found that a high degree of shared knowledge between
writer and reader produces a text with a ~large proportion of "unused" entities.
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Editorial Preface
William McGregor

The metafunctional hypothesis and
syntagmatic relations

Gill Francis

Theme in the daily press

Bill Greaves introduced a group of us to "the grey book", Halliday's "A Course on
Spoken Intonation", and helped us to recognise the different tones. He was very
generons with his rime and offered a second and third session at different points during
the meeting. Jean Ure led a discussion on using systemics in teaching English as a
foreign language.

Robert Cockcroft

Rhetoric and coherence

Angela Downing

The atmosphere - as is usual at systemic meetings - was friendly and relased. The
congress was organised in such a way as to get a lot done - to have a chance to reaDy
discuss the papers and different points which worry a number of us -~without rush or
stress. I am sure that everybody will be pleased that the Nottingham group have
decided that they can manage to organise another workshop next year.

The discourse function of presentative
there in existential structures in
Middle English and Present-day English:
A systemic functional perspective

Hilary Hillier

Success and unsuccess in action
instigation: A framework for describing
'success• in the natural speech of
children aged 7-12
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Rachel Whittaker and Gerald Parsons

The Hangzhou Conference on Discourse Analysis, June 7-9, 1991.
Hangzhou, Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China
Reviewed by Peter H. Fries
The Hangzhou Conference on Discourse Analysis was held from June 7
- 9 1991 at Hangzhou .University. The meeting was cosponsored by the
Hangzhou University Department of Foreign Languages and the Zhejiang
Foreign Languge and Literature Association, with additional support from
Fudan University. II drew participants from 24 different universities from
seven cities (Beijing, Shanghai, Tienjin. LaoUng, Fujian, Szechuan; and
Zhejiang) and four provinces, not to mention the four participants from the
USA (Nancy, myself, Tim Nelson, and John Rohsenow). Thirteen papers
were delivered at the conference; all were presented in English (a rare
occurrence in China these days). The conference was intended to showcase
a number of approaches to discourse, including the Systemic F-unctional
approach. but in fact to our surprise, only two approaches were used.
Several of the participants from Shanghai, who had studied with Diver, and
more recently with Van Dijk used a cognitive approach. These papers
approached text from a macro-level analysis. The other presentations used
some version of the Systemic Functional model and involved a detailed
analysis of features of language of some text(s). No one used a formalist
approach. Indeed, the notion of rule-governed behavior as applied to
discourse came in for quite a bit of criticism at the conference generally.
The cognitively-oriented papers focussed on belief systems and the
relevance of the assumptions participants have about the text to the
interpretation of what is said, while the people using the Systemic
Functional model tended to talk about uses of language and the differences
in language used in different situations. I was particularly interested in the
fact that the notions of Theme and Rbeme were being used and explored.
For example. a comparison of the scene text (a sub-portion of stage
directions) lliJd the line text (what the characters say) of a play provided
additional evidence that the ch'oice of Theme is related to differences in
genre. Prof HU from Peking University presented a paper exploring
whether choices of R.~eme can be made into a system. In addition a paper
was presented by a studem of Hangzhou University exploring the
relevance of the textual metafunction to translation.
The conference was a very pleasam conference with about 50
participants. Ample time was provided for each paper. In fact, sufficient
time was allotted to each paper so that people could run over theictime
limit (I am sorry to admit that I was one of them) and still !lave ample_,~-•4

THE FIRST SYSTEMIC-FUNCfiONAL GRAMMAR SEMINAR HELD IN CffiNA
by Fang Yan
The fiiSt Systemic-Functional Grammar Seminar of Chinese scholars was
held on August 3 - 5, 1989 in Peking UniveiSity, Beijing, China. Nearly 40
linguists and language teacheiS attended the seminar, at which 18 papeiS were
presented exchanging results of work in the theory and practice of SFL carried
out since the 1980s. The first speaker was Hu Zhuanglin, Professor of English of
Peking UniveiSity and Chairman of the seminar, who briefly summarized the
work in the research of SFL by Chinese scholaiS. He pointed out that with the
increasing number of linguists educated in Australia, England, New Zealand and
Canada, more and more articles concerning SFL theories and applications had
appeared. In the early 1980s, the emphasis was laid on the explication of the
three components of functional grammar and their related semantic functions as
well as the functional approach in foreign language teaching~ Beginning from the
middle of the decade, there emerged a diveiSity of approaches to teaching and
research in China, mainly involving (a) exploration of the theory itself; (b)
applications of the theory in discourse analysis, stylistics, sociolinguistics and
foreign language teaching; (c) functional interpretation of the Chinese language in
word order, process classification, sound, mood, cohesion, thematic structure,
etc.; (d) SF grammar being taught to post- graduates in three UniveiSilies: Peking
UniveiSity, Tsinghua UniveiSity and Normal UniveiSity of South China; and (e) a
textbook, A Survey of Systemic- Functional Grammar, compiled by Hu
Zhuanglin, Zhu Yongsbeng and Zhang Delu being on the way to completion. (II
was published in October 1989 by Education Publishing House of Hunan
Province.)
Then some scholaiS presented their views on the nature of language and
research methods adopted in this school
Yang Chaoguang, a scholar from Beijing University of International
Economics and Trade, in his paper 'Epistemology and SFL', discussed the reason
for the complicated framework of SFL from the peiSpective of 'looking at the
world in its entirety'. he pointed out that Chinese scholaiS appreciated the
tradition of this school which edlphasizes 'coordination among all the component
parts within t1!e system'. He argued that· the SF theories are 'in conformity with
the current view of the world and in agreement with the need of the age of
information'. However, he urged SF linguists to develop a common !erminology
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so that their theories will 'fall within the reach of everyone interested in the study
of language'. Xu Shenghuai, from Normal University of South China.
Guangzhou, dealt with issues on 'Research Methods in Functional Linguistics',
focussing on exploring its differences from approaches of other schools. He
claimed that SFL recognizes a three level language system and that the process of
SFL development has been one of discovering, exploring, perfecting and
developing the third level - that of context. He then went on to comment on the
bases and directions of SFL and the laws and principles this school observes.
Zhou Guangya from Sichuan University compared SF and TG Gmmmars,
maintaining a compleCientary view in approaching the two schools. In the paper
entitled 'Reflections on Text', Zhao Jiancheng, a young linguist from the
Chemistry Engineering University of East China, Shanghai, emphasized
Halliday's view of taking text as the point of departure in the study oi' language,
for )t is an important means of cultural t1110Smission and also for realizing the
meaning of language. Zhu Yongsheng, from Suzhou University, elabomted on
'Pluralism in Linguistics' and its relevance to stylistic analysis.
Seveml papers were concerned with the concepts of subject, thematic
structure, mood and modality, and 11110Sitivity systems in the Chinese language.
Fang Yan, from Tsinghua University, spoke on 'subject', which bad remained
controversial ever since the 1950s. Having summarized various definitions of
this concept, she proposed that perhaps following Halliday's macro-functions and
splitting 'subject' into theme, subject and actor could be a solution to this sticky
issue. Zhang Delu explored 'Desirability in Social Communication in Relation to
Mood and Modality in Grammar in Chinese', while Li Sbujing and Hu Zhuanglin
summed up a mther comprehensive interrogative mood system in conjunction to
its semantic functions and gmmmatical realizations. Zhou Xiaokang classified
Chinese vema! processes, and Hu Zhuanglin worked out a network of Clause
complex of the Chinese language.
Experiments have also been made to apply SFL to language teaching. Yue
Meiyun, from Nanjing University, and Luo Jiangsheng, from the Institute of
Nationalities of Centml China, Wuhan, both endeavored to use the theories of this
school in the teaching of the AdV1lllced English Reading Course. Yue Meiyun
found that 'being a discourse gmmmar', SFL 'not only provides insights into the
meaning and effectiveness of a text, but also offers the techniques and devices for
the interpretation of texts and discourses'. She proposed 'a holistic cyclic
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approach' in teaching reading. Luo Jiangsheng, on the other hand, organized his
students to pmclice the ideational and interpersonal functions by way of writing
summaries and playing roles. Moreover, Wang Ying sought relationship between
'Meaning, lntemction and Language Teaching', whereas Wang Zhenya talked on
'Explomtion of Socio-cultuml Approach in Foreign Language Teaching'.
The last paper was given by Hu Zhuanglin reporting briefly the 16th
International Systemic Congress held in Helsinki.

The papers delivered were only first attempts in the research and teaching of
SFL. Since most scholars were Halliday's students, their work was mainly
concerned with the explanation and application of his theories. The participants
found it necessary (a) to study other versions represented by other SF linguists so
that they could have an ovemll picture of this linguistic school; (b) to go into
depth in their research and develop a critical attitude in their evaluation of SFL;
and (c) to further apply its theoretical framework io expounding and disclosing
the features of the Chinese language and to teaching English and other languages,
which has become one of the biggest enterprises in China.
Before the seminar was adjourned, the participants discussed and settled the
following issues: (a) a collection of the seminar papers was to be published (it was
published in September 1990 by Peking University Publishing House, edited by
Hu Zbuanglin); (b) Suzhou University would sponsor the next seminar in July
1991, and from then on, the SFL scholars would meet every two years; and (c)
these linguists would strengthen their unity and form an association with Hu
Zhuanglin as the head. All agreed that Professor Hu would be the representative
of the Chinese scholars in the international SFL circle.

NEWS FROM CHINA

Second Chinese Systemic Workshop: A Great Success

The Second Chine.e Systemic Workshop was held at Suzhou University, Suzhou China.
from July 15 to July 18. Over (i) people attended the meeting. Among the participants were four
specially invited speakers: Prof M. A: K. Halliday, Prof.Ruqaiya Hasan, Prof. Michael Cummings,
and Prof. Christian Matthiessen.
The workshop received about 30 papers and 25 of them were presented. These papers touched
upon a lot of topics in systemic linguistics. They included: basic tasks and fundainental
~ceptions in systemic linguistics (Halliday), the relationship between semantic networks and
discourse analysis (Hasan), Language Processing (Matthiessen), systemic grammar and
pragmatics (Zhang Delu), Criteria of textual cohennce (Zllu Yongsheng), thematic Slnlcrures
(Cummings. Hu Zhuanglin, Wang Htiifang, Peng Wangheng), mutual complementarity of lexis
and syntax in Chine.e (Cben Yuming) and the application of systemic· functional grammar in
language teaching (Fang Yan, Yue Meiyun, Reo Sbaozen, Guo Hong). All the papers presented
were connected with systemic linguistics therefore the workshop was really a systemic one.
The organizing comminee of the workshop and all the Chinese participants wish to express
their heartfelt thanks again through Network to Prof. Halliday and the other three guests from
overseas for their strong support and hard work during their stay in Suzhou- The temperature
was over 35° C and there was a big flood!
The proceedings of the workshop will be published in China by Qinghua University Press.
The Ofgani:zing committee has entrusted the editing work to Associate Professor Zllu Yongsheng of
Suzbou University, who was the convenor of the workshop.
The Third Chinese Systemic Workshop will take place in Hangzhou in July 1993. All
correspondence should be sent to ProfRen Shaozen ofHangzhou University, Hangzhou,Zhejiang,
310028, P. R. China.
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Three video programmes were recorded by the IE.M.R.C., CIEFL during
the Summer Institute.

Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) and Role and Reference Grammar
(RRG) were discussed in detail.
Prof ..K.V ..Subba Rao.

Susumo Kuno's work

was

presented

Professor Michael 0 1 Toole and Professor V.Prakasam

discuss the concept of Functions of language in the first programme.

In

by

the second programme Professor Robert D.Van Valin, and Prof.SJ<.Verma

Simon Dik"s Functional Grammar and Talmy Givan's

discuss the place of Role and Reference Grammar of Van Valin in the context

functional- Typological Synta)l; were summarised by Prof.V.Prakasam in his

of different formal and functional Theories of Language.

extension lecture.

programme, Dr.Oavid Brazil and Dr.P.V.Dhamija discuss the role of intonation

In

the

third

in Discourse.

Fifty-seven participants came from different parts of the country and
spent a month at Hyderabad.

One of the participants, Prof.N.Khorshid,

The society has been extremely responsive to the needs of the institute.
The State Bank of Hyderabad was kind enough to give a grant of Rs.lO,OOO/-

to buy copies of Linguistics at Large (a volume of papers on linguistics
presented to Prof.Verma on his sixtieth birthday on 29.7.91) and give them

to the participants of the Institute.

Similarly several other organisations

like Visakhapatnam Port Trustg Dept. of Information and Public Relations
(Govt.. of A.P.), I.T.C., Bhadrachalam Paper Board ltd., The Peria Karamalai
Tea and Produce Co.Ltd., and Oxford Unh•ersity Press helped the organisers
by hosting lunches -and inserting advertisements in the souvenir.

This proves

their commitment to excellence in Education.
An Institute of this kind gets a shot in the arm when it gets properly
recognised by policy makers.

Shri Arujun Singh, Union Minister for Human

,Resource Development, presented the valedictory

address on 24.8.1991.

In his address, the minister stressed on the Asian identity of the CI£FL
and suggested the inclusion of Japanese as one of the foreign languages
to be studied.

He advised the participants to fully absorb the ideas of func-

tional linguistics and help people develop greater understanding of one another.

He appreciated the work being done by the CJ£FL.
..3
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INFORMATION
EUROPEAN 'IU:PORT
by Erich Steiner

According to my files, it is about time I sent •Y report on so~e the
syste•ic vork going on In Europe (excluding Britain, vhlch Is outside of
•Y realm)- Obviously, the folloving summary is far from complete, and I
do knov of a number of colleagues vbo have not replied, probably for
reasons of time. I sent out around sixty letters, getting a respons~ of
only seven. vhich is less than I had hoped for. Some of the most obvious
gaps in the folloving include colleagues from Finland and from Belgium.
Also, even if Spain and Italy are represented - and I am very grateful
to those vho have responded, actual Systemic practice is even more vide-spread
in both countries than my summary suggests.
Let me nov give a short summary in alphabetical order, commenting on the

folloving points:
Summary of activities
(2) Special Projects or interests
(3) Recent publications
Please, note that responses came in very different forms, so that if
sometimes one of (1) to (3) has no entry, it only means there was no
information given on this point in the mail I received. Also, I am,
conversely, not including some types of information that vere given, but
seem to fall outsid~ of my grid. Let me at this point express
my gratitude to all those vho have taken the time to sen~ some
information. Let me also apologize to those vho think they should be
included, but did not even receive a letter from me, simply because
their na~e vas not in the files that I used. I should also varn people
that I vill sometimes have to vrite bits and pieces in languages, such
as Italian or Spanish, that I do not knov very well - so, please, excuse

(1)

my mistakes there. ·

*************************
Ingegerd Baecklund

*************************

Department of English
Uppsala University
Box 513
S-751 20 Uppsala
Sveden
(1)
••. has recentlY finished a study of theme in English telephone
conversation. She nov plans further quantitative studies of similar
nature on varius text types, such as face-to-face conversation. public
debate. written narrative, procedural, and descriptive text. (cf. also
paper given at the Tokyo Systemic Congress).

*************************
Foz, Carmen

*************************
Depat'tDlento de Ingles
Faculdad de Ciencias Economicas
'l E•presariales
Unive~sidad de Zaragoza
Cl Ot' Cenada 1-3
·50005 Zat'agoza

Spain
(1) At present, I am taking part, together with Or. Vasquez
Jai•e, in a progtaDl research about the co••unicative strategies of
courtesy in both English and Spanish; our aim is to detect the t'easons
for the incorrect use of such strategies by advanced Spanish students-of
English. Our main ai• is to suPp~y solutions to this pt'oblem.
(2) The increasing numbel' of students of English for business makes its
teacing a worldwide phenoDlenon. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
carry out research into the nature of what is generally called business
English- Ue hope that its results will help us to provide our students
vith appropriate tuition so that they can produce more adequate written
business documents in English. Our present concern is to detect hov
lnformatin is presented in written business texts in English and for
that ve are applying a systemic approach.

************************
Orta, Ignacio Vazquez

************************

Opto de Filologia Inglesa y Alemana
Faculdad de Fllosofia Y Letras
Unlversidad de Zaragoza
50009 Zaragoza
Spain
Tel: 976-551647
Fax:
-350558
(1} I am working on the applications of Systemic Grammar to the analysis of
the language of adve~tising and propaganda. I am also involved in a
pt'oject called "A comparative study of the communication strategies of
politeness in English and Spanish"

*************************
Siso, Mercedes Jaime

*************************
Facultad de Veterinaria
Oep. Filologia Inglesa
Cl Higuel Servet 177
Universidad de Zaragoza
Zaragoza 50013
ESPANA

Fax: 34 76 591994
(1) I as at present taking part, together with anothel' colleague •• ~and
Dr. Vazquez
in a research progra.-e entitled •a comparative
study of the expr_ession of communic-ative strategies to show courtesy in
English and Spanish~- (for further info cf. entry under Vazquez).

himself~

(2) I am myself working in another research project of which
summary O\ltline below:

I

offer a

The purpose of this work is to establish a coapar·tson between the
rhetorical structure used in scientific articles written in English and
in Spanish so as to offer the Spanish speaking scientistS a guidelineto
be used whenever they are forced to publish the results of their
research uorkin international journals written in English. A systemic
approach is applied in this study which intends to solve the problems
that Spanish scientists have to face when they see their works rejected
for rhetorical, not for linguistic or scientific inadequacy.
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llf!!llf~•IUH »R4 PQI~~tschen
Unfvtrsita~t 4~~ $~~rl~n~~~
~"~600 saarbr"t<~on

Geruny

n~m~'r of papers
~Aimen

In

Yarfa~ Oo~p~lillon~l ~lns•l•l!~§ ~QHfR~lJ,

John

in partf<Qlor ha• ""der!Akon vory Important vork on "alni lypod

featqre strqcture for•alt~aa tQ~epresent ayste•tc (syntagmattc)
tnformatton (ct. also his contribution at this year's congress in

Tokyo).

Tel.: 0681 302 3577
Fax: 0681 302 4440
e-•ail: erich@iai.uni-sb.de
erich~dude.uni-sb.de

(1) I am involved in teaching and research in the areas of English
linguistics. translation science, and •achine translation. Hy research
centers around the co•parison of German and English in particular, but

other European languages as vello Ve attempt to generalize our findings
into semantic components underlying these various languages. testing
these components in hu•an translation and-machine translation, both of
vhich are active research projects here.
(2) 'Special interests include
- forms of representation for m~lti-l!ngual natu¥al language processing;
- systemic linguistics and music
- systemic linguistics and ideology (in the traditional sense of
Feuerbach. Harx, Hegel)
(3) - A functional perspective on language, action, and intei:'pretation;
Berlin. Nev York : De Gruyter (1991)
Structural and lexical information "tn a functional approach to
machine translation, in: P.roceedings of the International Conference
on Current Issues in Computational Linguistics. Penang, Malaysia
(1991)
- Allegranza & ~rauver ' Steiner. eds. 1991. Special Issue of
Machine Translation on EUROTRA. Oordrecht : Reidel

The German "scene" involved in text generation on a syste•ic basis also
includes Harcus Brovn at Hunich University.

************************

Thibault. P.J.

**********~*************

Via Tagliamento 8.
40139 Bologna
Italy
Tel.: 051 541165
Fax: 05! 495222
(1) Text semantics and the aultifunctional basis of global text
(generic) structui:'es; reconstituting the links between relevant social
theory and systemics !n relation to heteroglossia and inte~textuality;
educational linguistics, reexploring theinterpersonal metafunction in
relation to exchange, speech acts; the cryptograamar of subjectivity and
agency in English.

************************

Torsello Taylor, Carol

************************
Scuola Superiore Di Lingue Hoderne
Per Interpret! E Traduttori
Universita degli studi.di Trieste
34144 Trieste
Via D'Alviano 15/1
Italy

Tel.: 040 764-581

**************************

750-410
Fax: 040 775-052

*************************

(1) Application of Systemics to language teaching <.particularly language
description and comprehension), with preparation of course materials,
combining theory , application, and language practice, for university
language majors. Discourse analysis, especially thematic structure,
information structure, linguistic realiZation of point of viev.

Teich, E1ke

Projekt KOHET

GHD/IPSI

Dolivostr. 15
D-5100 Darmstadt
Germany

Tel.: 06151 875800
e-mail:

(2) Systemics in Italy, differences Italian-English in thematic and
discourse structuring, .translations

teich@darmstadt.gm~.de

(1) KOHET at GHD-IPSI, Darmstadt, is a natural language processing
project dealing vith German text generation. The underlying theory of
KOHET is systemic linguistics. For the development of our system ve use
the PENHAN/NIGEL environment. The system cui:'rently has three components:
a text planner and text base, a lexicalization component and a grammar
of German. The grammar is a systemic grammar, very much like the NIGEL
grammar of English. One important topic ve deal vith in developing this
_rsystemic grammar of German is to reconsider the expression of
~syntagaatic relations in systemic theory.

~ (3) Teich.

generation.

Elke. 1990. Developing a systemic grammar of German for text
D~rmstadt: GHO/IPSI Research Reports

(3) - La grammatica siste•ica, in: Le lingue del aondo, 112, 1988,
pp.IB-24
- Teaching students to approach even the literary text through field,
tenor and mode,
per la publicazione negl! atti del 17. Convegno Internazionale
di Linguistica Sistemica
- Dalle metfunzioni semantiche ai Sistemi Lessico-Grammaticali,
accettato per la publicazione da parte dell' IRRSAE Veneto negli
atti del "Progetto Speciale Lingue Straniere del Veneto su
'Educazione Linguistica', Hontebelluna Novembre 1990
and many others.

*******************

FRIENDLY JOURN"'-~
Forthcoming articles and reviews in

Universidad Complutense de .Madrid
Campus de Somosaguas
28023 Hadrld

International Journal of

(1) I a~ mainly interested in the analysis of spoken language,
especially in conversations: 1 a- carrying out research for the
completion of my PhD. on the contrastive analysis of English-Spanish of
the Continuative Elements in Conversation- My home address is the
following:

Jesus Romero Trillo
Cl Aguilar del Rio 1, 4-3

----------------------------

28044 Hadrid
Spain

***************************************
***************************************

Subscription Rates tor Volume 4, 1991 (4 issues)
UK & Europe £42.00, elsewhere US$78.00

I am also grateful t~ the following colleagues who have sent a reply·
although they do not consider themselves as systemic linguists. Their
names are given below, with their main reserach interests at the •oment:

Please note subscriptions can be accepted tor complete volumes only.
Individual members of the Dictionary Society of North America
are entitled to ha"·price subscriptions: UK & Europe £21.00. elsewhere US$39.00.
Membership of EURALEX includes a subsCription to the journal • please apply to Frank
Knowles. Aston University, Aston Triangle. Birmingham B4 7ET. UK.

Lenk, E.H.
Satumaanpolku 5 A 9

ORDER FORM

SF-00820 Helsinki

- Persuasive texts in press reports

-Newspaper editorials and persuasive

Lexicography

H. Burger on Roget's Thesaurus and the evolution of conceptual systems
V. Mair on how to improve dictionaries of Chinese
G. Miller et al. on the WordNet project at Princeton
J. Mugdan on a dictionary of 'Key Words' in contemporary German culture
B. Quemada on the New OED
E. Thorndike's classic article on children's dictionaries
L. Zgusta on Czech-Chinese lexicography

ac~s

occurring in them

Barbara Cairns
Lund University

Institute of Linguistics
ftelguu:.backen 12
223 62 Lund

sweden
- The structure of dialogue, especially ellipsis

0
0
0
0

I wish to subscribe to International Journal of Lexicography Volume 4, 1991
I enclose the correct remittance
Please send me a"lree sample copy of International Journal
of Lexicography
·
I am a member of DSNA and wish to take advantage of the half-price
subscription rates

Name (please prinll
Luelsdorff. Pb.A.
Institut fuer Anglistik
Universitaet Regensburg
D-8400 Regensburg 1
Geraany
(1) in collaboration vith Sergei V. Chesnokov (Kontekst, Moscov), my
vork continues to focus on orthographic databases or languages of vider
use, systems of determinacies, reading and spelling primers, automatic
readers and spellers, systems of print-to-sound and sound-to-print,
transitional systems for reading-to-spelling,developmental orthography,
reading- and spelling-error editors, studies in similarity perception
and lesson planners.
(3) - 1991. Developmental orthography. Amsterdam : John Benjamin's
- 1991. editor. Complexity in language. Special issue of theoretical
linguistics. Berlin : de Gruyter

ili

Address
_ ·-- Country .
Postcode
0
I wish to pay by AccessNisa/American Express/Diners card
Card No. OODOOOOOOOOOOOOO Expiry Date
Signature
Please return to Journals Marketing Department, Oxford University Press. Pinkhill House.
Southfield Road. Eynsham. Oxford OXB lJJ, UK. Telephone orders (0865) 882283 ext. 2451
Morth America return \o: Journals Marketing
Oxford University Press. lnc.,
2001 Evans Road. Cary. North Carolina 27513. USA
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SYSTEIIIC J,DIGUISTICS MID BIJUCAfiON
Ill All BSL SITUAfiOII
Feat Ak.indele,

Departaent of ~nglish Language,
Obafeai Avolovo University,
Ile-Ife.

Nigeria.
l..

Introduction
The publlc:atio.t of Halliday (1961) article Cate,odes of the Theory of

Gra-aar brought a revolution to linguistics not onlyn Europe and Aaerica but
also in other parts of the vorld vhere English is used as either a native o~
non-native tongue. Apart from posing challenges to linguistics, it provides an
alternative theory t~ the already established Traditional approach to language
description and Transformational Gene~ative theory postulated by Choasky in the
50s.. In Africa in general and Nigeria specifically, Syste•ic Linguistics has
not only Challenged the existing theories of lingu-istic descripdon but has
also made its vay through the Nigerian educational system from tertiary level
to primary school level. Indeed, it has been vigorously applied to indigenous
languages as veil as to the teaching of other languages in the country. In
this paperp I attempt ro explore very .briefly the introduction of Systemic
Linguistics to Nigerian Educational System,_ its current trends and its future
prospect. I also shov in some details hov the theory has been able to
facilitate the grovth and development of Nigerian English as a Second language,
contribute ·to the education of the Nigerian child, as vell as coping vi th
soci.o-political decisions that relate to language in the country.
2.

The beginning

1858, Bowen 1858, Yard 1952, Delano 1965, Avobuluyi 1972, and Ogunbovale 1980
respect 1vely.
Bamgbose•s books cover such issues as the description of Yoruba tone, of
the sentence, Clause, Noainal Group, Verbal Group, Adverbs and Adverbials, as
vell as vo~d-formation. The works have been very useful to various researchers
working either on Yoruba language only or doing a comparative study of the
English language and Yorubat or Yoruba and French. Indeed, the vorks have been
very useful to teachers of Yoruba language not only at the University level,
but also at the Primary and Secondary School levels. Systemic gramaar has thus
been introduced to young generation of Nigerian children.
Bamgbose S (1972) vork on ~~~~~~~~~T=,
orientations of Systemic Grammar-and Transforaatlonal Generative Gra..ar in the
discussion of an aspect of Yoruba grammar - the Verb. Afo1ayan and Bamgbose in
their respective articles approach the discussion of the Verb from Systemic
grammarical view point, vbile Avobuluyi deals vith the topic form the T.G.
perspective.
8

Ubile Ba•gbose vas introducing Systemic linguistics and its application
to Yoruba language at the University of Ibadan, Adeblsl Afolayan started
building up the Department of English Language at the University of Ife, IleIfe since 1968. The department whose emphasis vas and is language has been
Syste•ic linguistics in orientation. .Host of the courses offered in the
department both at the undergraduate and port-graduate levels are informed by
Syste•ic Linguistics; notable among these courses is The Structure of Modern
English and various linguistic stylistics courses.
The Depal'tment has thu.s been able to produce Systemic grammarians and
linguists vho aFe involved in the teaching of English as a second language
(ESL) at all levels of Nigerian educational syste•.

One of the important aspect of Systeaic linguistics that have been found
Systemic Grammar (SG) vas introduced into the Nigerian educational systea
very useful in the teaching of the English language to Nigerian children is its
in the early and late 60s through the University first by Ayo Bamgbose and
later by Adebisi Afolayan. _ Ayo Bamgbose introduced Systemic linguistics to the sociological orientation as opposed to total psychological orientation to
language study. This has perhaps encouraged the cultivation and grovtb of
University of Ibadan, Departaent of Nigerian Languages and Linguistics in 1963
Nigerian variety of English as a second language. This sociological aspect has
folloving the completion of hts•doctoral dissertation at the University of
been echoed on different occasfons by Afolayan. See for instance, Afolayan
Edinburgh.· The thesis vh.ich vas a description of Yoruba graiiUII8r vas largely
1966, 1968, 1970, 1975, 1977, 1981. Indeed, this has influenced his recent
!nfor•ed by Systemic grammatical theory.
research in English as a second language and the subsequent publications
arising therefrom. See Afolayan fort~coming.
At first, Ayo Bamgbose designed courses in Systemic Linguistics for the
undergraduate and Post-graduate levels. Be undertook the teaching of these
courses, as vell as the training of Systemic linguists, some of which are
3.
CUrrent Trends in Systemic Linguistics application to Education.
teachers in Secondary and tertiary institutions in Nigeria.
Perhaps where Bamgbose's impact on Systeeic linguistics is felt in his
research and publication. Although he claims not to be a Systemic linguistt
his several researches into the Yoruba language are influenced by Syste•ic
linguistics. Notable among them are Bamgbose 1963, 1964, 1966t 1972, 1973 a,
b, 1977 and 1980. Bamgbose11966) A Grammar of Yoruba and its abridged version
Baagbose (1972) A short Yoruba Grammar, for instance. form a comprehensive
theoretical analysis and discussion of Yoruba language from Systemic Grammar
view point. The books are a srrong departure form the early and contemporary
study of the Yoruba language by the Traditional grammatical descriptive
approach, or even the eclectic approach repr~sented in the uorks of Crovther

The practice of Systemic Linguistics in relation to Education in Nigeria
span through Stylistics, Textlinguistics, Syntax, Register or Genre Analysis
and Discou_rse Analysis.
Afolayan (1975) stylistics vork ~Language and Sources of Amos Tutuolaw is
perhaps the earliest publi3hed work vhich attempts at e•ploying Systemic
Linguistics to the analysis of Africa~ Literary text. The vork complements his
doctorate stylisi:ics study.
Many other interesting Systemlc Linguistics stylistics stucii~s 1ollovE
fcom 1his vork. They include several Graduate thesis and publications

Aauda 1982, Olove 1988, Arogundade 1984, Oyeleye 1985, Avonuga 1984, 198_,
Oladejl 1980, 1987.
These studies vhich vere carried out in Ife and Ibadan University in the
southern part of Nigeria bave influenced the teaching of literary genres at the
secondary and tertiary levels of education. And in Zaria (northern part of
Nigeria) John Haynes has done a lot of interesting stylistics vork based on
Syste•lc Linguistics thus promoting the theory in tbat part of the region. One
can confidently say that linguistic stylistics proposed by Halliday in the
early 1970s has been entrenched into the Nigerian educational system and is
helping in the understanding of both native and non-native literary genres in
English in this region.
Perhaps the areas vhere Systemic linguistics have contri~uted
significantly in recent years are Grammar and Lexis. Almost all the 31
Nigerian Universitle~ have felt the impact of Systemic Grammar and the study of
Lexis. Systemic Linguistics courses in Grammar and texis designed by older
Universities of Ife and Ibadan have been adopted in alaost all th~·31
Universities. This has been the consequences of trained linguists trying to
re-locate and subsequently introducing the theory. In addition, research and
published vorks in these areas are well circulated in the higher institutions.
Examples of these are Afolayan 1968, Akindele 1983. At the Secondary School
level, the current practice is the application of Systemic linguistics to the
teaching of English grammar and lexis~ This replaces the traditional and
eclectic approaches. that have dominated the scene for a long time.
There are also some studies in Systemic textlinguistics. These are
attributed to Vole Adejare vho proposed the theory and has applied it to both
literary and non-literary, native and non-native English texts. He'has von
several disciplines through his teaching and research both in Ife, Haiduguri
and Lagos. Systemic textlinguistics which enables students to interpret texts
on the basts of linguistic and semistic evidence has enhanced the teaching of
literary texts in both secondary and tertiary institutions in Nigeria. Indeed,
a lot of research vork is still galng on and publications are increasing in
this area. See for instance Adejare 1981, 1982av 1982b, forthcoming; Ayoola
1989~ Adegbite 1989 and forthcoming.
The theory which includes theory of
translation has helped in further understanding ESL African texts by the
international English com•unltf. It has also enabled school children to
develop more interest in literary genres particularly Poetry in Nigeria.
4~

Petti Aldndele's Contributions

.
My first contact with Systemic Linguistics vas 197~ as a University
Undergraduate at the University of Ife, Nigeria. I vas trained as a Systemic
Gramaarian and later as a linguist through exposure to Systemic linguistics
related courses both at the undergraduate and Master's levels. I later
broadened my scope of Systemic linguistics by studying Discourse and Genre
Analysis for my Doctorate Prograame under Margaret Barry at Nottingham
University, England.
•
.
On completion of my programme, my first task vas to des1gn and define
courses in discourse and Genre analysis since there vas little or none of such
in any of the Nigeria Universities. Yhere there vas a course under the title
of Discourse analysis, the concept vas confusing. It vas equated._\lj_J-_}1
stylistics. flaving designed some courses in Discourses and Genre Analysis for
te and Post-graduate levels, I started making efforts to

interest students in t~. It !s interesting to note that today students have
come to be more interested in the field and have been able- to analyse both
spoken and written texts in English. Discourse Analysis have been recognized
and aade compulsory for all students in Nigeria Universities by the National
University Commission as part of the approved minimum academic standards to be
fulfilled by any graduating student of English Language or Linguistics.
One other iaportant area which I have aade some contributions is
Children's writing. For some years, I have been vorking on probleas involved
in children's vriting and hoW to improve on the quality of such vriting.
Issues such as Cohesion and Coherence, as well as thematic organization in the
writings of priaary, secondary and University students have been my preoccupation. The outcome of ay research have been made known to my students who
in turn used the• in improving their style of writing. In some cases, research
reports vere sent to institutions to help improve the quality of children's
vriting. See Akindele 1990, forthcoming. Another outcome of my research in
Genre analysis can be seen in its application to.Print media.
Efforts have been made to examine cohesion, coherence and thematic
organization in Nigerian Daily Newspapers. Such attempts have yielded fruitful
results. Sose aedla houses in the country have employed the services of
students trained in this area and have also requested for copies of
publications of research findings in the field. Ayodele (forthcoming) is an
instance of the work requested.
I have also applied the theory of Discourse Analysis to literary texts
particularly the conversational aspect of fictional prose. This has
complemented linguistic stylistics approach to texts and has enhanced the
comprehension of fictional prose by students. ln addition, I have been
involved in the teaching of Systemic Grammar to final year undergraduate
students for the past four years and such students in turn impart their
knowledge of the theory to Rlgh School children.
Some of my contributions in the field of Systemic linguistics are
represented in Akindele 1983, 1988, 1990, forthcoming a, b.
5.

The Future of Systeaie Linguistics in Nigerian Education.

There is ·no doubt that Systemic Linguistics has a significant place for
itself in the growth of Nigerian educational system. Its impact has been felt
at nearly all the levels of linguistic description. However", the task of
Systemic linguists in the country is still enoraous. For instance, there is
still much to do in the development of Nigerian English Phonology, and Systeaic
Linguistics could assist in achieving this goal. Perhaps, the most significant
area vhere Systemic Linguistics is most needed is -in the promotion of
co•putational linguistics. Nigerian educational administrators are keenly
interested in Computer education but little or nothing is available in the area
of computational linguistics. Systemic Linguistics vith its sympathy for
English as a second language would be of great help in the develop•ent and
promotion of Computational-Linguistics. The future of Systemic Linguistics in
the development of Mother Tongue education (a priority) of the Nigerian
government today can not be over-stressed. Efforts would be made to ~~velop
various indigenous Nigerian lang~ages along Systemie Linguisti~s O~s~~i9tion.
Ayo Bamgbose (1976 and 'FaftJ.nva et al (1990) have begun this description "hich
could be built on by other Systernicists.
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Systemic theory can be interpreted as a metal~nauage - talk about talk. One advantage with
this type of interpretation is that it inunediately gives us a way of_ talking about systemic theory
and we can see that it has a number of the properties of language: it has a context.. it has
metaregisters (descriptive, computational. educational, semiotic, and so on) and metadiaJects
(however we choose to interpret them. e.g.: Hallidayan, Fawcettian, Gregorian)~ 1 it is both
interaction and reflection, it is stratified, and so _on. And like language, it is a dynamic ·open system.
It is constantly developing in exchange with its environment - the environment provided by
research applications, interfaces with other disciplines, and so on. This development has been
evolutionary rather than revolutionary: the thCory has expanded its domain in an additive way in
contrast to generative linguistics where the domain of enquiry has not been the locus of change and
theories have changed through reploicement ·rather than addition.· As the theory's domain
expands. earlier parts of the theory (e.g.~ grammatical theory) may be recontextualized and this
may give a sense of contradictions in theoretical positions through the history of systemic thoory;2
but, in my view.- there has been remarkable consistency and what are interpreted as contradictions
are really only different mutuoiUy compatible perspectives within a multi-dimensional theory. For
instance, there have not been contradictory positions on the stratal assignment of metafunctions or
major systems such as transitivity in Halliday's work: both grainmar and semantics are levels of
'content" (in Hjelmslev's sense) and grammar is natural grammar so any menfunction is a
grammatical principle of orgailization as well as a semantic one and any granunatical system such
as transitivity will also be restated as a semantic one at a higher stratum of abstraction.
Since development takes pJace·jn many pRates around the world (and, importantly, increasingly
also in languages other thoin English) and since theoretical development often takes place in praxis
without necessarily being articulated in theoretical terms at the same time, it is important to take
a step back oow and again and try to identify the patterns that are emerging. I will try to do this
here against the background of past phases of development. My view will not be cOmprehensive or
exhaustive. Since i am assuming olher systemicists are or will also be discussing theoretical
developments in Network, my view wilt basicaDy reflect my own vantage point: geographically, it
underrepresents e.g. Europe and China, where there are now regular systemic . workshops
complementing the international congresses;3 thematically, it does not include important recent
work in verbal art, social semiotics, and educational linguistics. For a discussion of systemic
linguistics on historical ·principles, see Halliday &: Malthiessen (forthcoming), which also
includes an up-to-date discussion of grammatical theory; for a current presentation of Martin's
model of discourse semantics and higher levels, see Martin (in .press); for a general survey of
theoretical work up to 1988 from another vantage point, see Butler (1989);" tor a discussion of
modelling issues in the area of genre. see VeniOia (1989); for a discussion of theory development in
the exchange with computational modelling, St.'e Matthiessen & Bateman (in press). For collections
of recent work. see Benson, Cummings & Greaves (1988), Halliday&. Fawcett (1987) and Fawcett&:
Young (1988).

1. Past phases in development
II we recognize that language is embeddied in context and that a~e linguistic system itself is
stratified into the three levels (strata) of semantics, lexicogrammar and phonology, we can
1 Here again insights kom the study of language are important For instance, there ·are metadialecl chains

(e.g. from SFG 1o dependency grammar vis Hudson's Daughter Dependency Grammat) ~ metalanguages in
contact as with Communication Linguistics, developed by Mtchael Gregory and othef&. I wiU not, however,
discuss metadialec1al variation here even though it has been an important and productive aspect of the

cf:

developmenl of systemic functionalth901Y.
2 Particularly if rhe only model for interpreting change used Is lhe one established within generative linguistic&
-- change through rejection and replacemenl (i.e., extension through substilion rather than addition).
3 The second bi-annual national systemic seminar in China was held at Suzhou University in July 91, where I
had an opportunity 10 learn about deveiopmenls in various areas, ~duding teX!ual comparison o1 Chinese
English in 1ran:s!a1ion, a coocem with impooant 9leor-e!icat implications. Prot Hu Zhuang!in prollidOO ~
syslem\c res~arch in China at the 16th ln19tnationaJ Syslemic Congress in Helsinki in June i 989;
Zhuanglin Hu. Yongsheog Zhu and Oeiu Zhang (1990).
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~"" the development of the ideas tl!"t )>ave evolved Into systemic functiOnal llnguistlctl

as taking place in three phases in the past. • the major dimension of development here is
4

sttatiflcatlon.
(i) Firth worked primarily on the outer sttat• of language in context - context (&; semantics)
and phonology. not on the inner tevel of \eXiCogrammar.s For instance. his theOry of system
and snucture and of prosodic organizatiOn lookinS at units top-dawn rather than bottom-up
were worked out at the stratum of phonologY· But they were general and abstract enough

Stptemtc Uf19ulltt'*
t ( t960.)

that they could be applied outside of pnono\ogy.
(iil This meant that Halliday and other systemic linguists had to focus first on developing a
theory of \exicogrammar in the 1950s. when Halliday (1956) applied Firthian systemstrUcture theory at the level of grammar. and in the J%05, when scale-and<ategory tnenry
turned into systemic tneory; the second phase was characteri:red by this focus on the
Internal strotum of language& - though there was also, of course. important work on other
setting the scene lor the 1970s- AI the same time, the theory became explicitly
systemic: paradigmatic organizatiOn was tal<en as basic within any given stratum. II was
possible to interpret grammar in as a resource - a fundamental way in which the
grammatical theory is functiOnal· This lead to the discovery of another dimension of global
organization - metafuncrional diversification in the content plane of language (see further
below), manifested in systemic clustering into metafuncrional regions of the system netWOrk

are~s

such as transitivity. mood and thefne·
(iii) Once a functiOnal theory of \exicogrammar was in place, the conditions for linking it up
with higher levels of organization nad been met (the systemic organization of the
grammar as a resource and the metalunctional organization) and the entirety of the
language-in<Ontexl complex could be taken into view as in Halliday's hypothesis about
the correspondence between context and language according to the metalunctional
diversification of language. This also meant an extension upwards in the theorizing of
language in context -- either by further elaboratiOn of context. as in the work of Halliday
and Hasan (e.g., Halliday, 1978; Halliday & Hasan. t9S5l. or by stratification or planing
of context itself. using Hjelmslev's notion of connotative semiotics to interpret the higher·
level organization of context relative to language and stratiHcarion within context, in the
work by Martin {e.g., 1985; in press) and Rothery, and others.

• This traje<:IO<'f of chango can bo conuastod wnh th& on• conttal to An\Ofican structuralism and its generativ&
successor: American work was much mo<O oriontod towards a constituonr:'f orientation .. phonemics morphok>trl - syntax, and. tor some - discOurse. But thO contrast be!Woen thO twO pr;nc;plos earn• into view in

£

slral~iod -

in contras11o
e.g. Hjelmslev.
HaUiday
and Lamb. was grammar nsoH -- in pariicufai, Hudson's move to
6 """'soouenlly.
tho first Anen,
domain
ol motadialects
Grammar {tol\owed also by Sutler) and tater Wocd Grammar.

fig. 1: FocUS in development (in white) - outer levels. inner level. aU levels
(The widening circles representing inreasingly higher strata; this type of diagram has been
introduced by Halliday (see HaUiday & Matthiessen, forthcoming. for discussion) partly to
capture Jay Lern)<e's (e.g., 1984) notion of metaredundancy.lt also shows very clearly how higher
strata provide a semiotic environment for lower ones.l Research belonging to Phase Ill in the 1970s
and 19805 can thus he cnaracteri:red as being concerned with a stratal extension of the theOry and
descriptions deploying it cohesion and its discourse semantic implications, semantics as an
interlevel, generic structure. the semiotic interpretation of context, the metafunctional
interpretation of the .relationship between language and context. ideology. And explicit
computational modelling ol systemic theOretical models has followed this same principle; it has
essentially been a stratal move upwards from \exicogrammar. Consequently. the core of the
linguistic system - lexieogrammar - has taken over the role player earlier by phonology as a site
of development and testing of models that apply more generally across the stratal system as a
whole or across pairs of strata. This has perhaps led to more abstract principles such as the

Schematically:
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HockaU, Gleason
Lamb.
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make
sense in firth's own terms since he did not i,.erpret thO lovels as
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metafunctional principle.
The theoretical and modelling work was accompanied by descriptive expansions along stratal
lines- descriptions above lexicogrammar include e.g. in Berry's (198\l work on exchange, Hasan's
(1978; 19S4) work on text and generic organization, Benson & Greaves' (e.g., 1981) re.;ea<ch on field
and techniques for profiling fields, Eggins' (1990) worl< on speech !unctiOn in
omwersation,
Hasan's (forthcoming) work on spa.och function, Martin's (in press) work on English discourse
semantics, Ventola's (1987) account of service encounters. These various descriptive efforts have all
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Once the strata have been established as separate subsystems. it makes sense to enquire how they
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relate to one another; higher stJata can be used to provide an explanatory semiotic environment in
relation to lower ones. As far as grammar is concerned. Halliday's (e.g.• -1985) demonstration that
grammar is natural relative lo semantics is 1he foundation for explaining grammar in a stratal sense
by reference to its oonstrual of higher strata of rneaning.7 A number of studies have been expHcitly
concerned with correlations between strata, in particular grammar in higher levels of discourse
organization (fries. 1981/3; 1985; 1988; HaUiday. 1984) but also the relatiol\Ship between &"""ric
organization and seman!ics (1-fusan, 1984; Cross, 1991).
Although stratification was arguably the major dimension along which developments took place
up through the mid 1980s or so. it was not the only dimension in this period. Metafunctional
diversification came into existence in the 19605 as a new dimension of the organization of the
content strata-It provided the basis for Halliday's-(1978) theory of the correlation between context
and language; and it was also the point of departure for important work in the 1980s exploring
criteria for recognizing the metafunctions (Martin.. 1984) and seeking to c~ to grips with nonexperiential modes of meaning and organization (Halliday, 1979; Martin, 1988; Poynton. 1990a,b;
Bateman. 1989; Matthiessen, !988. 1991T. this was an expansion into new areas of meaning.. recently
also for sign language by Trevor Johnston (1991), with important implications ;JlSO for the
intetpretation of spoken English. It also ·provided the foundation tor a break'through in the
understanding of the relation between grammar and discourse in Fries' (1981) work on Theme and
the development of discourse.
Once the metafunctions had been teased apart as organizing princip1es and their contributions to
text, the clause, etc. had been factored out.. it became possible to ask if they harmonize or resonate
with ooe another. Hasan (1983; 1985 in Halliday & Hasan) provided the breakthrough here with
her theory of cohesive harmony in le)Ct. This has been followed up for grammar in Matthiessen
(1991). It also became possible to interpret reconstrual within the ideational metafunction
(metaphors of transitivity, etc.) also in terms of the textual metafunction (Halliday, J988;
Matthiessen. forthcoming).

Already in the 1970s another fundamental dimension of systemic theory had OOft"'e: into focus the dimension of language development. first in the piooeering work by H.aUiday (1975) and later
extended by Painter (1984), Oldenburg (1987) and ochers. This work provided a.n early context for
enquiring into how the system changes itself in exchange with its environment and the work threw
new light on the stratal organization of language; in particular~ it showed how lexicogrammar
emerged under functional pressure in the transition to adult language from bi-stratal protolanguage
and how the rnetafunetional organization develops as a generalization and re-interpretation of
earlier functions. This ontogenetic perspective is still unique as il-l\ integral part of a comprehensive
functional theory of language in conte)Ct elsewhere, 'language acquisition' has remained fairly
insulated from theoretical work on adult language. In systemic theory; it introduces a new
dimension of explanation: in addition to stratal explanation by reference to the semiotic
environment provided by higher strata. it is now possible to e)Cplore developmental e)CplanatiOn.
1be work on language development also provided one of the points of departure for one of the major
themes of the 1980s -- educational linguistics -- adding a new dimension to the work in this area
staned in the 1960s.

The interpretation of language development rests cruciaUy on the thcee theoretical dimensions of
stratification, metafunctional diversification and history in the ontogenetic sense:

Vi

c

7 This i& nol the only 1orm of explanation. BIA !he ponl is that el!planalion proceeds along some dimenGion
identified in the lheofY, relating whars to be explained to something along this dimension -- a higher stratum, an
eacfiet Slage ol development. etc ..

boprolosemantics

prolophonology

(iii) Jndol""elft

..-w.p..se
Fig. 2: Development of language and. by analogy. shift of locus in metalanguage

II we summarize language development in this way to bring out the stratal elaboration with the
emergence of lexicogrammar, and the metafunctional generalization, with simultaneous
metafunctions on the content plane, it is possible ID ste an interesting analogy with the shifting
focus in the development of systemic functional metalanguage.
In Phase I of language development (protolanguage), there are two. strata, content and
expression (pvotosemantics and protophonology; wRth some gestures) and in P~ I of

systemic-functional theory (Firthian theory). the focus was on the outer levels of the
system (context 6c semantics arad phonology). Experience with fundamental principles was
built up first here; and these principles could then alsa serve as the 'blueprint• for grammar.
In Phase II of language development, two fundamental aspects of adult language begin to
emerge: lexicogrammar through stratal elaboration -- the development of a stratum
between semantics and phonology - and metafunctions as principles of simultaneous
resources within conlent (semantics 1- lexicogrammar). Jn Phase II ol systemic-functional
theory (the transition from Firthaan theory· via scale 6c category to systemic-functional
theory), the focus is on grammar; and the metafuncrional organization is discovered.
It would be possible to continue the analogy; for instance. later in the life of the child well into
Phase Ill of adult language, grammatical metaphor develops as an expansion of the meaningmaking resources; similarly. grammatical metaphor came into theoretical focus in Phase Ill of the
development of systemic theory in the 1980s. But tM cen!ral generaliza-tion reflected in the
analogy has lo do with the need to build up critical experience with and information within a
simpler system before taking that as a point of departure to move towards a more complex one. And
while there is considt.>rable reinterpreiation in the transition, at least in language development
(e.g., in the move from macro-functions to meta-functions). there is also fundamental continuity and
there- is an Bmportant sense in which order that is explicil in later stages is alrNdy implicii ·
earlier stages: the system has within itself lhe potential to develop. (l will return lo this i
my conclusion: if St."t'ms that this evolutionary principle in languag<' should h<' an impo!tif
prmciplt.• for mPtalanguage.)
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2. Recent developments: dimensions·iU:fbalo
So far I have tried to interpret the general outlines of the development of systemic theory up to
the late 70s and early 80s. with some forward references. Now we tum from this history to more
current affairs. Recent developments have included further exploration of established dimensions:
• atratiflcatlon: problematizing inter-stratal realiution. 'There ~s been a push for a better

theoretical understanding of stratification and inter--stratal realization: Lemke's (1934)
interpretation in terms of metaredundancy - see also Halliday {1990); interstratal
interfaces (interface to 'output' systems: Sefton, 1990; semantic interface: Matthiessen,
1988); interstratal dialectic; natural grammar. In addition, Martin (e.g.• 1985) has shown
how Hjelmslev's notion of connotative semiotic (a semiotic whose expression system is
another semiotic system) can be used to interpret the relationship between language and
context and also to stratify context itself.
• stratification: a continued push upwards, both theoretically and desaiptively -:- in the
work by Hasan, Lemke. Martin and others already mentioned in the previous section; and·
also in the computational linguistic modelling (see Matthiessen &: Bateman, in press, for a
·
discussion of research on stratal extensions upwards).
• stratification: downwuds to phonology again (see Mock &~Tench,. in press, and work by
Mock and Prakasham referred to in the collection; Johnston, 1988; Matthiessen, 1987);
exploration of graphology in the work of Sefton (1990), making both a descriptive and a
theoretical contribution. A very crucial theoretical development here is Trevor Johnston's
(1991) interpretation of the expression system in sign language, showing among other things
how the material expression construes the semiotic potential at higher levels in the
system.
• stratification: metaphor. Halliday (1984; 1985) presents the resource of grammatical
metaphor and a good deal of work in the second half of the 1980s has dealt with this area
(e.g., Halliday, 1988; Eggins et al, 1987; Martin, 1989). Part of the interpretation of
metaphor is stratal ~~ semantic configurations can be realized congruently or
metaphorically in the lexicogrammar; that is, alongside the congruent alignment between
two strata, there is a metaphorical realignment, which expands lhe meaning-making
potential of the grammar.
• axil: the introduction of an explicitly topological perspective on paradigmatic organizatin

alongside the typological one embodied in system networks. Lemke (forthcoming)
introduced this perspective in the study of genre and it is taken up in Martin &: Matthiessen
(1990). Further, flowcharts (e.g. Ventola, 1987) and systemic flowcharts (fawcet et al,
1988) have been explored as resources for representing choice in conversation.
• coding orientation and semantic variation: the research by Hasan (e.g., 1990) and her group
including C. Ooran (e.g., 1989) and R. Fahey, expanding on the work led by Bernstein in the
1960s and 1910s. This is part of the foundation of a systemic socio-linguistics - not as a
hyphenated separate subdiscipline, but as an integral part of the basic theoretical
interpretation of language.

One important point about the developments mentioned above is that they are neither random
nor isolated: they constitute systematic expansions along the dimensions mapped out by the theory;
for instance, once the principle of stratification is in place, it becomes possible to explore stratal
extensions in a systematic way. Sometimes new dimensions such as the rnetafunctions have been
introduced; but they are always part of the overall space for interpreting language ifl COJltext
created by the theory. The same is true of a number of dimensions that have received special

J\

(j)

thtoralical:

• potentiality: potential • actualization • actual. Systemic descriptions have always been
concerned with potential - ultimately. language as meaning potential (d. Halliday, 1973;
t9m - as something that is neutral between analysis and synthesis. The latter are
different ways of actualizing the potential; but the potential itself is not committed to
either analysis and synthesis - it is simply atemporal and can unfold in time in dtfferent
ways depending on how the process of actualization is specified. For instance, a system
network can be traversed backwards or forwards. TraditionaRy, systemic linguists and
linguists in general have focussed only on the potential and on the aclual. i.e. the result of
actualizatiOn (particular instai)CeS of text, sentences, etc.). However, the question of process
came into very sharp f«Us in the 1980s in two different research contexts: (i) one was
concerned with the analysis primarily of dialogue. as in Ventola-(1987); it was introduced
in general theoretical terms in Martin (1985), and (ii) the other was concerned with the
actualization -of the potential in computational models. as in the process of parsing or
generation (see Matthiessen & Bateman, in press). However, it is actually important keep
two abstractions distinct - the notion of a dynamic vs. staru:S account and the dimension of
potentiality. For instance, it is theoretically possible that we might need to assume a
dynamic potential, which does not mean that this is actualization rather than potential;
it is still potential but potential that embodies some kind of change of state (cf. Bateman,.
1989; Matthiessei\ &: Bateman. in press). There has been considerable dlscussion of issues in
this area (cf. Hasan, 1991) and this is not the place to try to r~lve them; important
considerations are. included not only in the works already mentioned but also in Hasan
(1980) and O'Donnell (1990).

• history: phylogenesis and togogenesis in addition to ontogenesis. -The work on language
development introduced one kind of history .into systemic theorizingi the nature of the
development of stratal organization., metafunctional organization, grammatical metaphor
and so on could be explored in the light of the ontogenetic perspective. More recenUy, both a
longer and shorter time depth have been adopted - the longer time depth of phylogeneds,
particularly in Halliday's (1988) study of the development of scientific English, and the
shorter time depth of Jogogcnesis, the history embodied in an evolving text (Halliday,
1988; in press). For instance, Halliday has demonstrated how the potential for
grammatical metaphor evolves instantially in scientific text; and Nanri (in prep.) has
found similar patterns in news articles. It thus becomes possible to theorize the instantial
system as something that emerges in text against the background of the general potential
(cf. also Fries~ 1982, on instantiallexical systems). Whichever kind of history is at issue,
the probabilistic nature of the system is a crucial step in relating the system to its past and
its future and in relating it to instances in text; the probabilistiC nature of the system was
noted in Halliday (1%1) and has been discussed recently in important work by e.g. Nesbitt
& Plum (1988), Plum & Cowling (1987), and Hallhlay (1989~
• variation: variation as a stacking up of varieties of a system without any moves along other
dimensions such as stratification. The notion of variation has been part of systemic
theorizing from the very ~inning (cf. Gregory, 1967) and ..-egisterial varieties have been
described at various levels. What is more recent, 1 think. is the attempt to model variation
as a dimension on a par with e.g. stratification. One aspec:t of this is the work on the
probabilistic nature of systems and the resetting of probabilities, another is the recent
8 As presented hllfe, these dimensions may appear to be an albitrary list; but they are all placed within the
overaU lh80fY of language in context or the metatheory of how that theory is applied. Having mapped out 1he
territory theoretically, systemicists may have set C@rtain areas aside tor a long time unlil 1urth"0r -study w~s
possible·· as has happened with lexis as most delicate grammar (see Hasan, 1987); bUl ttw:t are still part ol th~
picturG.
9 Or syooplic; but i'l woukj actually be uselul to distinguish between static in direct opposition with dynamic
(ie., -pertaining to state) and synoptic in the sense of a static summary ot larger whole
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qualitative work by Caffarel (1990; 1991) qn llo.w to model the regislerial variation in the
semantics of French tense. Caffarers wor-k opens up the discussion by contrasting various
theoretical possibilities such as stratification vs. variation as a dimension internal to a
stratum: cf. also below. Recent work in computational linguistics at the University of
Sydney has added another type of variation - variation across languages in multilingual
systems: see Bateman. Matthiessen. Nanri &: Zeng (199la,b) and Matthiessen. Nanri It
Zeng (1991). Here varieties are represented by partitioning a common resource such as

gtai'Jlfl\<lr into language-specific partitions whenever languages diverge.
• delicacy: this is not a new dimension. but it has been explored recendy in two contexts IU.san (1987) puts Jexis as most delicate grammar back on the agenda and Halliday &::
Matthiessen (forthcoming) consider the relationship between the most general part of the
ideational semantic system and 'domain models'. The lssues of the relationship between
grammar and le:ds are also discussed briefly in Matthiessen (1989) and in detail in Nesbitt
(in prep.).

• micro--m.a:cro: the world in a grain of sand, the text in a clause. Micro--macro is not an
indepeOOent dimension. but typically a move along two dimensions: stratifiCation and rank.
making it possible to reason about e.g. text and clause. Halliday (1981) drew attention 10 or
the metaphorical relationship between text and clause (how is a text like 4 .clause?) and
Matthiessen &: Tiw>m:pson (1989) added the relationship between text and clause complex to
this; the synthesising metaphoa- is, I think. that. text can be like a nominal group
(simultaneously multiv.uiately and univariately organized). In addition. the cumulative
patterns of micro-analysis in a togogenetic perspective .(say, clause-based summed up
synoptically over a text in favourite clause types) have had increasing importance in
systemic 'discourse' analysis and the relationship between ihe macro-analysis of text and

the cumulative micro-analysis of clauses will be important in future research. This is
certainly likely to happen in computational discoutse analysis (d. MaUhiessen, O'Donnell
&. Zeng, 1991) where grammatical parsing is a. possibility but fullscale macro--semantic
analysis of text is not yet. In very recent work on macro-genres, Martin (1991) has discussed
the relationship between micro and macro at the generic level.
• com.p1emenPrity: like micro-macro* this is not a. new dimension; but it is a recurrent motif
that has come into focus in the 1980s -as in the complernenta;rit:y of reflection and acUoo in
the metafunctions. congruent and metaphoriod consrruals. written and spoken language. as
emphasize in Halliday's work in the 1980s. The recent work on the complementarity of
different semiotic systems- language and SOll\e other semiotic system -is also crucial here
- see Cranny-Francis &: Martin (1990), Kress & van Leeuwen (199]); and it is likely to
become increasingly important in the move 10 the nextcentwy.
(ii)

(1984) observation that gramma~-~1 categories tend lobe ineffable has been important in
diagonising our difficulties a.nd it is helpful to examine metaphorical systems used tn
metalanguage partiy io characterize ineffable categories (see Thibault. 1990, on tbe
'exchange' metaphor in the interpretation of interpersonal systems and Matthiessen,
forthcoming. on metaphors used in interpreting lhe aexcual metaludction).
The exploration ol difference and similarity in the organization of systems and structures across
the dimensions of stratification. variatiOn. rank and micro-macro, has raised the issue of fractal
patterns :- general patterns manifested in different semiotic environments in the overan systetn.
For instance, Halliday (1985: 306-7) shows the projection of elaboration/ extension/ enhancement
throughout the grammatical system and Martin (1989) shows how Halliday's notion ol ~ hierarchy
of periodicity applies to Theme and New- as generalizatiOns of textual organization. The move into
semiotic systems otner than language (music, painting. graphics> in the work by O'Toole, Kress, van
~wen and others raises similar questions about general semiotic principles being manifested in
different environments.

The dimensions discussed here define a theoretical space. Interpretation relative to this space is
flexible: it possible to interpret some phenomenon along alterilative dimensions ol the space and
thus to place in in different locations in the overall model. Thus whUe text Js explicitly
interpreted as a unit or process. at the semantic stratum, it is perfectly possible theoretkally to
interpret it at the Slratum of grammar as a rank higher than the clause (as has often been done in
Tagmemic linguistics): this is an empirical issue of whether stratification or rank is the
appropriate dimension along which to relate e.g. text and clause (Halliday &:: Hasan, 1976;
Halliday. !981; Martin.. in press). The phenomenon of variation is one phenomenon where
aJteruarive theorelicaJ placements have been proposed and are being expl<ln!d. For instance, in the
model presented in Martin (in press), generic variation is captured by positing a stratum or plane
where systemic sta~ements about genre agnation are l1\ade; in .contrast~ the- account of register in
HaJJiday & Hasan (1985/ 9) implies more of an independent dimension of variation (cross-cutting
stratification), along which varieties are stacked up:
variation as separate dimension

variation staled at higher stratutn
assyslemic agnation among varieties

mdatheordical:

• theoretJc~l

r

Jnterpreia;Uon: language and metalanguage - stratification within
metalanguage. Firth provided an essential ~nsight into linguistics by characterizing it as
talk about talk; and ii is becoming increasingly impor-tant to fOCus on the stratification of
the theory seen as metalanguage. It has become clear that it ls very useful to distinguish
higher-level theoretical interpretations of language from the forms of representation
(Matthiessen, 1988; in prep); 10 for instance, we bave increasing experience with the
different metafunctional modes of expression (Halliday, 1979). but experiential
constituency is still the dominant form ot formal representation. (Halliday, 1985;
Matthiessen, 1988; 1991). One area where these issues come up is computational modelling
(Bateman, 1991; Mauhiessen &: Bateman, in press}; but it is also impo-rtant to explore
further how language embodies an unconscious theory of itself (Mauhicssen, in press). As
part of the focus of theoretical interpretation and the nature of metalanguage. Halliday's

iO Jhia includes differ&nl modes of representaiion -- diSCI.!ISi...,~. a)g'tlbraic, graphic -- for insa~~c.,.. r. is
important lo maintain int&rtfanslatability as far as possible (which is not always the case): d. Krsss & _<v:an_
Leeuwen {1991) and Malthiessen {1988).

Fig.~

Locating variation in the theoretical space- two approaches

See the work by Caffarel (1990; 1991} already referred to above for discussion. The two
approaches diagrammed above are not nL~essarily mutually exclusive; further work is needed to
establish compatibility. Grammatical metaphor is another phenomenon whose theoretical
placement may vary for a while as d~fferent a~ternatives are being tried out.
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3. Permeability, ex~hange and academkbifc:ri;u:es
As a metalanguage. a theory develops t.n a semiotic environment, in a context; and this
environment includes. among other things, other theories that are employed in the interpretation
of the whole system of language in context or of a subsystem such as phonology. These other theories
are either different metalanguages - varieties from disciplines other than linguistics - or
different metadlalects - varieties within linguistics associated with different regions; central
examples include:
{j)

differt:nt stmiotic sysltms

social semiotics - flowing on from social semiotic interpretation of language in context
educational linguistics - flowing from the concern with a language-based theory of learning,
one that intersects learning language, learning through language and learning about
language.
computational linguistics- flowing from the concern with resources and text in context ..

,n,

functional accounts and explanations of grammar .-.Rd the relationship between gn~'i
discourse. (And these may rome together in accounts of languages spoken ~round the Pacific;
in descriptions of C!Unese, Japanese and Tagalog.)

"""""*'·

In addition to systemic-functional linguistics, we find what is often called West Coast
Functionalism in this grouping of Pacific linguistics - West Coast because of its plare of origin and
because a number of researchers are active in departments along the West Coast (e.g.# S. Thompson..
W. Chafe. J. DuBois, M. Mithune, T. Giv6n, R. Tomlin). But tbe West Coast is, of course, o state of
mind tsemiosis!) just as it is a material place and West Coast Functionalists can also be found in
many other places e.g. Colorado (5. Cumming. II. Fo'<l. West Coast Functionalism developed to a
large extent as a reaction against ·formal linguistics of the 1960s and 1970s, where theory had,
become a straightjacket, both in ~ ol what could be the scope ol.study and in terms ot modes of
explanation. As a result there bas been a tendency to avoid comprehensive theorizing and formal
representation and while the reasons for this are understandable, it is worth noting that it is aJso
possible to avoid being caught in theoretical traps by empJoying a flexi-theory such as systemic
theory that is inherently multiperspect;val. The role of the theory is to ena~le rich interpretations
and to provide new perspectives not available without a comprehensive theory.
Ideas where there aTe important points of contact with Systemic Functional Theory include. in
addition to the general functionalism and orientation towards !o1isrouTSe, the following {systemic
references in italics):

(ii) different mehllanguuges 11

• Pacific functionalism: West Coast functionalism, systemic functionalism.
Information-based linguistics: mid to late 80s information-based fonnal linguistics and
meaning-based sys~c linguistics.
However, setting this up as a rontrast between exchange with different metasemiotic systems and
exchange with difEerent metalanguages obscures the important point that a number of
commonalities are more important across disciplines - Halliday's observation that themes wiD
play an increasingly important role relative to the traditional disdpJjnes. Indeed. suth themes
emerge when we examine the different sites of semogenesis such as social semiotics and Padfic
linguistics. This tlumaatic perspective aJso makes it easier to draw analogies with systems other
than language, as in the work by Kress, van Leeuwen. O'Toole and others on non-verbal semiotic
systems.. Lemke's interpretation of language as a dynamic open system,. Bun's (1981) implicate order
taken from theoretical physics and Halliday's (19.81} work on language and the order of nature. It
is not fJOSSibJe to discuss all of the sites()( semogenesis- a number Df already been discussed recently
in Network in any case. So I will just say a few words about Pacific linguistics, computational
linguistics and information-based linguistics.

An exploration of grammar as n.ltur<~J in terms of semantics (in a wide sense, including
pragmalics and discourse), even ioonic -e.g. Hopper & Thompson (1983). Haiman (1985),

(i}

Ha/liday 11979; 1985).
(ii) Tile

identiiication Cll lunctlon.tl

PIJCific linguistics

compon~ts or domains in the linguistic system -

Civon 0982), Ha/lidoy 11967/8; B85); d. also Dik (1978~

e.g.

The correJahOn between grammatkal strategies and dlacouru organization - e.g. Fox
0988), fri<s !19811.

(iii)

(iv) The ~lifK:ation ol the role played by 'lnfo<Diollon flow' - e.g. Chafe (1987),
Thompson 1\987), Hallidi>y 11967/8; 1982b), Frie; 11988).
·

(v) The <ontextual .,.,,;,of grammar- e.g. DuBois (\985), Hallidi>y 119781.
(vi) The probabilistic nature of the linguistic system - e.g.

Plum & Nesbitt 119891.

•

Givon (1979). Hallidoy 11961),

1be 5od~tl basis of language and the role of social explanations (this is certainly not
emphasized by all; indeed. cognitive considerations have been much more foregrounded in
general) -e.g. Ochs (198 ), Halliday 11975; 1978; 1984!.

(vii)

Many years ago, Fitth (1957: Ch. 12) talked about Atlantic Linguistics - "'certain common
inteTests in the study of English.. of other languages.. and of language in general shared by all who.
have written in English both in Europe and Amffica since the middle of the eighteenth century, to
the characteristic and highly significant development of American Indian studies, and to the
present fact that the centre of gravity ot the linguistic sciences is no longer in the heart of the
contin~t of Europe, but appears to be moving westwards... 1he Atlantic continues to be an important
abstraction in linguistic development; but since Firth's time, the westward move (taking Europe as
the point of departure and moving through North America) has continued; the Pacific has also
emerged as an ocean of a number of significant meta-linguistic areal features such as the interest in

V'i _ _ _ _ _ __
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~booties

11 We can add a number ollh80Cies to this list thai ace notgMeral
of language bUi are suhtheories of
soma oarticuWr suhsvst9m: for exampl~. prosody-oriented phonok>gy (Autosegmental phonology, systemic
analysis), diak::lgue·focussed theory (Conversatio";J.I analysis,
etc.). We can also, ol course.. add varieties thai have long b&&n
· linguistics and Prague School linguistics.

There are various interesting examples of the explicit use of systemic work - e.g. in Thompson

(1984; 1987) - and of integration (Mattruessen & Thompson, 1989).

lnfoT11Uition-based linguistics
Jf we stay on the US West Coast. we can also note another point of contact - this time
particularly With research carried out at the duster ol research sites around Stanfotd University
(CLSI~ SRI. Xerox Pare, etc.). However, this research is now also carried out a~ otherr plac-es i:n
North America and in Europe. The initia.~ focus was on grammar and .a f~m~ly 'Of r~1~~00
approaches {GPSG, lFC, FUG, PATR) came io be known as feature~&:-f1Jnctiot\ @"ammars
(Winograd. 1983) or unification-based grammars (Shieber, 1986). Winograd explicitly induded
SFG in this family and Kasp(.'r·s (e.g. 1988) translation of the 'Nigt•!" grammar fmm SFC to fUG/
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PATR has shown compatibility with the unificaliOI\-based representation. Most of the similarities
are at the lower levels of the representation of granunatical theory - GPSG and t.R:; are~ alter all~
formal theories of grammar - not at the higher levels of theoretical construal of language in
functional terms (where we find similarities with West Coast Functionalism). For instance~
features play a central role in this family of grammars. Based on the experience with unificationbased grammar and with other areas of research such as formal semantics and knowledge
representation, Pollard & Sag (1987) developed Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG),
which brought modern formal grammar even doser to SFG than e.g. GPSG had been. They
emphasize that the theory is concerned with specifications of information in ditferenl domains,
such as semantics, syntax, and phonology: this is an intriguing echo of Firth's notion that meaning

pervades language and Halliday's characterization- of _language as 'meaning potential'. While
Firth's insight was often met with disbelief, the importance of the information-based conception of
language is now being widely recognized - it is, after all, a metaphor that resonates with a phase
in our history where information has become the most important commodity and serves, together
with its technologies, as a way of interpreting reality. One aspect of this conception is the
organization of types of informatiOn into subsumption lattices - taxono~ic organization of
functional descriptions, ~mething which makes unification more efficient. Co'nsequently, we can
see how not only the feature-part of systemic interpretations find resonance in modem formal
theory but also the systemic organization of features into system networks. The r.esouice for
representing grammars like HPSG is called Typed Feature Structure (TFS); current reSearch by John
Bateman and a group in Stuttgart involves representing the systemic Nigel grammar by means of
. TFS (see Bateman & Momma, 1991).
These new developments in formal (grammatical) theory are refreshing; in general. it seems to me
that the potential for exchange has increased because formal theory is becoming more systemiclike. There are a number of interesting conclusions to draw; for instance, efforts in the 1960s and
1970s to 'prune' extravagant systemic accounts to make them more Uke formal ones may have been
quite premature: with new conceptions of formal grammar emerging. multiple constraints in an
extravagant interpretation can have a significant value and total accountability across strata and
ranks seems to be a feature rather than a bug, even from a computational point of view. It seems
important, then, to maintain the course of development if it is internally motivated in systemic
theOry even when the external conditions are adverse; they may change just as they are changing
because of developments in formal theories of grammar.

Comp11tationallinguistics
The developments in formal theory of grammar have taken place at the intersection of linguistics
and computational linguistics and a number of ideas (such- as constraint-based interpretations of
specifications of information. unification and subsumption lattice) come from computational
linguistics rather than linguistics. As anticipated by Fawcett (1980), the interface between
linguistics and computational linguistics has also become a productive research environment in
systemic work: the exchange is discussed in Matthiessen &: Bateman (in pn..>ss), where we try to
identify some important developments in systemic computational linguistics. Recent research also
indudes Cross (1991), Fawcett (1989). Fawcett & Tucker (1989). and Patten (1988).1 hope to return.
in a later discussion, to the question of what developments have been particularly salient in the
computational environment. Given the importance of both computational linguistics and
educational linguistics in the development of sysi:emic functional theory, it would be interesting to
explore the experiences in both areas systematically.lt has seemed to me for a long time that there
are some important points of convergence and a recent discussion with Jim Marlin and JOhn Bateman
highlighted some of these: for e:a:r;ample, the net....t to push further in a more non-directional.
possibly dialectic understanding of realization, the need to model how systems reconstrue
themselves through time (e.g. discourse time). the relative difficulty of congruent and
metaphorka! repnisentations and the importance of the mmplementarity of the two in the
construction of ·knowlroge'.
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- part of which is metalinguistic typology. This has to be done with the same respect lor different
metalanguages as we give to languages; and it has to be global rather than piecemeal. There is a
real trap here -the danger of treating metalanguages other than one's own as strangely scrambled
versions of it,_ much as languages other than English or Latin have often been characterized as
departures from these languages. And there is also the problem of polemic instead of dialogue:
these issues are discussed in Matthiessen &:: Martin (forthcomi~g) and Martin (1991) in relation to
Huddleston's (1988) highly problematic review of Halliday's Introduction to Functional Grammar.

4. Conclusion: modes of change
I have presented some observations about the development of systemic theory, seen as
metalanguage. And in conclusion I will now only return to the question of the nature of this change.
Does theory - metalanguage - change through evolution, change in a species, or growth, change in
an individual - two different models of change highlighted by Jay Lemke? Although phylogenetic
development and ontogenetic development show a number of paraUels, they are by no means
identical and the question is an important one since growth. change in the individual. suggesrs
birth, maturation and, ultimately, death, whereas there is no lifecycle of that kind in evolution.
The an3Jogy between language and metalanguage suggesiS that the answer is evolution rather than
growth: languages evolve; they don't grow. (We sometimes speak of language growth and death,
but these are arguably quite inappropriate metaphors deriving from the general, metaphor of
language as an organism, which is misleading unless it is taken in very abstract terms.) Do
metalanguages die? The answer partly depends on how we draw the boundary around a
metalanguage - while theories are certainly abandoned and we speak of revolutions bringing about
paradigm shifts, in many cases, it may really be a variety of some theory that 'dies' rather than
lhe basic assumptions embodied in the theory. Thus while the so-called Chomskyan revolution is
often said to have brought in a completely new theory of generative linguistics, this type of
linguistics can really be interpreted as a variety of the earlier American structuralism. with a
number of metl-ideationai categories intact such as the syntagmatic interpretation of language,
immediate constituency analysis, and the basically segmental interpretation of sound structure.12
In any case, there is one important difference between language and metalanguage! whi1e language
is an evolved system rather than a designed one, metalanguage is much more open 1:0 conscious
design and planning. Consequently, in metalanguage planning. we can attend to changes very
consciously and we can direct them by means of theoretical design. In systemic linguistics, this has
meant designing the theory in such a way that it is like language in certain respects that are
critical to its mode of change: it is dynamic and open, it is comprehensive, it is a tlexHheory, as
Halliday has put it; and it Is more powerful for any given context of research application than is
needed for thai particulav application, which means that it is not necessary to change the theory
every time it is used to organize infonnation from a new domain. And to this we can add: it has a
large community where it develops as a resource in praxis - it is not laid down as a legal rule
system by an Academy. If we attend to properties such as these, systemic metalanguage will
continue to be functional (metafunctional!) and can continue to develop as a resource in the 21st
century, responding to demands placed on it by changing non"<atastrophically.
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FIFTEEN THEOReTICAL QUESTIONS
FOR SYSTEMIC LINGUISTS IN 1990s
J.ljl
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Robin Fawcett
Computational Linguistics Unit
University of Wales
College of Cardiff
Cardiff CFI JEU

UK
e-mail: fawcett@uk.ac.cardiff

I offer here a list of questions for systemic theory that have been raised as a
result of work in implementing a systemic functionallexicogrammar as a computer
program- specifically, in the COMMUNAL Project.' In what follows, it will be
useful to know that the lexicogrammar in COMMUNAL is called GENESYS
(because it GENErates SYStemically) and the !exicogrammar in the Penman
Project described in Matthiessen and Bateman (in press) is called NIGEL(= 'son
of Halliday').
These are all questions on which, it seems to me, any user of systemic functional
linguistics (SFl) should have a position - or at least be working towards having
one. So far as I can see, most of the questions are not ones that are limited in their
relevance to work on building better models for text generation or understanding;
virtually all should be just as relevant to those who want a good description of
language for, let us say, describing a text of literary or social interest.
Some of the questions may appear to some readers to be more concerned with
the apparatus of systemic linguistics than its use in describing texts (and therefore,
such readers might as~ume, not really relevant to them). But at root the two
.aspects of systemic functional theory are inseparable; in fact, many of the answers
that you provide for yourself to 1he questions put here will imply a position on a
major question. 2

I. Can the system networks in the lexicogrammar be semanticized further than U1e
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networks that underlie (but are unfortunately not reproduced in) Halliday's
Introduction to functional Grammar (1985, henceforth IFG) without overstraining
the realization rules (or 'realization statements', to use Halliday's term)? (The
networks in the NIGEL grammar correspond fairly closely to the network
equivalent of IFG.) The system networks and realization rules developed by
Gordon Tucker and myself in the GENESYS generator in the COMMUNAL
Project (and described in my Cognitive Linguistics and Social Interaction (1980)
and in various articles by one or other of us) seek to do this; do these 'overstrain'
the realization rules?

2. Given that it is the case that equivalent systemic gmmmars can be written in
which there is considerable scope for a trade- off between complexity/simplicity in
the system networks and simplicity/complexity in the realization rules (as work on
GENESYS suggests), what are the criteria for deciding where to put the
complexity? What degree of complexity in tl\e realization rules would constiiUte
'overstraining' them, as in Question 1? (See also Questions 3 to 5 below.)
3.1s the phenomenon of the 'gate' (roughly, something that appears to function as
a one-feature system) as used in the Nigel grammar and in GENESYS a single
concept, or is it an ultimately misleading cover term for two (or more?) different
concepts? Is it the case that some of lite 'gates' found in current network diagrams
are integral parts of the system networks (i.e. genuinely 'one-feature systems'),
while others (as found in NIGEL and some other current systemic work, but not in
GENESYS) are in fact part of the realization apparatus (i.e. a device to bring
various conditional features together as entry conditions to an additional single
feature to which a simple realization rule can be attached? If the latter is the case,
is it really appropriate to create a new feature that has no semantic motivation in .
this way? And, if it is claimed that it is justified, is its theoretical status claimed to
be the same as the other features? From a,n analysis of some of the networks that
use such 'realization gates' freely, it appears !hat their use may lead to an over- free
use of simultaneously entered systems, from which many features can be coselected. The problem about this is that only some of these co-selections can be
realized, so thai the network: generates many selection expressions that simply
have no realization. (This may be defensible for 'lexical gaps', but this sort of use
should be very strictly limited.) How far do such networks in fact fail to capture
Ihe \rue meaning potenlial of a specific language?

4. What is the full range of possible ways of handling the inter-stratal relationship
of realization (which has been much less fully discussed so far than networks), and
what is the optimal apparatus and notation? For example, should negative
conditions be allowed (as in GENESYS), or is this an 'overstraining of lhe
realization rules'?
S. Given that what we normally term 'realization rules' are inherently instantiation
rules (i.e. rules that tum a selection expression of features from the meaning
potential into a specific instance of an arrangement of items), are such rules also
genuinely 'realization' rules (i.e. rules that relate two levels of representation to
eacb other)? (fhis is lhe position taken in GENESYS.) Specificaily, is lhere, in a
NIGEL-type grammar, wbere there is no explicit claim lhatlhe system nerworks
constitute the level of semantics (as opposed to their being, as it were; 'meaningreflecting'), a relationship of realization between tbe selection expression generated
on passing through the system network and the 'functional' representation? If it is
claimed lhat two levels are not involved, why do we need to have two distinct
'levels' of representation for any 'instance': lhe 'feature' description (in the
selection expressions for each unit) and lhe 'functional' description (as in IFG and
its equivalent in GENESYS)?

6. Is lhe current apparatus for system networks adequate? Do we perhaps wish to
claim that we need to consider additions, such as (a) distinguishing exclusive and
inclusive disjunctive entiy conditions ('or' as well as ·or or and'), and (b) system
networks that can be changed by decisions in other parts of the network on the
same pass through the network? (See below for changing networks on a
subsequent pass.)

1. Is it necessary to postulate a higher stratum of 'semantic' choices than lhose in
lhe lexicogrammaticallevel of 'meaning potential' that is still within lhe semiotic
system oflanguage, as Halliday suggests may be needed (e.g. in lhe Introduction
to IFG)? This is in contrast with the alternative position, where the phenomena
assigned in such an approach to one or more higher levels in lhe same semiotic
system are modelled as being parts of separate components of the overall process
of planning in the production of text (which may in smne cases have the form of a
'higher semiotic system'). Examples would include lhe 'conceptual hiel)lrchy' in
the 'belief system' or 'upper model' (assuming a rough equivalence of these tem1s,

from COMMUNAL and Penman respectively), and lhe compooent-that plans
discourse structure.

8. What is lhe role of probabilities in (a) generation and (b) understanding? In
generation, how should a weighting be given to such probabilities, alongside lhe
influence on choices in lhe meaning potential of lhe lexicogrammar derived from
higher components such .as the conceptual hierarchy? In generation, is lhe current
practice in GENESYS appropriate, wbere the mechanism that bas been introduced
for expressing relativ~ probabilities is used also for expressing the 'absolute
probabilities' of pre- selection (i.e. when a choice is a system at one rank preselects a feature in. a lower rank, wben lbe system network is re- entered)?

9. Should register variation within a language be expressed by having different
(but partially similar) lexicogrammatical networks that are used in different
situation-types, or by having one large network and varying lhe probabilities
according to the situation (including absolute probabilities of I00% and 0%, e.g. to
rule out lhe passe historique in spoken French)?

10. How should dialectal variation be modelled (e.g. when it is available to a single
speaker)? Is it in such a situation effectively a variant of the overall language
which can be modelled in whatever way we decide on to model register?

II. At what level of planning is it most appropriate to handle register and other
types of variation that are open to users of a language? How would one handle
Gregory's notion of 'phases' in register variation?

12. Given the long-standing SFL commitment to modelling the meaning potential
of lexis in system networks (as is done in GENESYS), should there also be, in a
SFL approach, a role for anylhing remotely like the standard notion of a lexicon
lhat is separate from lhe 'grammar'? The question arises because, in all models of
; parsing lhat I know of, there is a need for a wordli~. whicb includes as well as the
words themselves some grammatical facts. This is commonly called a 'lexicon' in
parsing circles (even lhough sucn 'lexicons' frequently omit what many would take
to be a lexicon's main function, i.e. to indicate a word's meaning. Such a
'grammatically annotated wordlist' can in a SFL approach be derived from the rest
of the lexicogrammar, and so is secondilry. But i< is nonetheless a m<!jm

component of a full natural language procesS~g system that exlsts outside !he
CIJI1'Cnt mnge of recognized components; what should its status be in a theory
which claims to be about how language is used?

13. What higher components and/or levels are needed in a full model of language'?
Is it right to assume that they should all be modelled in system networks? What
should their relationship he to lower components such as the Jexicogrammar?
Should it he one of 'pre-selection' (called 'pre-determination currently in
COMMUNAL to distinguish it from the intra-stratal relationship of pre-selection
from one rank in lexicogmmmar to another)?-

14c What is the relationship of the traditional linguistic coneept of a supposedly
neutral description of a language to the computational concept of language as a
processing device for turning (very roughly) ·meanings' into 'sounds' and 'sounds'
into 'meanings"? In a systemic framework, where the system networks and
realization rules can usefully be regarded as the last major stage of a speaker's
planning of what be/she is saying, and the task of the bearer is t~at of working out
what the speaker may have been trying to say and mean, is there really a need any
more for 'neutral' descriptive models? Isn't any systemic description essentially a
representation of a level in the process of generation (or, by derivation,
understanding)?

15. Should models of generating (or producing) text be derived from models of
understanding text, or vice versa (or from a supposedly 'neutral' descriptive
model)?

issue of whether you are describing the text at the level of form or at !he (or 'a'?)
level of meaning. While in one sense it doesn't matter, in another it does. This is
because, if your answer is that your description is at the level of form, you will (eel
that it is significantly incomplete. You may hope that one day it may be possible
to provide an explicitly semantic description, which would presumably be
correspondingly more insightful when you are in a position to provide it, but the
fact is that you do not have it now. Alternatively, if you take the view that your
description is itself the description of the text at the level o( meaning, ihen you will
feel very much more satisfied - while perhaps still feeling lhatlhe apparatus
available, like all of the descriptive apparatus in any linguistic theory, has
considerable room for improvement (You can work out for yourself, from the way
the questions are framed, what position I adopt on Ibis issue!)
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2. For example, consider Questions l and 5. When you use a specific systemic
functional description of a language to describe a text (e.g. IFG for a teltl in
English), your answers to Questions l and 5 should clarify your position on the
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This wori< is an attempt to CODSIIUcl a comprehensive theory of !he functioos of into- ·
nation. Whereas many linguists have cootribuled details of the forms of intonatioo '
and bave dealt wi!h various aspects of panicular functions of iniODation, tbia atudy
aims to bring aU tbese together into a single, coherent description. Al!hough the study is based oo Halliday's model of intonation, it draws extensively on other linguists,
particularly Pike, Jassem, O'Connor and Arnold, Crystal, Lehiste, BJ:aZil, Brown,
Cruttenden, Ladd and Libennan. The study is enhanced by detailed analysis of actual, recorded speech, and by a new departure in intonational analysis. namely the
tbeocy of the "stylistic potential" of intonation in different spoken genres.
From the contellts: Introduction - intonation and syntax - information structure - :
phonological parngrapbs - intonation and communicative funtioos - the expussioo of ,
2ttitudes - the stylistic potential of intonation - intonation systems in operation
·
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Criteria of adequacy In functional grammars, with partlctJiar
reference to Systemic Functional Grammar
Chris Butler
Department of Linguistics, University of Nottingham

1.

Introduction: aims and scope

Systemic Functional Grammar (henceforth SFG) began to emerge in the mid 60s (the
seminal paper, in my view, is Halliday 1966) as a development and enrichment of the
Scale and CategO<Y Model {Halliday 1961). Since then, a number of other 'functional'
approaches to language have been proposoo, and it is perhaps now time to ask what
it is that characterises such approaches as a 'family', and what criteria of adequacy,
apart from purely descriptive, might be appropriate for evaluating functional grammars.
This brief contribution clearly cannot make substantial headway into such a complex
area (a detailed treatment will eventually be available in Butler (in preparation)), but
will be deliberately programmatic. I will first discuss attempts to answer the questiOn
'What is a functional grammar?', and to locate SFG within the spectrum of approaches
which taU under the resutting deflllition. Out of this discussion will emerge a single
primary aim for functional approaches to language, and a fairly coherent position on
the scope of a functional grammar, common to a group of such approaches. I will
then make some suggestions for a set of types of criteria which, I argue, must be
satisfied if the primary aim is to be fulfilled. This will be followed by an assessment
of the success of SFG in meeting the criteria, with brief references also to other
functional approaches. Finally, I will suggest a number of areas which, in my view,
need to be developed in Mure research in SFG. .

2.

What is a functional grammar?

Halliday's view of wnat makes a grammar 'fonctionaf is nicely summarised in the
following:

~-

u
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Language has evOlved to satisfy. human needs; and the way it is
organized is functional with respect to these needs • it is not arbitrary.
A functional grammar is essentially a 'natural' grammar, in the sense
that everything in it can be explained, ultimately, by reference to how
language _is used. (Halliday 1985: xiii)

Instance, by Chomsky (1975: 56-7, 1980: 229-30), who denies that commun!Ca
the key function of language. This is not the place to argue for the lunclionatlai
opposed to the formalist position: for cogent presentations of the arguments, see Olk
(1986), Foley and van Valin (1984<-Chapter 1).

•

The characterisation of language as primarily a communicative system, and the
primary aim to explain linguistic phenomena in terms of this role, define a number of
approaches as being functional in the sense intended here, but exclude others which
may nevertheless have the word 'functional' in their tiUes. The classification of Nichols
(1984) into 'conservative', 'moderate' and 'extreme' functional approaches is a useful
starling point.
'Conservative' functionalists, such as Kuno {eg. 1980), hold that analyses of
communicative function can simply be added to existing formal models as a separate
'mOdule', without in any way being incornpallble with the basic tenets of such models;
such approaches clearly fall outside our definition of functional grammars.
'Extreme' functionaHst approaches such as thai associated with what has become
known as West Coast Functional Grammar, deny the existence of a grammar as a
structural system, and effectively wish to reduce grammar to discourse (see eg. (Giv6n
1979, 1984, 1989, 1990; Hopper 1987).
'Moderate' functionalist accounts, on the other hand, accept the existence and
importance of a structural system in language, but claim that the properties of this
system can be explained only by reference to its communicative functions. Such
approaches include SFG (Halliday 1978, 1985), Role and Reference Granunar (RRG)
(Foley and van Valin 1984; van Valin 1980, in press a) and Dik's Functional Grammar
IFG) {Dlk 1989al. Note that since the aim of a moderate functional grammar is to
provide explanations, in communicative terms, lor the structural systems evidenced
in languages. such approaches ere committed, just as are 'formal' aWi'oaches, to
providing theories of these structural systems, in all their rich detail. This point will be
taken up again in Section 10.
In addition, there are approaches which share at least some of the concerns of the
more central functional theories, such as Cognitive Grammar (l.angacker 1987a.
1987b) Stratificational Grammar (lockwood 1972), Tagmemics and Prague School
theories of textual structure (Dane~ 1984, Firbas 1987): these will not b8 discussed
here, but deserve mention in a more expanded treatment.

A number of other scholars have likewise attempted a characterisation of functional
approaches to language (see ·especially Oik 1986, 1989a: 3; Foley and van Valin
1984: 7, Nichols 1984. van Valin in press a). In all these accounts, the fundamental
property highlighted is that language is seen first and foremost as a means of
communication, and that the primary aim of the grammar is to explain the properties
of languages in terms of their primary communicative role. This stance distinguishes
functional grammars vary clearly from the kind of 'formal' approach advocated, for

Let us begin by exploring a little more what it means for a theory to explain the
grammar in terms of the communicative use ol language. The 'functional prerequisites' imposed on natural languages are discussed in some deta~ by Oik {1986:
21·2), and are claimed to explain-ffie forms of natural languages, and to define thf
concept of 'possible linguistic change'. They include:

1

2

3.

Criteria of adequacy tor moderate functional grammars
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c;l;\im ~lr!I;\Qy diSCUfi!illll. nllm(ill\' ttllll l!lnQU;\I)@S h!IVQ, {II 1t\llir
prim!IIY !lim, communication between human beingq;
the physiological and psychological constraints imposed by the fact thllt the
primary mechanism lor the expression of human languages is the
vocal-~uditory tract;
the physical, socio-cuttural and linguistic circumstances in which_ natural
languages are used.

The second and third of these deserve further comment, since they will allow us to
derive a set of adequacy criteria One of the main constraints imposed by· the physical
mechanism of speech (though not that of writing) is linearity, and Oil< observes that
. this linearity is exploited in signifiCant ways in the grammatical systems of languages.
More important, however, according to Oik, are the psychological constraints on the
production, perception, comprehension, memorisation and acquisition of languages:
· in other words, one major factor which can be used to explain why languages are as
they are is the relative ease of various aspects of processing and learning. The
physical factors mentioned in (iii) relate to, for example, the effects, mainly but not
exclusively on the vocabulary of languages, of the presence or absehce, from a
cultural environment, of particular objects or phenomena. The linguistic circumstances
· include, for example, other languages used in the community. Most important of the
factors in (iii), though, are the socio-cuttural circumstances of language use - basically,
the fact that we cannot with impunity say (or write) just anything we like in just any set
of socio-cuttural circumstances.
To this set, a further factor needs to be added. As has been pointed out by a number
of functionalists (see, for example, Foley and van Valin 1984: 1, Giv6n 1984: 239),
most linguistic communication does not consist of single sentences, but is, to use
Giv6n's term, multi-propositional in nature. This has a muHitude of profound effects
on the grammatical organisation of languages.
Note, by the way, the constant reference to 'languages' in what I have said so far.
AHhough, as wrll be apparent in more detail later, functional approaches differ greatly
in the range of languages they have taken into account, I take it that functional
linguists of all persuasions would reject the set of assumptions which lor many years
allowed the Chomskyan linguist to claim that because the only truly interesting and
important aspects of language were universal, theories could validly be buiH on the
analysis of . a single language. No functionalist, I think, would be more than
provisionally content with a theory which offered explanations of phenomena in one
language, but" did not stand the test of observations from other languages: such a
theory would fail the absolutely basic criterion of descriptive adequacy.
From this set of factors, which to me seem quite uncontroversial, we may deduce a
set of crfteria lor the adequacy of functional approaches to language. Before I suggest
such crfteria, however, I must raise an important issue relating to the concept of
'adequacy'. For the linguist who is afraid that to stray too far from language ftseH will
open the floodgates and result in lack of rigour, it is tempting to formulate criteria of
adequacy which are of the form 'all statements of the theofY must be compatible with
what is known about the factors leading·lo functional pressures on languages', and to
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leave to 8ilfl'le ether, lllltra-Hnguili\i!l thCIOIY 1t11 mlllltllllng ot the fMIQfl ll\llttllllf
fel!llion~hips with language. i3UIIII N\lytli (1983; Slla) has point~ 0111,
gramlllllf
that does not describe these characteristics of expressions is not a f{unction~
G[rammar] at all". in order to explain linguistic forms in terms of functional constraints,
we must include in our theory an account of the relationships between the two, and
this in turn presupposes a model of each type of constraint

'a

Below is a suggested set of adequacy criteria. The order in which these are
presented is based on the order of discussion above, and is not intended to represent
any ranking in terms of importance.

1.

Psychological adequacy: the theory must contain a model
of the processing constraints on language use and the
relationships between these ccinstraints and the forms of
languag11s.

2.

Acquisitional adequacy: ~ must also model the process of
language acquisition, explaining why acquisftion proceeds as

it does.

·

3.

Socio-cultural adequacy: the theory must model the social
and cuttural circumslances of language use, and the
relationships between these and the forms of languages.

4.

Discoursal adequacy: the theorY must contain a model of
the essentially multi-propositional nature of linguistic
communication and the relationship between this property of
communication and the forms of languages.

5.

Typological adequacy: the theory must be applicable to
human languages of all types.

I should make clear at this point my belief that any theory which wishes to make a
serious overall claim for functional adequacy must aim to satisfy all the above criteria.
II, as I have assumed, we agree that the factors relevant to principles 1-4 have an
important influence on language in use, and n we also agree that linguistic theories
should be applicable to the whole range of language types, then it surely fOllows th11t
any theory which leaves any of the relevant factors out of account is Ianing, to some
extent, to provide an explanation of why languages are as they are. This does not
mean, of course, that at any one time, all functional theories wiH have equally
well-developed explanations corresponding to all the relevant lectors; but ~does mean
that all the factors must be taken into account in the theoretical framework, and their
explanatory potential investigated at some point. For such-and-such a researcher not
to be interested in factor X is fair enough: the plea that such-and-such a functional
theory has no interest in that factor seriously diminishes that theory's claims to
adequacy.

In what foUows, I will attempt to evaluate past lind present work in SFG (and, limkedly,
in other moderate functional approaches) vtilh respect to each of the five criteria,
starting with 1hose where I would claim SFG has had the greatest success.
4.

Socio-cultural adequacy

SFG is arguably the only functional thoory which builds in, as an absolutely central
component, a model of social and cultural context and its relationship to the language
system. To the extent that this part of the theory is vatid, then, SFG goes further in
the direction of soci<H:ulturat adequacy than any of its sister approaches. Systemic
work on the classifiCation of social context, as is well known, derives ultimately from
Firth and Malinowski, via the wOiking out of the lield·tenor-mode lramewOik by
Halliday, Gregory, Ellis, Ure and others in the 60s. The modelling of text-context
relationships took a substantial step forward with Halliday's introduction of the
functional components! metafunctions hypothesis (see eg •. Halliday 1970) and the
proposal that there is a systematic link b;ltween metafunctional meaning choice and
parameters of social context:
..• the type of symbolic activity (field) tends to determine the range of
meaning as content, language in the observer function (ideational); the
role relationships (tenor) tend to determine the range of meaning as
participation, language in the intruder function (interpersonal); and the
rhetorical channel (mode) tends to detennine the range of meaning as
texture, language in its relevance to the environment (textual). (Halliday
1978:

11n

Here, then, is a proposal which gets right to the heart of how language in use
responds to soci<H:ultural pressures. However, the vatidity of the claim depends
crucially on that of the categories involved in it, and it has been argued that there are
grave problems of defmition both for. field/ tenor/ mode and for the metafunclions. The
arguments will not be repeated here: readers unfamiliar with them should consult Berry
Berry (1982) and Butler {1985: 88-90). Furthennore, there seems to have been no
work specifiCally designed to test the operationatisability of the situational and
metafunctional categories and the validity of the metafunction-register hypothesis by
charting the detailed effects of field, tenor and mOde on meaning choices and the
forms which realise them, in a systematically chosen set of texts.
Apart from sporadic comments on, for example, the "special pragmatic signifiCance"
of indirect speech acts {Oil< 1989a: 255), Oik's FG at present makes no attempt
whatever to achieve socio-cultural adequacy, and the same is true of RRG.

5.

Dlscoursal adequacy

of the semantic process• (Halliday 1978: 109), and much of the rnOS\"
systemic wOik of the last decade or so has been in the area of textual
work of Halliday and Hasan on cohesion (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 1989) is very well
known and respected; that of Hasan (1978, 1984a, 1984b}, Martin {1985), Ventola
{1984, 198n, and others has provided valuable insights into generic structure;
systemically-inspired work, initially by the Birmingham-based group (see Sinclair arnd
Coutthard 1975, Coulthard and Montgomery 1981) has provided a hierarchical model
of discourse structure; and Lemke (see eg. Lemke 1985) has added signifiCantly to our
knowledge of relationships between texts. {For a brief overview of this work, see
Butler 1989.)

structure: ··- ,

Atthough, as we have seen. systernically-b;ised wOik certainly places a high priority
on the modeUing of text structure, it has not been carried out primarily with a view to
explaining why the grammars of languages are as they are. Although Halliday (1985:
xvii) has Observed that "a disCourse analysis that is not based on grammar is not an
analysis at all, but simply a running commentary on a text", the de facto relationship
between grammar and text in the prevaiting methodology of SFG is largely that the
grammatical framework is fitted to the requirements of text analysis - that is, the
grammar is set up in such a way that ~ is appropriate for the analysis of texts. There
is. of course, nothing wrong with this in nsell, as an aid to text analysts (see Section
9 for further discussion of the crnerion of 'appticabUity' of grammars). But as a
theoretical manoeuvre, ~ has its dangers. Firstly, as I have argued above, the
properties of discourse are just one of the factors which the grammar must reflect, and
any theoretical constructs which are motivated by arguments from discourse must also
be compatible with psychological, socio-cultural and typological considerations.
Secondly, given the over-arching programme of functional theories, to provide
functional explanations of ~nguistic phenomena, there is a need to investigate
whether discoursal factors can account for observations about the grammars of
languages which may, at first sight, not appear to have an obvious textual motivation.
The work of the West Coast functional grammarians Hopper and Thompson on
transitivity (1980) and on form classes (1984) is a good example of such an approach.
Other moderate functionaUst theories are seriously deficient on the discoursal
adequacy criterion. Neither FG nor RRG as yet contains any explick model of
discourse structure as such. ARG has paid a great deal ofattention to clause chaining
and discourse referent tracking phenomena (see Foley and van Valin 1984, van Valin
in press a, also Section 8 below). West Coast Functional Grammarians, a collection
of linguists with rather more extreme functionalist views, have undertaken an extensive
programme of quantitative text-based studies of discourse conl)ectivity (see especially
Giv6n 1983), and have sought to explain a number _of grammatical phenomena in
language in discoursal tenns (see eg. the work by Hopper and Thompson referred to
above).

6.

Acquisitional adequacy

There can be no doubt that SFG takes very seriously the concept of text (readers
should note that I am not making any principled distinction between 'text' and
'discourse' lor the purposes o! this discussion). Indeed, text is seen as "the basic unil

Atthough acquisitional adequacy is often treated as part of psychological adequacy,
I have deliberately listed ~ separately because, as work in SFB ll<.~s ~hOWl!,
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sociQ-et!llural factors are also of importanQa" in acquisnion. Halflday's wor~ oo ftMI
acquisition of English by a single child !Halliday 1975) represented an important
departure from the structure-based studies which dominated the fJeld at111!3 lime. It
was truly functional, in that it attempted to demonstrate that the order and manner in
which the child acquired particular aspects of the grammar could be explained in terms
of the functional pressures on the child in his environment. later work by Painter
(1984) has confirmed the basic features ollhe original study, while documenting
individual differences between lhe children concerned. let us note, however, in
passing, lhal only two children have been studied in detail, and !hat bolh were
acquiring English. I will return to !his aspect of SFG studies below. It is also worth
observing that systemic work on acquisition does not afford a model of lhe acquisition
process which integrates lhe socio-cultural constraints wnh the cognitive factors which
are also undoubtedly important.
linguists working in Oik's FG framework have so far not turned their altention to
problems of acquisition. As far as RRG is concerned, however, a recent paper by van
Valin (in press b) presents an extremely interesting account which demonstrai8s lhet
even the syntactic constraints. such as certain extraction phenomena, cited by
Chomskyan linguists as firm evidence lor an innate language acquisitiOJ'l device, are
explicable in functional terms wnhin a 'constructionisr framework which claims that the
child, rather than merely adapting a set of genetically pre-established features to the
language{s) of his/her environment, as in the parameter-setting approach of
Government and Binding theory, actually learns the language, constructing a grammar
during the acquisition process.

The orientation is to language as social rather !han as individual
phenomenon, and the origin and development of the theory have aligned
it with sociological rather than psychological modes of explanation.
(Halliday 1985: XXX)
Howaver, as Fawcett has observed, there is no contradiction between !he sociological
and lhe psychological; on the contrary,
••. various aspects of language - and in particular !hose related to social
interaction - can, and for many purposes must, be set within a model
lhat is cognitive. (Fawcett 1980: 1)
Fawcett himself aimed to model "the psychological reality of language• (Fawcett 1980:

n. and built into his overall model of language and language use a model of lhe
cognitive capacity of the user. He explicitly recognises (1980: 9) the importance of
psycholinguistic experimentation in the evaluation of linguistic models, but also
observes that much of such experimentation is not done wnh lhe specHic aim ol
(0
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Oik has recently incorporated into his FG a computational model of the natural
language user (NlU), which aims •to simulate lhe actual, natural performance of NLU
in normal communicative circumstances {Oik 1989b: 3). It has been claimed, however,
!hat the model does not, and in present state cannot, achieve a signHicant degree
of psychological adequacy (see especially Hesp 1990, also Buller 1990, In press).
The work of Nuyts' (see, for instance, de Schutter and NuytS 1983, Nuyts 1989a,
1989b) proposes an at present somewhat programmatic Procedural Functional
Grammar in which this requirement is addressed.

ns

RRG has so far paid little attention to the modelling of processing factors and their
possible relationships wnh the forms of languages.

Typological adequacy

Psychological adequacy

Halliday has made it clear !hat for him, SFG is oriented to sociological rather than
psychological concerns:

...;:::.

*· ---t ..,.

@Vlllualing a particular model, ao that we mey have to rely on a surrogate J'II'IIQOdljro,
lhe incorporation of lhe linguistic model into a computer implementation, Thore can
be no doubt that SFG has enjoyed considerable success in natural langauge
processing by computer, especiaUy in lhe area of language generation {see Hovy In
press). However, as Fawcett recognises, !he successful incorporation of a linguistic
model into a computational system should not mislead us into beUeving lhat we have
produced an analogue 01 normal human processing mechanisms. It would also be
unfortunate to assume !hat only those psycholinguistlc experiments specifically
designed to test a particular linguistic model can be otuse to that model: we should
be trying to ensure !hat our linguistic models take proper account of whatever is known
about processing mechanisms and strategies.

B.
7.
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Halliday (19_85: xxxiv) comments on "the tendency to ethnocentrism in modern
linguistics", and rightly warns against the "danger of assuming that the categories used
here are vafld in lhe description of anY language". Certain teatures of the grammar
(for instance, lhe metafunctions) are explicitly claimed to be universal, but lhe
descriptive categories are particular. Indeed, SFG Is said to be one of the group of
approaches which "emphasize the variables among different languages• rather than
to the group, including transformational generative grammar, which "emphasize
universal features of language• (Halliday 1985: XXViii).
And yet ~ remains true, as I remarked earlier, lhat lhe central figures in SFG have
worked almost exclusively on English, and !his fact has undoubtedly exerted a very
powerful influence on the shape, as well as lhe details, of lhe grammar proposed. The
situation is improving, in that systemic accounts of some areas of certain o!her
languages are becoming available. The work of McGregor (see, for example,
McGregor 1990) is, in my view, particularly interesting and important, since he deals
with native Australian languages which are typologically very remote from English, and
is also sensitive to the insights to be gained !rom a study of olher functional
approaches. Nevertheless, the fact that SFG has been developed almost entirely on
the basis of data from English inevitably makes it harder for those working on other
languages to free themselves of lhe preconceptions engendered by !he considerable
weight of previous work. Furthermore, there is a complete absence, fl"om the
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ltterature, of studies which examine a single area from a comparative perspective,
basing the discussion on a wide range oftypdlogically diverse languages. Such work,
of course, brings its own dangers • it is always slightly risky to make pronouncements
on a language with which one is not lamitiar, perhaps on the basis of data from other
linguists - but is nevertheless essential if the cross-linguistic validity of theoretical
constructs is to be demonstrated rather than simply assumed. As van Valin f111 press
b) has recently pointed out. typological studies are also of paramount importance for
functionalist theories of language acquisition: in order to understand the task faced by
the child in acquiring a language, we must know about the range of potential linguistic
systems.
For the other main moderate functionalist theories, as well as for West Coast
Functional Grammar, typological considerations are high on the agenda. Some idea
of the range of languages discussed can be obtained by looking at, for example, the
index to Oik's most recent comprehensive account of FG (Oik 1989a), which lists more
than 80 languages, or the recent synopsis of RAG by van Valin (in press a).

9.

A

note on applicability

Halliday has always been particularly interested in the application of linguistic
descriptions and techniques in areas such as stylistics and education. More recently,
his ideas have been used, with considerable success, in computational linguistics, as
noted earlier. The successful application of descriptions within a particular theoretical
framework is, of course, to be welcomed. In SFG. however. applicability has been
elevated to the status of a major crtterion of adequacy.

'~

HaUiday's own posttion is made clear in the statement that ·a theory is a means of
action, and there are many, very different kinds of 'action one may want to take
involving language•, so that "it is unlikely that any one account of a language will be
appropriate for all purposes" (HaUiday 1985: xxix). I quite agree that a grammar
written specifiCally for ,application to, for example, styiistics may well differ in important
respects from one 'Mitten to facilitate, let us say, natural language generalion by
computers. But many (probably most) functionally-inclined linguists, mysen included,
would want to claim that there is one 'purpose' which must constitute the principal aim
of any theoretical endeavour in functional linguistics, namely to understand the nature
of language(s) as a means of communication between human beings, constrained by
ana responsive to the social, cognitive and other factors operative in language use.
As Halliday himseH has said, we are "trying to characterize human interaction•
{Halliday 1978: 51). If we are anything like successful in this enterprise, our gramll\arS
should indeed be applicable to particular types of study (of literature, or whatever) in
which language plays a crucial role, since we must, as I have argued, build in models
of the various situational and cognitive constraints and their relationships to the
Hnguistic system. But applicability cannot, in and of itself, be validly treated as a
criterion of adequacy: it Is perfectly possible for aspects of a grammar to be useful,
even where they rest on dubious theoretical foundations. As I have said on previous
occasions, the metatunctional hypothesis and the metalunction-register hook-up may
well lall into this category.
17'-.
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SQIIIIt SUfi{IIISIJons fDr tutur• work

Present work in SFG is heavily biased towards two main areas: texVdiscourse analysis
and computational linguistics. Both of these are extremely important end valuable:
indeed, as I said earlier, the formei is essential to the adequacy d any functional
theory. It is very much to be hoped that further work in these areas wUI continue to
bring insightful results.
That said, however, the heavy concentration on text, genre, register and the like
seems to me dangerous. The development of textual models, largely for English, with
little or no regard for cogn~ive constraints, evidence from a wide range of languages,
and so on, is likely to lead to proposals which, even if they achieve a degree of
discoursal adequacy, wiD prove seriously inadequate when embedded in the more
comprehensive overaU framework which, I have argued, should be our essential
overall aim. For this reason, I very much hope that work in text analysis will no! only
be paralleled by, but will also build in the insights to-be gained from, studies of other
kinds. Below are some suggestions for such work.
(i}
In order to improve on the akeady substantial progress made by systemiclsts
in the area of socio-cultural adequacy, the situational parameters of field, tenor and
mode need to be more rigorously defined. Here, relevant work in sociological theory
would surely be usetul.

(ii}
The metafunctional hypothesis is In serious need of critical examination,
especlally in view of recent work In other moderate functional theories, demonstrating
convincingly that features corresponding closely to ideational and interpersonal
aspects of patterning show scoping relationships in clauses, rather than constituting
parallel layers of structuring (see, lor example, Foley and van Valin 1984; Hengeveld
1989, 1990; van Valin in press a, and the brief discussion in Butler 1990: 42-4).
(iii}
When, and only when, progress has been made on (i) and (ii) above, we shall
be in a position to assess, through careful and extensive analysis of texts of various
kinds, the metafunction-register hook-up hypothesis.
(iv)
Work needs to be done on many more languages, of typologically different
kinds. This will inevitably lead to the considerations in (v) below.
(v)
There is a need for a ·more serious consideration of various syntactic and
morphological phenomena than has so far been the case. Because of its
concentration on English, SFG has so far paid scant attention to many formal aspects
of other types of language whioh prove to be of great importance for matters, such as
metafunctional meaning realisation, information distribution and textual structure, with
which SFG is rightly concerned. I am thinking particularly of phenomena such as the
ordering of morphological segments in languages with rich tense-aspect-modalitY
morphology, the morphological marking of focus structures, switch reference as a
device for signalling topic (dis)continuity, etc.

·H)
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(vi)
There is also a need for the construclion of a cognitive model to complement
the sociologically-based model alluded to in (i), and the integration of the two aspects,
as a continuation of the programme conceived, but sadly never fully realised, by
Fawcett.
(vii) Much could be gained from an open-minded assessment of the insights which
might accrue from the study of other functional theories, as weD as the great variety
of work which, though not conceived within a particular functional theory, goes under.
the general banner of 'pragmaJics'. And we should not forget that the study entirely
non-functional approaches to language is never a waste of time, if only because it may
lead us to investigate whether our own theory can offer a functionally-based
explanation of the phenomena under diSCUssion.
One useful way into such an admittedly ambitious research programme might be to
take some particular area of long-standing concern to systernicisis, and attampt to
re-examine it from all the perspectives I have discussed here. By way of illustration,
I will outline what this might mean for the study of the three key areas of-transitivity,
mood/modality and themefmformation distribution. These suggestiOns are by no
means intended to be exhaustive, but are simply meant to indicate the kind of
investigations I have in mind.
Transitivity
This is an area where all three major moderate functionalist theories have much to
say. Re-examination of the area might therefore start with a critical comparison of the
positions taken in representative FG and RRG aooounts suoh as those of Dik (1989a:
Chapter 5) and van Vafin (In press a). The preruninary comparison of SFG and FG
approaches in Buller (1990: 26-42) raises a number· of issues for both theories. (A
more detailed version including RRG wiU appear in Butler (in preparation).)
A second strand of the work oould involve thinking about the importance of transitiVIty
relations in relation to the diSCOurse model being developed within the overall theory.
Here, the work of Hopper and Thompson, even though it takes a rather different view
of transitivity, would offer relevant insights.
A third component of the work would be centred on the question: 'Is the same set of
transitivity categories adequate for•the analysis of a wide range of typologically
different languages?' Consideration of work in, for example, RRG would already have
provided some input relevant to the answering of this question.
A fourth area for con>ideration is whether there are any cognitive factors which are
relevant to the transitivity model.
A fifth matter for study would be the relationship between the semantics of process
types and the syntax of complementation (for a partial answer within FG, see Dik and
Hengeveld (1990), and tor work in RRG van Valin and Wilkins Gn press)

if'
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The resun of all these studies would hopefully be a much stronger model of !ransilivity
which (given a oorrespondingly strengthened model of social oontext) would then anow
the more rigorous testing of Halliday's hypothesis that ideatiOnal patterning, of which
transitivity is the main exemplar at clause rank, is systematically related to the field of
a text.

Mood, modafity and 'lllocutlon'
Although their stances are somewhat different, aBthree moderate funclionafist theories
build in models of what, for want of a more neutral term, I will call ·~locution', all
discuss the realisatiOn of illocution in clauses, and all pay considerable attention to
modality, which is, of oourse, Intimately related to illocution. As with transitivity, much
can be gained from a comparison of the three approaches (again to be attempted in
Butler (in preparation)).
lllocution is clearly of major Importance for the structure 01 discourse. Discoursal
adequacy wiU demand a well-supported model of, for example, the relationships
between illocutionary significance and discourse function (for a critical survey of
systemically-inspired approaches up to 1984, see Butler 1986).
lllooution is also of central interest when we attempt to explain the relationships
between language form and social context. Here, the concept of "llllfwect speech act'
comes to the fore (or, to put illn more appropriately systemic terms, part of !he area
of 'interpersonal grammatical metaphot - see Halliday 1985: 342ft). There is already
a substantial body of work in the pragmaJics rtterature on indirectness and its relation
to 'face', poflleness, etc. (see especially Brown and Levinson 198n. The role of
modality in indirectness is also well documented. SFG will need to build such
information into its own model of text-context relations.
Indirectness In language normally brings with it complications in !he production and
comprehension of utterances: for instance, indirect speech acts are typically longer,
and more complex syntactically, than direct ones. A functional lheory needs to
address the question: 'How does a hearer decode the speech act intentions of the
speaker?' Here, Gricean principles, with their later offshoots In, for example,
relevance theory, cannot simply be ignored.
If the SFG model of illocution, mood and modality is to be typologically adequate,
informatiOn already available on these areas for languages other !han English needs
to be considered and, where necessary, supplemented.
Theme and information distribution
It is widely recognised that work in SFG has signifiCantly advanced our knowledge of
information structuring in English. This work has been, and continues to be,
influenced by developments in Prague School theory (see, tor instance, Dane§ 1984,
Firbas 1987, Sgall 198n. An expanded view, such as I hope to present in Buller
(forlhcoming), would also take explicit account of work emerging lrorn other
lunctionalist theories (see Dik 1989a: 263-87, Hannay 1990, Mackenzie;
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EXPERIENTIAL RENDERING AND CHAIN INTERACTION

Gerald Parsons
Department of English Studies
UniversitY of Nottingham
Nottingham NG7 2RD

U.K.

The aim of this paper is to report on one aspect of my on-going
research into coherence. This is the relationship between cohesion
and coherence.
In this brief report, I will discuss one of the
problems I have experienced in developing Hasan•s chain interaction
method and my attempts to solve it. This is the lexical rendering
of the texts, which· is the first step in the method.

Background to the research
The publication of Halliday and Hasan's research into the cohesive
devices used in the Eng! ish language (1976) provided a stimulus for
a substantial amount of research into the relationship between
cohesion and the quality of written texts.
Much of this work
focused on the quality of undergraduate writing.
If it can be
shown that a correlation exists between cohesion and the quality
of students' writing, it may be possible to use thls knowledge to
help students to write better essays.
This work has been
extensively reported. Examples of some of this work are provided
by Nold and Friedman (1977:240), Pritchard (1980), McCulley (1985),
Harnett (1986) and Neuner (1987).
Although there are many interesting aspects to tbis work which are
important for my on-going study, the results of the research into
the relationship between cohesion and wri~ing quality are of direct
relevance to this paper.
The work can be broadly divided into two sections depending whether

the evidence suggests that a relationship between writing quality
and cohesion does or does not exist.
Workers such as No 1d and
Friedman (1977:240) came to the conclusion that cohesion is no
better than any other quantifiable factor as a predictor of writing
quality. Pritchard (1980) came to the conclusion that there was
no difference in the percentage of ties between good and poor
compositions.
One problem in evaluating some of the work is that of being able
to clearly distinguish between writing qua-lity and coherence.
These are features whose relationship needs clarifying. However
Tierney and Hosenthal (1983} quite explicitly ranked their texts
for coherence and found that for their data, cohesion is not a
predictor of coherence.

'0
(/

On the other hand, Hccu 11 ey ( 1985) in a study of 120 essays drawn
from a total of 493 found a significant correlation between writing
quality and various cohesive ties and also between these ties and
coherence.
It was also found that coherence correlated with
writing quality. Although Neuner (1987} found that the number of
cohesive ties did not vary from 9QOd to poor essays, his results
suggest that the length and number of cohesive chains did give an
indication of writing quality. The overall conclusion is that good
writing is characterised by longer chains and greater variety and
maturity of words.
The latter is judged by the frequency with
which a word may be encountered. The words in the chains of the
good essays are less than half as likely to be encountered as the
words in the poor essays.
The overal I
conclusion to
the
research relating wdting
quality/coherence and cohesion is that a definite correlation has
not been estab 1 i shed.
Even so there does seem to b& a trend
relating the variables.
All of the work except that of Neuner
involved counting individual ties. Neuner"s results suggest that
an examination of the number, length and quality of chains provides
an approach which could prove us&ful.

Chain interaction
It is against this background that Hasan (1984) developed the chain
i·nteraction method and the concept of cohesive harmony as a way of
measuring cohesion..
This is important because another, more
accurate method of measuring cohesion should be developed before
the claim that cohesion is not related to coherence is madeG Hasan
( 1984: 187) started the analysis of three texts wMch had been
unanimously judged to vary in coherence, with two hypotheses: (1)
that the greater the number of cohesive devices in a text the
greater is the coherence and (li) the greater the. continuity of the
ties relating to each other~ the greater is the coherence..
The
results lnval idated these hypotheses. Clearly another approach was
needed.

Hasan's new approach was to note that in dealing with cohesive
chains, the entir8 message is ignored and only components of a
message are under consideration. It is only through a message that
a text has viability. Furthermore, it is only through the rank of
clause or above that a unit can encode a complete message 8nd what
is needed is relations which can encapsulate these components of·
a message. These are the ones that exist between the units in a
clause or group. HasaA (1985:93) lists these relations as: (i)
'actor action', (ii} 'action acted upon', (iii) 'action and/or
actor location", ( iv) 'saying textD. (v) 'attribute attribuand'.
These es·sentially grammatical relations are the ones that may bring
the members of two or more distinct chains together to interaCt and
so result in chain interaction. The minimum requirement for chain
interaction is that •at least two members of one chain should stand
2
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in the same relation to two members of another chain' (Hasan
1985:91). Hasan sees the rationale for chain interaction as 'in
a coherent text one says similar kinds of thing about similar
phenomena' (p92).

My approach to chain interaction is to· consider thai coherence is
in part achieved through the continuity of topic.
This is not
achieved by simply having cohesive chains. Even though this may
go some way towards helping to create continuity of topic. it is
not enough. The reason is that topic is not normally expressed by
a single item such as a noun phrase, but as something taking the
form of an argument/predicate complex. It is more appropriate to
refer to 'aboutness' in these terms than just by noun phrases. It
is quite possible to have a cohesive chain consisting of noun
phrases running through a text with the remainder of the
clauses/sentences lacking continuity with respect to each other.
The next step therefore, is to consider the necessity of having at
1 east one extra cohesive chain running
through the same
clauses/sentences. So a text is likely to be coherent if there are
at least two cohesive chains running through some of the
clauses/sentences. This, however, is not enough. The unity of the
text can be improved further if at least the two ch~ins stand in
the same grammatical relationship to each other. This, of course,
is chain interaction.

In my opinion, these are the theoretical reasons for justifying
research into the re 1at i onsh i p between cohesion and coherence. One
important feature of these reasons is the acceptance that there is
not necessarily a correlation between the number of cohesive
dev;ces and textual coherence.
Lexical rendering

content than do the grammatical words.
The meaning of a
grammatical word tends to be'·bound up with the structure of which
it forms a part. For instance a determiner typically signals the
beginning of a noun phrase.
The grammatical items consist of
pronouns, articles, auxi 1 iary verbs, prepos1tions and conjunctions.
Lexical items typically are nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs.
However, Jackson (1988:17) notes that there is a continuum between
completely lexical items like nouns and completely grammatical
items like articles. This notion is expressed in diagram 1.

Diagram 1

The suggested position of the word classes on the
lexical-grammatjcal continuum

noun
ve·rb
adjective
adverbs
ending in

preposition
conjunction
quantifier
adverbs like
however

pronoun
determiner
adverbs
(e.g. this)
1 ike here
auxiliary
possessive.
verbs
determiner
-ly
1 ike my
Most lexical _________________________________
least lexical
Presumably, the criterium upon which Jackson bases diagram 1 is
the extent to which a word class or group within a word class can
fulfi 1 the particular features of lexical or grammatical items.
For instance, there are three classes of adverbs (Quirk et al.
1985:438): simple adverbs (eg just), compound adverbs (eg somehow),
and derivational adverbs (eg oddly).
The first two classes are
closed classes while derivational adverbs are open class ·adverbs.
This would seem to justify the position of -ly adverbs on the
continuum in contrast ·to adverbs 1 ike however• . Intuitively, I
consider that not a-ll prepositions are necessarily grammatical
words even though they re"spond to the criteria for granvnatical
items. Another problem is that the lexical/grammatical status of
numerals is unclear. The existence of the continuum means that the
division of words into a lexical/grammatical dichotomy is not
possible.

The first step in the chain interaction method is to identify the
content words in the text. These are the words which have meaning
and are those from which the cohesive chains are built. This is
important because it lays the foundation for what is to follow.
However, there are sometimes ambiguities in deciding whether an
item is grammatical or lexical. There are also problems in the
recovery of the referent in the case of co-reference, substitution
Hasan's views on lexical rendering
and ellipsis. There is the additional problem of deciding whether
certain items are to be treated as compound and when this decision
A fresh approach needs to be made if the chain interaction
has been made whether to treat a compound as a single item or two
framework is to be developed and refined. However, since this .
and to consider its constituents separately.
However, in this
paper it is proposed to focus upon the first problem of deciding · study is based upon Hasanps work, it would be useful to examine her
analyses to ascertain the extent to which she recognises the ·
whether an item is le~lcal or gramm~tical.
existence of problema.. in the lexical rendering stage of the
analysis and possible solutions to these problems.
Neither in
Lexical words are open-class items in that the membership of the
Hasan (1980), (1984), nor (1985) does she explain precisely what
class is infinitely expandable, in contrast with grammatical words
is meant by lexical rendering or how to carry one out.
whose membership is closed in the sense that its membership
Nevertheless, it is possible to infer from her analyses that she
comprises a small and finite set of words.
Lexical words are
recognises the general dichotomy outlined above but not the
subject to diachronic change and also carry a higher information
existence of·a lexical/grammatical continuum. The texts were vsry
-...._,i
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short and whtten by young children with a limited vocabulary.
However~ Hasan classifies ~Y as a lexical item even though it is
behaving in this text as a post-determiner and in fact belongs to
a amall group of closed-class quantifiers (Quirk et al. 1985:262).
In addition, clauses (I) and (12) (1985:72) in text 5.1 begin once
upon a tlms thera. and every tlma respective 1 y. None of these words is
included in the lexical rendering. A possible explanation for this
departure with the omission of onCB and time is that she regards the
item not to be directly concerned with content of the clause,
because onctJ upon a time is a ritual opening to childrens" narrative
story and means I 11111 going to ts/1 you a story about something that happened
In the past.
In this sense it is playing the role of a discourse ·
marker and not directly contributing to the content of the story.
It is not easy to see·why she does not interpret the beginning of
1 ine thirteen which starts and that's how, perhaps the explanation is
that the expression does not directly contribute to ·the remainder
of line thirteen. On the small amount of evidence available, it
seems that Hasan does not completely adhere to the guidelines for
the division into lexical/grammatical words outlined· above and
perhaps gives greater importance to the content of the clause than
discourse markers. It may also be useful to look at the work of
colleagues working in the same general field. so the next section
will look at the recent work of Halliday and Martin on the subject.
Hall-iday and Martin on lexical rendering
Halliday (1989:63) outlines the differences between lexical and
grammatical words in an introduction to a discussion about lexical
density. He notes that lexical words are called content words. On
the surface, the meaning of content would seem to· be straight
forward but in practice it is iS much more tenuoUs.
All the
writers referred to so far do not count prepositions as lexical
items because they do not ~ave content (but see below), yet this
would not seem to apply to some prepositions such as under which
surely has a spatial meaning and would alter the meaning of a
clause if it were substituted for above. Actually while explaining
the existence of a lexical/grammatical continuum. Halliday
(1989:63) does note that prepositions and certain classes of
adverbs are on the borderline of becoming lexical.
Martin (1985:29) ·is also interested in lexical density and so
comments upon the lexical/grammatical dichotomy. He accepts the
usual division based on the criteria outlined at the beginning of
this section but also includes closed system items such as
averyday.
In the lexical rendering of two texts. he generally
follows the guidelines abut does include the cardinal numerals six
and slxtHn but exc 1 udes the adjective necsssary.
The general conclusi-on to this brief outline is that the difference
between ·lexical and grammatical items is quite clear in those
instances which are at either end of the continuum but far less
clear when the items fall on the continuum.
Halliday quite
5
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correctly points out that for the purposes of measudng lexical
density the main point is to be consistent, but for the current
research it is preferable that a principled position (if possible)
be adopted. This will be discussed in the next section, where it
is proposed to apply Halliday's work on the functions of language.
Exoeriential rendering
It is suggested that a concept crucial to the solution of many of
the problems discussed above should be based on Halliday's
functional approach to language (1970:140-165). Halliday analyses
the functional basis of language in terms of four functions: the
experientiali interpersonal, logical and textual. These reflect
the aspects of language meaning.
The experiential function is
concerned with communicatjng the content of the utterance and
emphasises events, actions, states, people, qualities and
circumstances (1978:48). The interpersonal function is con-cerned
with establishing and maintaining social relations, influencing
people's behaviour and expressing feelings, attitudes and opinions.
The logical function is concerned with the expression of logical
relationships by relating ideas to each other.
The textual
function is to make texts (to provide cohesion) and~ of course, to
make use of different linguistic resources to link the ideas which
are being e.xpressed. In this respect it shares this role with the
logical function. but in addition~ the textual role accounts for
the thematic organisation and informational structure of the
content of the sentence. It cannot be over-stressed that each part
of a clause may at one and the same time serve a number of
functions. This is discussed in some detail by Butler (1985:51),
in a slightly adapted version of an example given by Halliday
(1973:43).
It is suggested that to some extent or ot~er each of the functions
of 1anguage may make a · contribution to textua 1 cohesion and
coherence.
It is probable that the relative sizes of the
contributions may depend upon genre. Obviously, an investigation
into all these factors could form a long term study.
It is
therefore proposed to restrict the present study to the
contribution of the experiential function to the cohesion and
coherence of the texts obtained for the present study.
So an
experiential rendering wi 11 be carried out instead of a lexical
one.
One of the advantages of this approach is that the precise terms
of reference are specifically laid down by the researcher, who can
then conduct the anal.)'sis within these constraints.
The other
advantage is that it could lay the basis for an investigation into
the other contributions of the other functions to textual cohesion
and· coherence.
This could be achieved by the step-by-step
incorporation of these functions into the analysis.
This will
become clearer after an explanation of the meaning of experiential
rendering has been c~rried out.
8

The meaning of experiential rendering
The meaning of expedential rendering is similar to that of lexical
rendering except, only those words which have experiential content
are included in the rendering.
For instance, any item which is
deemed to realise an interpersonal function will be axcluded from
the rendering.
An example of such an item could be one whlch
expresses the writer•s/speaker's comment about the propositional
content of the clause e.g. a di2junct which expresses a point of
view such as obviously in obviously, this Is an expensive method. The task
then, is to be able to classify those items which are realising the
experiential role as distinct from the inter-personal, textual and
logical.
It will then be possible to evaluate the experiential
contribution to the cohesion and coherence of the texts.. A further
analysis could then be performed which would incorporate the
interpersonal function into the existing analysis a·nd so give the
combined effect of the two functions. The difference would then
result in a measure of the interpersonal function. A be9inning'to
the appropriate statistical analysis has been suggested by Parsons
(1990:220). Possible indirect support for this view is provided
by Hasan ( 1984:219), when she says : there remains the problem of
Integrating the cohesive analysis of the inter{J<irsonal meaning relations. An
implication of this could be that her analysis was based upon
experiential meaning and excludes the interpersonal.
What is
needed is a way of testing for the experiential character of the
words.
This will be discussed in the next secHon and will be
based upon Halliday's work on transitivity.
Transitivity and experiential meaning

A suitable way of identifying those items which are fulfilling an
experiential role may be based upon a series of wh-questions. This
assumes that a verbal group will l!fways be realising an experiential function, so
that any other part of a clause which answers Questions about tha predicator Is
going to be part of the 6Xperiential meaning. This can be illustrated by
Example 1.
Example 1

Birds are flying in the sky today. so presumably
birds were flying in the sky yesterday.

The underlined items in example 1 are those which it is considered
are realising experiential meaning. The wh-questions are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Who or what is flying? Birds.
Where are they flying? In the sky.
When are they fly~g? Today.
What were flying? Birds.
When were they flying? Yesterday.
Where were they flying? In the sky.

It is worth noting that presumably which is an adverb is recorded
not to be realising experiential meaning because it is not possible

to devise an appropriate question which answers a question about
the predicator, It ia a content disjunct (Quirk et al:620) and ao
is expressing the speaker's comment on the degree of truth of the
content of the clause and not forming par·t of the experiential
meaning of the clause.
Similarly so is playing the role of a
·conjunction ( 1985:998) and wi 11 therefore not be contributing to
the meaning of the clause but wn I be ·joining two clauses. It can
be seen then, that in this simple example the tests have
successfully identified those items which heve contributed to the
experiential meaning.
A two stage analysis is necessary of which the first stage has been
described above. This has been at clausal rank and the next stage
is to carry out the analysis at the lower group (phrase) rank to
see if all the words in them are contributing to the experiential
meaning.
This is rather a complex subject and all that can be
achieved in this paper is to give an indication of the approach.
which will focus upon the experiential character of epithets,
numeratives and prepositions. It will be discussed in much more
detail in a future paper.
Halliday (1985:163) divides epithets into two groups. The first
group consists of epithets which describe the objective property
of the thing and the second group describes the writer's/speaker's
subjective attitude towards the thing. The former are experiential
in function and the latter are realising interpersonal meaning.
An example of the former is green in the green apples. An example of
the latter is Incredible.
Most people with normal colour vision
would agree about the colour of an apple although they may differ
about the precise shade. However, not everyone would agree that
a particular event was incredible. One of the problems is that the
division is not a hard and fast one. Halliday suggests that the
principal difference is that experiential epithets are potentially
defining against a norm. · Whereas lncr&d/bie is an attitudinal
epithet, green is a recognisable and accepted colour~ An epithet
such as tong is defined relative to a norm~ Although, the general
approach has been explained, it is recognj sed that there are
problems with the experiential status of some epithets. The same
word may act either as an e>cperientia-1 epithet or an interpersonal
one depending whether it is defining in the particular conteKt
(Halliday 1985:163) or not.
Numeratives are also considered by Halliday to realise experientital
meaning because they indicate some numerical features of the
nominal group. In an early stage o~ this research, I had decided
to count cardinal numbers as lexical items, because they referred
to a different state of affairs in the world. The meaning of the
clause could be altered by us;ng a different numeral.
Ordering
numeratives (the ordinals) are also included in numeratives. As
well as exact numeratives {cardinals and ordinals) there are
"inexact numerals such as many.
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advantage of which ie that it is not necessary to accept that there
is a correlation between the number of cohesive devices ~and
coherence.

Halliday (1985:102) notes the usual way of realising the role of
circumstance is through the adverbial group or prepositio-nal
phrase. Since the role of circumstance is one aspect of phenomena

in the real world, adverbial groups and prepositional phrases are
realising one aspect of the experiential function of language. He

Problems with the lexical rendering of the texts, arising in part
from the existence of a lexical/grammatical continuum led me to
research for solutions to these problema. These were based upon
isolating the experiential contribution to the cohesion and
coherence of the texts.
The identification of those items
realising an experiential function is a two stage process.
The
first of which is at clausal rank and depends upon a series of whquestions based upon the predicator. This method assumes that the
verb will always realise experiential meaning. The second stage
is at group/phrase rank and involves identifying the words which
realise experiential meaning within those clausal constituents
which have already been identified as realising experiential
meaning.

gives a detailed account of the way in which the circumstantial

element is realised ( 1985: 131-144) and the role of the
prepositional phrase is clearly brought out. In this section, he
also describes the way in which the relationship between process
and the type of participant is also realised through the
preposition. Although the prepositional phrase contains a nominal
group. the latter is only indirectly related to the process. The
preposition acts as the intermediary and expresses the nature of
this indirect link.
Clearly, prepositions are expressing
experiential meaning in these contexts.
In most ·cases, if the
preposition were to be omitted the meaning would change (or the
sentence would become ungrammatical). This clearly supports the
proposition that prepositions express experiential meaning.
Further evidence which supports this proposition is given by Quirk
et al. (1985:673-709), who provide a detailed account of the
mGanin·gs expressed by prepositions. Sometimes, prepositions are
used without a specific meaning (see Jackson 1982:81) in which
c~se, they are not realising experiential meaning.

1

Although this section renes heavily upon the work of Halliday,
especially his work on transitivi.ty, I do have reservations about
certain of his views on the experiential structure of nominal and
verbal groups ( 1985: 160-187).
In particular, I question his
inclusion of the demonstrative pronouns and the definite article
from the nominal group and the finite element realised by
auxi tiaries into those items classified as experiential.
Space
does not allow me to discuss my views in detail but my questioning
and a principled solution. has arisen from a study of deixis. The
limitation of space also prevents me from discusslng my research
into the experiential nature of adverbs and the adverbial group.
Suffice to say that an experiential rendering does not accept that
all adverbs (not even all -ly adverbs) under all circumstances
realise experiential meaning.
Conclusion
This paper has given a very brief account of some of the work which
has arisen from the publication of Halliday and Hasan's research
into cohesion in English (1976). In particular, It has noted that
the result of the research does not convincingly demonstrate that
there is a correlation between the number of cohesive devices and
writing quality/coherence.
The relationship between writing
Quality and coherence is a ma.tter for which further research is
needed.
Hasan's awareness of some of these problems led to further research
in which she put forward the chain interaction method.
One

Some ~f the differences between a lexical rendering and an
experiential one is that the latter includes most prepositions,
numeratives and not all adverbs·and adjectives. The advantage of
an experiential rendering is that it enables the contribution of
the experiential function to cohesion and coherence to be
determined and this could lead to the determination of the
contribution of the interpersonal and other functions to textual
cohesion and coherence.
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Prague School and further developed in
Halliday's notions of
'theme'
and

SOMI REMARKS ON HALLIPAY'S PES~RIPTION OF BRITISH ENGLISH

'information

INTONATION

1967,
term

structure 1

(Halliday's

1968). The second aspect of the
1

functional'

is therefore that it

means 'semantic': i.e. the 'functional
components 1
of
the
grammar
are
components of the-semantics.

PAUL TENCH

Fawcett (1980: 26-27)

CENTRE FOR APPLIED ENGLISH LANGUAGE STUDIES,
UWC .CARDIFF, WALES

The

functional

components

in

which

involvement of intonation are the

1. Functional Components

1 The organization of

I

have

found

it

useful

to

separate

the

functions

of

of intonation,

~e

identified

an

fol~owing:

info~ation

This seems, to me, to

I

in a discourse

a basic or primary function

in the sense that any utterance has

intonation along the lines of the systemicists' notion of

meaning which has to be presented somehow. We are

functional components. A clear statement of this notion

heavily

is found in Fawcett (1980):

explication of the intonation forms that realize this

. . . the term 'functional' reflects two
concepts. The first is the tendency ...
for
the system networks
to group
themselves intQ relatively independent
sets. The second reflects an idea with
far-reaching implicat..ions: namely, th~t
each of these functional components
carries options in a DIFFERENT . TYPE OF
MEANING. The functional components are
therefore
essentially
SEMANTIC
in
nature. I am using the term 'semantic'
in a broad sense to include not just the
experiential' and 'logical' types of
meaning that philosophers and linguists
have traditionally considered under this
label (particularly in relation to the
unit of the,word) but also other types
of meaning that are reflected in the
organisat-ion oflanguage. Examples are
Austin's 'illocutionary force' (Austin,
1962), and the notion of 'functional
sentence
perspective'
developed
by

indebted to Halliday

(1967,

1970)

for an

function, and in particular, the systems of tonality,
tonicity and tone. There is a real sense in which
this function is so fundamental that many intonation
studies overlooked it, but basically it handles tbe
distribution of units of information (tonality), the
focus of information units (tonicity), and the status
of information (tone);

this latter is dealt with in

greater detail below.

2 The expression of communicative function

I am borrowing the term 'communicative function• from
the foreign language teaching

profession~

to refer to

wllat

otlle~s

'dUcou~ae/

caU

wllethe~ utterances can be credit<>d as

and
epe<>cll functions'

respect of

'illocutionary force', sucb as statements, questions,
commands and exclamations. This is also a basic

Halliday

o~

has

such

a

function

in

and

utterances

primary function of intonation, in the sense that any
The
utterance

attitudinal expression.

neutral,

discourse.

can

made

would

that

are

claim

that

attitudinally

(1975) certainly inclines to
the one he originallY
rattler than
in crystal (1967). Nevertheless, ·all

tllis view
propounded

system in syntax but are in tact much wider, and

studies grant

functions as diverse as greetings, thanking,

be

( 1990),

including:

and Crystal

communicative functions are .broadlY akin to tile niood

includ~

Tench

Many,

intonation with this function, whether

it is regarded as a primary, or a secondary function.

promises, offers, coaxing, apologizing, complaining,
protesting, warnings, threats, etc, etc.

4 The organization of discourse

It is the tone system that realizes distinctions in
be
easilY
can
as
communication
demonstrated by
falls on

one

functions,
the contrasting effects of rises and

I would wish to advance the general

tags.

limitation

of

Halliday's

intonation is that it contains no reference to ranks

higher than that of intonation in tile phonological
hierarchy. Pike (1955/1967) llad drawn attention to
phonological organization above the level (or rank)

(statements,

a

of intonation such· as •emic breath groups' and 'emic

rising tone denotes deference to addressee (yes/no

rhetorical periods'. Trim (1959) and Fox (1973) drew

questions, appeals, requests, etc).

attention to the way in which units of

commands,

promises,

etc)

whereas

familiar

of

the

group themselves

together

coined

'paratone',

the

teilll

intonation

phonologically,
a

and

notion ·which

Fox
Brown

functions of intonation, and seems to be regarded as

of
adopted. I wrote in
(1917/1990)
'phonological paragraphs' (Tench, 1976) and the work

the primary t10nction in the studies of some (e.g ..

of Lehiste, couper-Kulllen, and especially Brazil and

This

Pike,

is

perhaps

1945;

the

O'Connor

next

most

Arnold,

&

1961/1973;

Gimson,

1961/1989; crystal, 1967; Liberman, 1979, Bolinger,

terms

Coulthard, have consolidated the description of these
higher levels (or ranks). Of critical importance are

1969). Yet there is controversy over the issue as to

-.._j

of

notion that a falling tone denotes speaker dominance

3 The expression of attitude

-J

presentation

4

3

.. --~

- . --. ·--·-

\he pitch levela gf on~et

._..

_____ ...,..,..,___ -'·"

-·

_,.,.,

.. - .~ -

""-""·

I

syllables and final falls

and the difference of clause

structure in

and tails, as well as other' prosodic like tempo and

a) he came // to bear about it, and

pause.

b) he. came to bear about it.
S The identification of genres

A limitation of most intonation studies is the total

7 The identification of the speaker

lack of reference to intonation's contribution to the

This is occasionally referred to as

specification of

function of intonation (eg. Couper-Kuhlen, 1986); by

genres.

What

makes

news

reading

the ' indexical'

.

sound so different tram other monologues? What makes

Yhich the origin,

age, ·physical and psychological

informal conversation sound so different from other

conditions

speaker are

~ialogues? I have prese~ted a discussion of tQe role

such information is conventional, it is not primarily

of intonation in this. respect (Tench, 1988).

linguistic,

of

the

i.e.

related

to

indicated.

the

Although

conveyance

of

meaningful messages, and as such, it does not receive
6 The exponence of syntactic contrasts

In Tench

(1990),

this

is

treated

much attention in linguistic theory or description.
as

a

separate

function of intonation, but I recognize that others

It Yill be seen from the above brief overvieY of those

will see it as merely the detail of l

above.

It

components

involved,

that

of washed in

Halliday's presentation of English intonation. I now turn to

there

in which

intonatio~

functional

concerns for example the difference of transitivity

are

occasional

is

intimately

divergences

from

four details on which I found myself in disagreement with
a) she washed // and brushed her hair, and

Halliday.

b) she washed and brushed her hair

of asked in

~

...

2. Rising Tones

a) he asked himself, and

Halliday makes a primary distinction between a high rise

b) .he asked himself

(Tone 2 ) and a low rise (Tone 3) on both phonetic and

The rise to loW is described by cruttenden i1986:
as indicating uncertainty or a "non-committal or even
( 1945)
described it as

phonological grounds. The phonetic grounds are obvious,
except that as Halliday himself concedes, there is often
"phonetic overlap" between the two;

grumbling..

"delib·erative".

the analyst is left

to interpret an indeterminate rise by reference to the
most appropriate meaning or function

(Halliday,

attitude.

Pike

(IncidentallY, Pike also acknowledges a

three-fold distinction in rises.)

1970:

21). Only H.E. Palmer (1922) made a similar distinction,

The three forms of the rise can be nealty illustrated in

whereas other analysts were content simply to distinguish

checking tags:

between high and low varieties of a single tone, in the
/

same way as they distinguish high and low varieties of a

a) (He's \ passed)

(high rise: intense,

~n t he

1

cha.llen9ing: "I would be
very surprised to hear
otherwise. n)

fall.
Considering the data available and the various proposed
theories

that

attempted

proposed

retaining

of

it

account

Halliday's

neutral form of Tone 1
varieties

to

and

for

it,

distinction

(the fall)
matching

it

I

have

between

/~n't

b) (He's \ passed)

a

(neutral rise:
he question,seeking
would
confirmation;
"I
like to be serve.")

and high and loW
with

a

similar

hasn't he ( loW rise: non/-.comunittal,
grumbling:
''Well,
let
him
be
thankful
tor that at
least - he could have
failed.")

c) (He's \ passed)

distinction between a neutral form of a Tone 2 (the rise
to mid pitch) and high 'and low varieties (rising to high,
or to mid-low) (Tench, 1990: 448-454). The rises which,
in

Halliday's

system,

are

indeterminate

are

almost

certainly what I now call neutral rises. The rise to high

The

indicates a strong or intense expression (attitudinaily)

difference in function between rises for questions and

such as typically occur in challenges, echo questions and

rises for incomplete or minor information? The answer is

the like:

-

to

question

invoke

will

the

arise:

distinction

how

do

between

you

tell

dependent

the

and

independent units of intonation. Halliday touches on this

/~ did you say

in Halliday (1967) and (1970). I discuss this in greater

__j
---'')

then

a
7

---

--

~

~-~~~
~'"¥":_~,-

.._.

na_~.._,_

__ ._._::~'"~ ._.·.__,

dtt!IH

rtueil

~n

_.__.

.
dependent

'l'l!!lCh (1990:

thilt

incomplete

or

Hy

a:a.o-a~aJ.

in

!lC:CIIt'

~-:Y?j!_

denote

(depending

information

minor

sequential attachment to the independent or

either
on

the

main unit)

and that rises that occur in independent units denote
questions or other similar communicative functions like
req~ests

and warnings.

'Incomplete• and 'minor' can only

mean something in relation to another unit.
etc,

are independent units of information_.

the function of a

information,

rise

not

is

11

speak~r

tall",

not

Questions,
In general,

i.e.

not major

·(knowledge,

dominance

-·--- --

'~--iLw$5

a___

..

.,,QL~-

--- ££ _j(. __-:::.:.4

~It 'thill;

pl'!>po~;al

units

,._

I have argued (Tench 1990) that it iD the variation• ft'OM
neutral forms of the fall,
constitute

intonational means

and fall-rise,
of

that

exponencing the

attitudinal function of intonation. The fall, the rise
and

the

fall-rise

operate

information (majorJ minor,

in

the

"status~•

incomplete,

system

of

etc) and in the

communicative function system (broadly, the mood system:
statemente

question 6

variations,

and

command,

variations

in

etc);

the

high

the

head

and

and

low

pre-head

('pretonic'), operate in th~ attitude system. The system
with

authority).

the

rise,

falls

can

be ·shown

as

follows,

from

mild

to

strongest
3. Rise-falls ·

Halliday posited a rise-fall complex tone as one ·of the
five

primary

meaning

is

1970:27).

tones

in

labelled

The

label

the

as

"strong

itself

alternative treatment -

English

as

provides

the

Its

(Halliday,

clue

to

an

unmarked

assertion),

third,

indicat:ing

he's

\right (neutral)

he's

\right (high fall: strong, possibly surprised)

(low fall: fully expected)

he's Aright (rise-fall: quite une.xpected)

he's
I\

right (low pitched rise-fall: quite
unexpected, with additional emotional .
involvement)

fall would then represent an
with

at

least

two

degrees of "strength" - the low pitched rise:.. fall, being

a

\~

a more intense expression

A

(or

system.

assertion"

than even a high fall.
atatement

tone

he's

an

even

greater

emotional

A phonetic

confirm

the

clue,

above

which

Halliday describes,

treatment,

namely

the

helps

to

occasional

involvement. (Incidentally, it is only Kingdon (195B),and

observable hint of a rise in the pitch of the voice in

Pike ( 1945:57) who acknowledged this low pitched form,

order to effect the fall. For a falling tone, the pitch

besides Halliday.)

of the voice must be relatively high; usually, a jump in

pitch between preto!liC and tonic
pitch

appropriate

is enough to e!lsure

height·· before

the

fall,

but

occasionally, the pitch of the voice is heard to ••climb"

slightly to reach the appropriate pitch height. The,rise-

' of
fall can thus be viewed, even from a phonetic point
view, as an extension to the fall.

"t)lert~'a

are accompanied by a fall-rillll,
it"

(Halliday

1967: 27).

These

"reservation", "contrast", or
for

consideration11

if

11

"buts"

personal

linked

to

the

view

that

a

rise-fall

is

"merely"

a

fall-rise with a rise-fall as a primary tone, but the
s~

the

systems

for

'status•

of

information

Arnold,

1973:

68-9;

crystal,

1975:

clauses

(e.g.
36,38;

O'Connor

&

Cruttenden,

1986: 109). Kingdon explained the function of the fallrise in terms of
some insinuation in making the statement, expecting
his hearer to understand more than is said.

(Kingdon, 1958: 29-30)

and

Pike had offered a similar explanation:
Often it points out and admits one fact ..• while
implying that there might be modifying or doubtful
circumstances which demand cautious statement; these

operate in the system for attitudinal expression.

other

circumstances

or

conclusions

may

then

be

explicitly stated or may be only tacitly implied.
(Pike, 1945: 50)

Fall-rises

I

offered

op~nion

more clearly the t;unctional

communicative functions, on the one hand, and those that

4.

labelled

(Halliday 1970: 26), and "compromise" or "concession" if

distinction between the intonational forms that operate
in

are

linked to imperative clauses (Halliday, 1970: 28). These

variation of a fall spoils the symmetry of balancing the

theoretical gain is to

llllt'

declarative

labels are typical of other studies
Admittedly,

1

&

accept Halliday's description of the phonetic forms of

the

fall-rise

tones

pitched variety,

-

but I

the

neutral -form and

the

low-

offer a simplification of the

Ladd

(1980:

discussion of

further

glosses that indicate their meanings.

145-162)
the use

discussed

in

provides
of

a

long

fall-rises_,

Tench

(1990:

and

which

valuable
is

233-238).

itself

The

conclusion is that the fall-rise alerts the addressee to
once again, to invoke the distinction

extra, but implicit, information beyond what is verbally

between dependent and independent units of intonation.

given; the speaker assumes that the addressee knows what

Independent

are

is implied and that an appropriate interpretation will be

usually accompanied by a falling tone; if, instead, they

reached. It is not necessary for the analyst to glass any

It

i~

_important,

units

contain

major

information

and

'

C:l)

-

11

12

liiQfl

. ..
the extra, implicit
than

ptectallly

interpretation of

"tmpll.ailtion",

available from the situation -

becauaa

the

information must be

the linguistic context,

Thia

interpretation

of

dependent unit of

the

fall-rise

in

non-final

intonation was checked againft all

Halliday's examples and seemed to work,

even when the

the setting, shared knowledge, etc. (This is not to deny

theme was

that sometimes the addressee's interpretation may be at
variance with the speaker's intention!) Thus, an

other

implication can be of whatever kind: a reservation on the

satisfactory explanation for the ubiquitous fall-rises in

part of the speaker,

Brazil's work (Brazil, 1975, 1978, 1985; Brazil et al,

a contrast to what the addressee

might expect, a "focus. within a given set" (r,add, 1980:
153) ·,

etc:

it

is

i.e.

a

a

conditional or concessive clause

initial dependent

clause).

highlighting the theme,

This

(pr any

interpretation,

also seemed a much more

1980).

the situation that tells. The label

"implication" simPlifies the description of the ··meaning

'status~

of the fall-rise.

operat~s

Thus, the fall-rise
of

information:

primarily in the system for

to

indicate

implications

in

independent units of intonation, and the highlighting of
The fall-rise also accompanies non-final dependent units

the theme in (non-final) dependent units of intonation.

of intonation. Very typically, the theme element of a
clause may be separated inton~tionally from the rheme.

5. Status of Information

The intonation unit c<?ntaining the theme element could,

very typically,

be accompanied by a

rise to indicate

Finally

I

wish

to

in

difference between rise and fall-rise in this context? It

the basis of the concept is clearly Hallidayan,

seems to me that what a speaker does 8 when electing to

'major'

use a fall-rise with the theme instead of a rise, is to

information.

neutral or marked, gets "highlighted".

the theme,

information

in

system

•status' is not a term that Halliday has employed, altho'

theme:

system

tone

be accompanied by a fall-rise. What might be the systemic

'minor'

status

the

intonation

v.

the

that

incomplete information; but just as typically, it could

'
draw greater attention
to the

realizes

propose

and

information,

viz.

'incompletea

•

either

It seems to me that the categories associated with tones
in Halliday's model either belong to the mood system or
to

features

of

information.

I

contend

that

these

\ = major
categories represent quite different "slices

of meaninq"

I = minor (in final dependent unit)

= incomplete

i.e. belong to different functional components. In other

I

words,

separate

V = implication

and

V = highllghting the theme (in non-final unit)

the

tone

components:

the

communicative

system

operates

organization

of

in

two

information

11

functions ( mood system

11

the

(in non-final dependent unit)
(in final unit)

many (but not

);

all) the differences relate to associations with either
independent or dependent units of intonation. Basically,
the

tone

system 11 )

system

for

communicative

operates only in

functions

independeri.t units;

and can be illustrated as follows:

("mood

the tone

system for the organization of information operates in
ind~npendent

dependent as well as in

units.

just \ thinking about it
(It won't \help) just

1 thinking about it

just I thinking about it (won't\help)
The

organization of

information

in discourse

involves

just V thinking about it

tonality for the distribution of units of information,

just V th!!!king about it (won' t\help)

tonicity for the identification of focus of information,
and tone for the representation of status of information.
A fall represents major information.

A rise represents

minor infor111ation if it follows major information,
incomplete

information

represents

major

if

it

info~tion

precedes.
with

never followed by minor information,

A

or

fall-rise

implication;

it

is

and is thus, with

this meaning, always final in any grouping with dependent
units.

A

fall-rise

in

a

non-final

dependent

represents the highlighting of the theme. Thus
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Theme Management and Generic Formation in Deaf College Students' Texts
In his opening address to the Applied Unguistic Research Working
Group at Glendon College, Richard Bailey asserted, "Our convictions about
English need to be examined.l" And, I might add, "So do our convictions
about the teaching of English, particularly in ethnically and culturally rich
classrooms."
Whenever members of minority groups which speak a language or
language variety different from that utilized by the majority culture enter
institutions of higher learning conducted by the majority culture there is
bound to occur a certain amount of linguistic dissoriance. This dissonance, I
would like to suggest, will correspond and vary directly not so much with the
lexical and syntactic differences between the two languages-a process often
referred to as interference in ESL textbooks-but with the mismatch existing
between the functions of writing and range of genres utilized by the two·
communities. The intersection of pragmatics, semantics, and lexicogrammar
does not occur in the same ways in different communities, even ~f those
communities speak or write the same language. Teachers who ignore this
essential fact of communicative behavior are destined to misread their
students' texts and will fail to provide their students with the skills needed to
master the discourse practices of academic communities. And when some of
those students are members of the Deaf community, the problem is even
more complicated and the corresponding prospect of student failure even
greater. Many hearing teachers regularly fail to recognize that deaf students'
texts do not necessarily instantiate the pragmatics-semanticslexicogrammatical intersection in the same way that hearing students do;
consequently, the same teachers often contend that the intersection has not
been achieved, when, to the deaf students, it has. The reality of deaf-hearing
English mismatch can be illustrated by two humorous stories current in the
deaf community.
Story Number One: A deaf man was driving to work one day when he
was stopped by lowered gates at a railroad crossing. After the train had passed,
however, the safety gates did not rise. The -deaf man tried to get the attention
of the signalman who appeared to have fallen asleep inside his booth, but
had no luck. So he left his car and went into the booth and tried to sign to the
signalman to lift the gates, but the signalman, who was hearing, could not
understand the deaf man's sign language. The deaf man then asked for a
piece of paper and wrote, "Ple"l'e, different.•
Story Number Two: A deaf woman was invited to a party at which
there were deaf and hearing guests, including her husband's boss who was
hearing. Soon the party was in full swing and the room got more -and more
crowded. Finding herself squashed and needing space to carry on a

conversation with another deaf guest, the woman took a step backwards and
crushed the toes of her husband's boss. Acutely embarrassed and knowing
that the man could not understand sign, she reached for a cocktail napkin and
wrote, "Sorry, Cheese.•2
The humor in these stories is not readily accessible to hearing people
because the stories are based on the visual modality of sign language rather
than the auditory modality of English. The intersection of pragmatics
(accessible to deaf people), semantics (the humor of the stories), and
lexicogrammar (the last two words of each story) does not fit a pattern
familiar in hearing communities. Humor, both in spoken and written
English, is often predicated on sound similarities.- Whether the stories are
simple "knock, knock" jokes or elaborate puns, hearing listeners know
exactly what to expect when in humorous stories; the introductory, medial
and concluding segments are formulaic.
Humorous stories told in the deaf community are just as structured.
Both of the particular stories related above begin with a deaf person who finds
himself or herself in the bearing world; an inciting event occurs which
places the deaf person in conflict witli a hearing person who does not
understand sign; the deaf person, upon whom the burden of relating a
message is placed, discovers that he/she must write the message in English
but ends up writing something that makes no sense to the hearing person
because the words written are a transliteration of what is a visual pun in
American Sign Language. The end effect of each narrative is that both the
hearing person and the English language are gently mocked because they
cannot accommodate the visual aspects of sign. Thus, in the first story, the
humor rests on the fact that the ASL sign for "railroad gates" is the pointing
of the index fmgers of the signer's hands at each other and the raising of the
fingers simultaneously, while the sign for "different" is the .raising of the
index fingers of the signer's hands from a starting position in which the
fingers are crossed close to their bases. Hence the two signs are almost-but
not quite--the same, and the deaf viewer of the joke would recognize the
incongruity of the English message and laugh. In the second narrative, the
sign for "step on• is to place the heels of the palms for both hands together
and tum the dominant hand a half tum towards the front of the non-signing
hand. The sign for "cheese" is to place the heels of the palm of each hand
together and to make two half turns with the signing hand, one_ toward the
fingers of the non-signing hand and one back to the starting position of the
sign. Again, the humor rests in the incongruity of the English transliteration.
However, I did not relaie these stories because I wanted to analyze deaf
humor, but because the narratives help illustrate two points I wish to expand
in the rest of my paper:

texts written by any minority speakers of
structured as texts written by majority
'English, although the structures may not be
apparent to mainstream readers.

~'

we tend to find the texts of deaf writers difficult to
)erstand, so they find texts written by hearing people difficult
!' understand, not so much because of lexical or syntactic
Jdeprivation, but because of what might be called "structural
The genres and generic structures common within
hearing communities are not the genres and generic structures
common in deaf communities.

I, for example, know that I am about to violate the structure of academic
papers, because I would like to front the conclusions I have drawn from fairly
extensive linguistic analysis of deaf students' texts before I present you with
evidence to justify those conclusions. The conclusions are based on the
premise that most minority students in college courses do not meet teacher
expectations in terms of their writing· essentially because those students are
not familiar with academic conventions or genres. and do not know how or
when to deploy t.'lese conventions and genres. Because they are political in
nature, my solutions to this problem depart quite radically from the current
practice of teaching writing in the United States and Canada. They are:
1.

Before we as teachers attempt to comment on deaf students'-or
any minority students•- texts, we need to discern which features
of their texts are idiosyncratic and which are characteristic of the
vernacular genres of those writers whose texts we are
considering. This, of course, means that composition and other
instructors will need ·a minimal understanding of linguistics, a
contention which, at least in the U.S., most instructors resist.

2.

The approach to composition instruction known as "process
writing"- stressed in most composition textbooks--may not be
the most felicitous approach for teaching composition to deaf or
minority writers, at least not as the dominant or sole approach.

3.

A more effective composition methodology for deaf or minority
students mighl be a "modeling• approach in which the
instructor, together with her students# uncovers those discursive

features of generic texts, capable of being schematized, and
designs activities which will help student writers grow in
awareness of and in the manipulation of these features of

4.

Many of the syntactic errors of deaf and minority writers, which
instructors find so distracting and resistant to correction, will be
remediated as deaf and minority students learn to monitor (in
I<rashen's sense of the terrn) their texts for generic features.

Let me demonstrate my agenda for composition Instruction by
concentrating on one aspect of academic texts In English: the selec.tion and
management of theme or information. The current linguistic interest in
theme has its roots in a functionalist perspective of language. Functionalism,
in all of its many formulatiQns, has as a primary unifying belief that central to
the study of language is what language does; that is, how various groups of
people use language to achieve diverse purposes. To say language emanates
from a person and is received by other persons means, functionalists insist,
that language will always be purposeful no matter how routine its
manifestations (e.g. greetings and politeness formulas) or how divorced from
practical activities (e.g. student essays). A functional study of theme, then, is
concerned with how what gets chosen to initiate an utterance or sentence is
related to the use(s) that that particular utterance or sentence is meant to
fulfill. What gets expressed thematically in a text is always, at the very least, a
correlate of context.
Currently the question of theme is one of the most controversial in the
systemic model of functional grammar. Halliday's description of theme as
the first element of a clause, its springboard or starting point, "what the clause
is about" (1985) is cognitively but not empirically satisfying. Hence
researchers are presently exploring such issues as the nature and size of the
unit referred to as theme, the degree of communicative dynamism which can
be attributed to specific themes in specific settings, the boundaries between
textual and topical themes particularly in regard to initial conjunctions,
whether theme-like structures exist in larger units of discourse such as texts,
and how the theme--rheme distinction connects to such concepts as given-new, known-unknown, and topic--comment <Francis 1990). These questions·
are crucial not only lo an understanding of the grammar of texts written in
standard English, but also to those texts written by cultural minority students
such as deaf writers.
Because deaf and hearing student writers embody different world
views, have different ideas of what their audiences know, and possess
different understandings of how to convey their ideas efficiently and
coherently, !heir texts will of necessity be structured differently. I will not, at
this time, go into a long discussion about the nature of deafness and about the
limitations it imposes on the deaf person's understanding of an oral
language. I and others have written about this topic extensively elsewhere. It
is, however, crudal to this discussion to stress that many teachers of deaf
students feel, as Benderly contends, that "most deaf compose rigidly, choose
units almost at random. fashion structure out of sten~otypes, .in

general approach the task (of writing) simplistically and mechanically" (1980,
86). My stance is that Benderly may well be wrong. Rather, I would suggest
that beca.use deaf student writers--or Hispanic student writers, or Chinese
student writers, etc.-do not fully understand the information expectations of
their hearing, academic readers, they do not structure texts in the same way.
They do, however, I would assert, structure their texts, but structure them in a
such a way that the information they seek to present is accessible to readers
like them: that is, the information is accessible to other deaf student writers,
or Hispanic student writers, or Chinese student writers.
Deaf students, because of their interactions with other deaf individuals,
know that texts are purposeful units of discourse which, to use Hasan's term,
"hang together• in some way (1978). They also know that they must adapt the
message of the clause to their interlocuters to maintain social relationships;
they do that daily in their interactions. What Halliday has identified as the
Interpersonal function of language (1973, 107) is operative at all times in all
languages, induding sign languages. The Interpersonal function itself is
concerned with information--both new and given-and the arrangement of
this information so that a sharing of knowledge will be facilitated. For a
written text to be functionally communicative it requires a thematic
progression which its readers will find logical; that is, a coherent written text
requires an organization of its syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic means of
expression in such a way that they are integrated into a recognizable format.
Such an integration is dependent, Scinto contends, on the links which are
established "between thematic and rhematic elements of succeeding
sentential units" (1983, 84).
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We know that when dealing with texts of consecutive sentences,
readers interpret the second and subsequent sentences in relation to the fiiSt,
the third and subsequent in relation to the first and second, and so on
through the text. The communication process is hindered when a reader
cannot find a direct antecedent to previous information in the text. Then he
or she must build an inferential bridge, a process which diminishes the
likelihood of information being conveyed accurately. Thus sentences that are
not connected to the propositional content of the sentences which
immediately preceded them will be judged as awkward or inappropriate in
their context and will take longer to comprehend even if they are
grammatically correct. The principle which governs the connections that
exist between clauses if they are to be found coherent is called the principle of
thematic progression. On the other hand, texts comprised of sentences which
repeat the same propositional content in several successive themes or rhemes
will lack communicative dynamism and are likely to be described as boring by
their readers. To satisfy their readers, linked sentences must introduce new
information and manage that information efficiently. They must also
present the kinds of information expected by readers, in a sequence expected
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by readers. Texts must have content (semantics), context (pragmatics),
structure (lexicogrammar).
There are, linguists have come to realize, conventions of discourse
production which operate at a level which has variously been called the level
of Text Structure, Discourse Structure, or Rhetorical Structure. Linguists in
the field of discourse structure seek to discover the basic rules and
constitutive units of texts-as-a-whole. Contrastive units functioning at given
l~vels of a text (word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, etc.) have been
called by Longacre (1983) "syntagmemes•. Texts are comprised of obligatory
and optional syntagmemes, and syntagmemes of constituent tagmemes, all of
which fulfill specific functions, all of which are ordered. Grammar, eveJ! at
the level of discourse or text is both functional and systemic.

To demonstrate, then, the contention that the primary weakness of
deaf or minority students as writers of English is not their syntactic deviations
from standard English but their failure to understand culturally
institutionalized patterns of information .management and discourse
structure, it will be necessary to look at some texts. The texts I am primarily
interested in are Texts C and )).(see Appendix) which were written by two deaf
students attending Madonna University. Both students are profoundly deaf,
both are very intelligent. The author ·of Text C, however, was in a class
section which had no instruction in discourse organization beyond that given
in most composition courses, while the author of Text D was in a section
which concentrated on the structural aspects of written genres of language.
Students in this second section studied several exemplary texts written by
sociolinguists, discussed the organizational patterns of the texts and their flow
of information, and generated schemata of the organizational units of the
texts. The study of genre, I would contend, made a difference in the sturcture
of this second deaf writer's final text.
Tables 1 and 2 (Appendix) schematize just one syntagmeme of two texts
(Text A and B) written by competent academics-David Freeman and James
Heap-the INTRODUCTORY syntagmeme. Readers know that the passages
cited are INTRODUCTORY syntagmemes because they are labeled as such in
the texts of which they are constitutive elements. Tables 1 and 2 locate the
thematic elements of the major clauses of the syntagmemes by boxing them
and distinguish between topical and non-topical thematic material. An
examination of Texts A and B indicates that professional writers in the area of
sociolinguistics tend to begin their clauses with fairly COII\plex topical themes,
but utilize very little extra-topical thematic material. What extra-topical
thematic material they do include tends to serve the Textual metafunction
rather than the Ideational or Interpersonal. Because of the comparative
dearth of extra-topical thematic material the INTRODUCTORY syntagmemes
hang together through the agency of information management rather than
that of surfaced logical connectives. In Text A, for example, there is only one
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ill Text B there is only one, the how

The deaf student texts, on the other hand, exhibit a somewhat different
pattern. Both Texts C and D (see Tables 3 and 4, Appendix) have more
complex themes than Texts A or B. In Text C, clause 1, for example, the writer
inverts thematic order, placing textual material after topical which marks the
theme and gives it more dynamism than the rheme. Throughout the
syntagmeme the writer is careful to provide connectives for readers, surfacing
them through such lexical elements as the therefore of clause 3 and the even
if of clause 5. The same pattern is repeated in Text D which has even more
involved thematic material than Text C and includes interpersonal as well as
textual material in the theme slot. Both deaf writers, then, connect ideas
through the insertion of extra material into the theme slot of the clause
rather than through information management, the method used by the
professional writers. This becomes more clear when we look at Table 5.
Table 5 identifies key semantic items in both the theme and rheme of
each clause of 'each text. Semantic field~ are noted by capital letters, and
subfields of what Danes refers to as hyperthemes are indicated through the
addition of subscripts to the appropriate capital letters. Hence in Text A, a
hypertheme such as <<anaphora>> has the subthemes of <pronoun
reference>, <pronouns>, and <coreference>. while the hypertheme
<<research>> has the names of various researchers as subthemes. Obviously
the assignment of thematic and rhematic elements to various semantic fields
is a subjective decision, and different researchers could make different
assignations than those I have made in Table 5, yet the overlap would, I
believe, be significant. When we examine the four tex.ts for idea
management-that is for the topic which is introduced by the theme and
commented on by the rheme in aq orderly pattern so that each clause after
the flfSt selects some element of the previous clause as its starting point In
order to minimize reader dissonance-we note that Texts A and B carefully
introduce hyperthemes in the comment or rhematic position of the first
sentence (<<anaphora>> and <<pronoun reference>> in Text A, <<structures
of talk>> in Text B) and then explore various subthemes of those
hyperthemes in the remaining clauses of the paragraph.
In Text C, the deaf writer does not do this. Rather, there is a good deal
of redundancy in Text C with the theme <<hearing people>> being repeated
but not developed. The writer clearly needs the extra textual material (see
Table 3) which he has inserted in the themes of the various sentences of Text
C to prevent the comments being made about <<hearing people>> from
being totally redundant. The logical connectives, then, are a structural device
which compensate for the writer's inability to expand hyperthemes in a
dynamic fashion. In Text D the structure is a little different. Instead of simply
~-•-:.1--- none of which
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is developed fully in the paragraph, but which, the writer promises, will be
developed later In the text. The textual and Interpersonal material in the
themes of the deaf writers, then, seem to serve as true connectives or
structural devices, a way of managing information, albeit a way not selected
by the hearing academic writers of Texts A and B.
Other syntagmatic differences can be noted if one examines Tables 6, 1
and 8. Tables 6 and 1 are paradigms I developed for a much longer study of
deaf students' texts2; th!'y attempt to identify the various syntagmemes
found in the kinds of academic writing students will be most likely asked to
do In their college classes, based on essays found In rhetorical texts, and to
describe the ideational constituents of those syntagmemes. If one examines
the column marked "Expository Tagmemes" one will notice that the
INTRODUCTORY syntagmemes of most expository texts tend to be organized
in specific ways. In Expository prose, a PRELIMINARY tagmeme which states
the general nature or goal of the discourse and a TEXT tagmeme which states
the topic, research question, or stance of the writer are generally obligatory In
English. A BACKGROUND tagmeme, In which the current state of research
is discussed, is optional. Any-of these three tagmemes may, of course, be
expanded by clauses, sentences, or paragraphs.
If we look at Text, A, we can see that the writer ignores the
PRELIMINARY tagmeme, begins with the TEXT tagmeme, includes a good
deal of background, and concludes with an expansion of the TEXT tagmeme.
The lack of a PRELIMINARY tagmeme was less noticeable in the publication
from which Text A was taken4 than it is bere because the article was preceded
by an abstract. Text A, then, fulfllls the expectations of the readers of academic
prose, as does Text B, because its INTRODUCTORY syntagmeme follows the
Expository pattern for academic prose In English.

Text C, however, seems to belong to a different genre of writing
entirely-a cross between Expressive and Hortatory prose. Personal opinion of
the writer is injected and an EPISODE tagmeme is included. The syntagmeme
does not sound at all like the texts of professional writers. Text D, however,
written by the deaf student who had exposure to generic structures in
academic texts, does. While the writer ignores the PRELIMINARY tagmeme,
the device of beginning with a research question is acceptable within the
context of the class assignment. The INTRODUCTORY syntagmeme of Text
D, in its overall structure, is much more Expository-like than the
INTRODUCTORY syntagmeme of Text C.
Other differences with regards to Ideational constituents of Expository
prose can be noted, particularly In the areas of process and participants. Of the
four Texts, for example, C is the only one which is not activity- or themereferenced.

----

What emerges from this brief study of one syntagmeme, then, is that
deaf students do structure their texts and manage thematic information in
certain ways to achieve certain purposes. If, however, they are not acquainted
with the discourse structures used by academic writers in their specific a.-eas
of study, their texts will fail to be regarded as appropriate by their instructors
whose expectations are colored by the texts with which they-as hearing
academics-are familiar. Revision of student papers, then, can benefit
through modeling behavior in the classroom, exercises in which the students
concentrate not only on the content of the material that they read, but also on
how it is structured. By creating their own heuristic devices, students will be
provided with a framework for revision that is specific and structurallyoriented. And instructors who work with their students on such heuristic
procedures may well discover that their own perceptions of student texts will
change in the process.
In his keynote address which opened this conference, Richard Bailey
quoted an academic who believed that studying texts would only render
students "insolent to their superiors". Studying texts for their generic
structures would, I contend, render student texts acceptable to their teachers,
no longer inferior but equal.
·
Jacqueline Anderson, CSSF
Department of English and Communication Arts
Madonna University
36600 Schoolcraft
Uvonia, Ml 48150-1173
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BOOK REVIEWS

Bolinger's overall principle is to explicate intonation

DWIGHT BOLINGER: INTONATION AND ITS USES; MELODY IN GRAMMAR
AND DISCOURSE. 1989. xi - 470. Stanford University Press,
USA/ Edward Arnold, UK.

terms of attitude.

IntonatiOn is

"a nonarbitrary,

sound-

symbolic system with intimate ties to facial expression and
bodily gesture, and conveying, underneath it all, emotions

and attitudes"
This book is a companion

to Bolinger's Intonation and its

(p.l). He talks of accents of

po~er

and

interest, but be eschews any form of linkage with syntax -

•

which appeared in 1!186

he once referred to the "dead hand of transformational

under the dual publication pattern of this present vqlUllle.

prosody" (p. 357) a_nd does not seem to recognize any theory

It is an enormous book in size and scope, and the two books

of information structure and organization. Incidentally, he

together gather all Bolinger's wisdom on

does not indicate any interest in unit.s higher than a.single

Parts i melody

in

Spoken English

almost a thousand pages (he

~as

intonation

in

been publishing on this

theme since 1945!).

utterance in an exchange.

The distinguishing feature of his theory

of intonation is

his notion of accent. Accent is the potential of word stress
Wisdom,

however,

comes

depending on training,
what

~

sees in

~

in .different

shapes

and

moulds,

background, priorities and goals;

way, another sees in another. One can

• admire much in the approach taken by another, but sometimes
see easier, more elegant ways of describing and accounting
for phenomena in their

~

approach; nevertheless we can

learn muc6 from others.

--

0

---D
E
G

--------------"

any pitch in an utterance, but if its potential for pitch is
realized it is because of the speaker's intention to make it
prominent either

becaus~

of its interest, or ·because the

speaker is expres.sing a message with power, i.e. forcefully.
The pitch movement in such cases is described in terms of

profiles:

The great value of Bolinger's treatment is, first, the great
wealth of examples and thoroughness in probing alternative

profile A is a fall;

intonational versions to those examples, and,

profile 8 is a jump up, with any following unaccented
syllables usually<ontinuing with a gradual rise;

.
thoroughness.of the investigation of syntactic,

second,

the

semantic and

Q
.

being realized with pitch. A word stress may be left without

pragmatic factors, particularly in those "marginal" areas of
grammar

like the tagged imperative and exclamatory idioms.

profile C is a rise;
profile CA is a rise-fall;
profile AC is a fall-rise;

2

pfoftle CB is ~ r~se (not. ~ j\llllp up), wit-h any
following unaccenteq syllables usually contin4ing with
& "aUthe:r"
( t, e, A aUght gn4ual fill.!.).
·

What appears to set the te~inal c apart from the A
as a conveyor of observations rather than faFt
transmissions is not just the shape of the profile
but also the overall direction of the accents. A

("The CB ~rofile is rare in American English· and Southern

British,

but

is

fairly

common

in

other

dialects

and

contour with multiple c's can be made to resemble
one with a terminal A if the c•s are arranged
on
a downmoving tangent: the r_esult is an impressiorl
of terminal downmotion ,in spite of the termin4l

rise (which continues to function in its own right
for reassurance or whatever). So if one says
either (15) or (16),

languages" (p. 4). e.g. scottish, Scouse (Liverpool).)

.

Although systemicists will recognize much of the above pitch

(15)

~balo

movements, it must be emphasized that these accent profiles

(A+O)

ta

are not equivalent to tones. A tone is spread over a whole
intonation unit, whereas an accent is associated with a word

(16)

(A+C+6)

~bat

••• a

or phrase. For example, Halliday's

II 1 ~ now /silver /needs to have /~ /I

the

would need to be rendered by Bolinger as a series of falls

k••

•u a ai.ll7 ate

effect

•1117

ai•

is still

tal<•·

that of an observation - the

tangent to sil- and -take in (16) is rising. Neither
would be very-appropriiti in agreeing with a speaker
who has just said You should have been more careful.
On the contrary,

on silver and needs to represent the falling pretonic, and a
more prominent fall on ~; thus we have a series of As
A + A +

with the third marked by an acute accent:

1\,

essence,

what

Bolinger does

is

indicate

the

kind

interest for each of the terms in a message, e.g.

of

their

..

relative importance, the attitude associated with the term,

and then he adds the individual profiles together to produce

a

contour

that

is

superimposed upon

the

whole

message,

rather like the way Pike (1945) does. For example - taken at
randomg from p.148:

•aa a

(A+C+0)
eilU' ale

tak••

indicating three points of interest.

In

(17) ~bat

with a downmoving tangent to ~- -take, would not
be very good as an
observation~ut, with a
prefaced Yes, would
be quite
all right for
agreeing with the other's criticism.
The speaker
is
saying, in
effect,
'You•re
right, I was
careless.•
~

final
A

little

note

on

the

transcription

before

d~stinctive

BOlinger's transcription is very

we

value

of

have only to listen to Japanese airport announcements to get
some feeling of how very different Japanese intonation is

Halliday's

from

system is that allowance for such variation is built in (see
15-18).
BOlinger never explains the
1970:
Halliday,
significance of the arrows at the end of the line. Altho'
it does become obvious,
appeared,

p.35,

intonation;

in

the arrows

to

happened

a

description

to occur at

of

scouse

the

end of

English.

intonations

cruttenden's

(1986)

chapter

on

is very much more . illuminating;

I

different
feel

that

Bolinger's interest in the iconic nature" of intonation bas
been allowed to influence his judgement unduly; after all,

it was not obvious when it first

relation

no

to pretonic • shapes or to relative frequency of accents. You

precise, as in many pronunciation manuals, not allowing for
The

makea

fO

- laying out a

makes it very clear. It also makes it very precise, even too

variation.

he

(i.e.'itones .. );

tonicity and tonality dif.feJ:ences. Because of this limited
look
interest, Japanese and Englil'h intonation are made \
made
much more similar than they re!'lly are. No reference. is

proceed.

line of typescript to folloW the pitch pattern; and that

anY _non-significant

accents

if intonation is iconic and human emotion is to some extend
uniform the world wide, then an interest in universals is
inevitable, and similarities-will be highlighted. But even

clauses, which were being commented on; it was not clear at

in closely related languages like English and German there

that point, that the arrows simply indicated continuation.

are noticeable differences; and, of course, there are very

one weakness of the transcription is that you lose the sense

noticeable differences between regional variations of one

of relative height of pitch when the transcription drops to
the next line; has the p"itch incidentallY risen or lowered?

single language.

You can't tell.

The iconic nature of intonation is tempered by convention.
in

The book begins with a useful review of the acquisition of
intonation,

a.>d

the

sexes. Then there
American and RP

variation of

is a dip

into~tion

intonation between the

into the differences between

and other regional variation too,

before a brief review of the intonation of other languages.

0

Bolinger

_j)

brings

out

the

similarities,

but

does

not

do

It

contrast

to

the

arbitrariness

phonology.
Bolinger.

This

is not

a

question

There is no attempt

to

to bother

link intonation

into a

Intonation seems to be independent of other components of
language -

especially,

if

one may so,

6

5

that seems

hierarchy of phonological units as Pike and Halliday do.

I
(

segmental

phonology, which questions the position of intonation within

justice to the differences. He only concentrates on contour(

of

is

especiallY synta:<.

Chapters 3 to 7 are grouped together as Part II: IntonAtion

~hapters

and Grammar: clauses and above, and Bolinger is at Pains to .

There follow three very thorough and comprehensive

show that clauses Of all syntactic types can be rendered

on the intonatioQ ot· questio11a, nonqueattons and depen4ent

With intonations of all different types of contours - much
as O'Connor and Arnold (1973) do.

clauses. The discussions
informative.

~d

illustrations are rich and very

Tagged imperatives are dealt With at great

~ength

length,

indeed at greater

emotion may be "tamed", it is all a matter of degree (p.6&).

provide

This need not
be surprising since
transparent clues to attitude, whicb is

This is a View that Crystal once held and then revised,

interests Bolinger. Wordless tags like

similarly O'Connor

included.

There are no "neutral tones". Attitude is present always;

theory

of ·neutral

&

Arnold,

tones.

in the light of Halliday's

_Bolinger

also

admits

to

the

notion of MARKEDNESS, which, he says, needs to be invoked
here and. there, in the sense that some intonations are more
usual With certain utterances (see p.68).

grammars.

The

intonation

of

than in many reference

~.

tags
what

hunh are also

parenthesis

Which even
embraces non-restrictive relative clauses - is dealt With
very thoroughly as wel!.

Chapters

a

to

11

are

grouped

together

as

Part

III:

Intonation and Grammar; below the clause. These include the
In a chapter
realm

on 'demarcation•, we

seem to be more in the

of rhythm than intonation. What get demarcated are

constituents

of

phrases

and

clauses,

not

the

clauses

rhythm

structure of compoun4s (for Bolinger this amounts to

the number of accents) and the rhythm structure of phrases,
chapters 8 and 9 respectively. The latter relates mainly to

themselves nor 'tone-group• kinds of intonation unit. For

non-tonic final

instance, the difference between 20 7th Street and 27th
Street
is reminiscent of O'connor's (1973) three hundred

advocacy of the notion of semantically rich (i.e. accents of
interest) and empty words. Systemicists feel that this is an

year old books. Because Bolinger deals in terms/items and

area that simply cries out for a treatment in terms of

not

neutral and marked tonicity, and the notions

solely

in

messages,

betwee~

many

Will

find

the

lack

of

lexicai items and Bolinger's Well known

operations

of given and
new information. He lambasts the notion of syntactic rules -

rather confusing. This is the chapter where you might expect

"this lo'l!l and fruii>J.ess debate" (p.235). "The ave_rage noun

to find a discussion of 'tonality•, but it is missing.

easily outweighs the average verb in interest• (op.cft.). It

distinction

rhythm

and

intonational

is interest, i.e. the speaker's perception of information
~

~

7
8
!~[
~

.,___

,

[

and focus, that dictates, not syntax. The demolition of the

~ynto.ctic

tranaformationalists' narrow theories is quite awesome!

- there is simply just
This

structure is like trying to tie tbe wind to a

where

of it to be tied like that.

too~ucb

Bolingf:r' s

"?ea4

often

comment

comes

in

from.

(Incidentally,

fifty page study of exclamations and interjections (Chapter

colourful way; the analogy of the wind is mine, but'r know

page study of ~

does

comment

The iconism of intonation comes very much to the fore in the

10) and the absolutely brilliant forty

Bolinger

hand"

a

very

who influenced me!)

(Chapter 11). Here is the expert scientist at work, sifting
the evidence, drawing upon historical developmen.ts, human

Chapters

nature, the linguistic evidence and producing a beautifully

denials (Gussenhoven) and factuality.

crafted study.

struggles in !?arts of his argument in 14 (es11ecially p.367

14

and 15 evaluate

claims

for
I

intonations of

feel that Bolinger

where Bolinger has to resort to evidence from non-standard

J
1

!

Part IV: Intonation and logic takes up various issues and

dialects), a! tho • his main argument still seems to stand,

deals with them one by one, and pretty convincingly too.

that the

Chapter 12 assesses the claim for a distinctive intonation

broader than Gussenhoven supposed.

of contrast. Bolinger dismisses the claim

since the alleged

other factors than intonation; a.a in the case of contrast,

•tones' are all used for ot·her, non-contrastive, purposes;

intonation contributes to the meaning but does not establish

contrast is often indicated overly by lexis or syntax; where

it.

it is not so, intonation contributes to an interpretation

complement plus the intonation will suffice, given a proj?er

that

contextu (p.384)D i.e. there are at least four contributors,

involves

directly,

for

contrasts,

hearers

but

must

does

not

sort

out

indicate

contrast

implications

for

To

intonations of direct and indirect denial are

establish

a complex of factors.

a.

themselves from the linguistic context and the situation,

but there are

Bo

and contrast

(p.176).

Cia

-:-·c..,

0eo,.
-.Do...:

~
Gon.,,

is

one of

the possible

implications.

The

factuality,

'Factuality' depends on

"tbe main

verb

plus

its

"There are no defitl.ing intonations,

facilitating

ones",

he

claims

elsewhere

discussion is confined to tones and does not touch on
To read over 400 pages of Bolinger on intonation is an

•marked tonicity'.

exceedingly broadening experience. However, I miss a theory
Chapter 13 dismisses Sperber & Wilson (1986) as being simply

of

just

systems of tonality, tonicity and tone and their neutral and

too

confined

theoretically.

===-----

=----

To

tie

intonation

~

to

information

structure

a9d

organization,

I

miss

the

10
==----·

-~ =--- ~ =--- ~

marked forms,

and I miss the formal links to phonology,

discourse and the rest of language. I wish the material was occasionally summarized and systematized. Perhaps Bolinger
feels that the meanings of intonation are too fluid for
that. I can
not help but notice,

Crystal, Halliday and O'Connor
the bibliography
Bolinger, 1986).

for

this

&

however,

that Kingdon,

Arnold do not feature in

volume

(altho'

they

do

-

in

Occasionally there are items that a non-American may well
puzzle

over

(including

the

idiom

Your brother is a
caution!), but generally speaking, the whole book is very
clearly

written,

Bolinger's

sometimes

wittily

so,

and

it

carries

convictions. I t and its companion of 1986 are

monuments in the study of intonation and, like monuments,
will be visited time and time again, to great profit.

O'Connor, J. D. (1973) Phonetics. Karmondsworth, UK: Penguin
O'Connor, J. D. & Arnold, G. F. (1973) Intonation of
Colloquial English, 2nd. ed. London: Longman
Fike, K. L.· (1945) The Intonation of American English. Ann
Arbor, USA: University of Michigan Press.
Sperber, D. & Wilson, D.
Cognition. Cambridge
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Language 1111 Behaviour, Language as Code, by LyMe Young,
Amstenlam/Pbiladelpbia: John Benjamins (1990)
REVIEWED BY John Cornett, Centre for English Language Teaching, University
of Stirling
The practical necssity of teaching English as a foreign Language to the
increasing number of overseas students in British and North American universities
bas spurred much recent research into the sub-discipline known as Academic
English (eg Nelson et at, 1987; Ba2ennan 1988; Swales 1990). Young's book, also
inspired by her experience as a teacher, attempts a preliminary description of one
subcategory of Academic EngIisby, using a form of systemic linguistics as an
instrument of description.
Young focuses on 'pedagogical' Academic English: her small corpus consists of
three spoken discourses (freshman lectures in Engineering, Sociology and
Economics), and three written texts (extracts from related introductory student
textbooks). These she subjects to a detailed analysis based on Michael Gregory's
development of systemic grammar (as sketched, for example, in Benson and
Greaves, 1985), with passing reference also to tagmemics, stratificational
grammar, and the analysis of metaphor undertaken by Lakoff and Johnson (1980).
Tbe core of the work is a phasal analysis of the texts and discourses, phase being
a 'very delicate statement of register realization' identified on the basis of
consistency in ideational, modal and textUal selections as well as a consistent
pattern of morpbosyntactic choices (Young 1990) 42-3). Effectively, phases are
'strands' of functionally similar language, woven through the discourses and texts,
offering a basis for linguistic comparison and contrast. Young labels typical
phases 'Discourseffext structuring', 'Content', 'Evaluation', 'Interaction' and so on- the first consists of explicit references to the construction of the lecture or text;
the last consists of instances of two-way communication (or pseudocommunication) between lecturer-student or author-reader.

A basis for comparsion having been established, Young offers results which may
have more general application for this type of Academic English. For example,
Discourse Structuring is the only phase common to all discourses and texts,
suggesting the explicitly self-reflexive nature of Academic English. The lectures

(all of which were semi-spontaneOus in delivery) are, not surprisingly, much more
interactive than the texts, displaying a higher degree of interrogatives and
commands, rhetorical and real. Tbe Wfitten texts also display relatively fewer
instances of attitudinal marking and explicit modality, but have a higher incidence
of agent deletion through passivisation - all of which tends towards the
'dehumanization' of Academic writing. On the textual level there is greater
sentence-level linkage in the spoken discourses than in the written texts, possibly
owing to the lack in lectures of graphological indicators of cohesion (Young 1990:
198). Ideational selections differ according to phase: in general mental processes
dominate the Discourse Structuring phase (eg 'Essentially we know the following'),
while action processes dominate the Interaction phase (eg 'Could you dim the
reading lights'?'). .
The study concludes with a plea for further detailed study of Academic English
leading towards a valid description and typology of its. various registers, which in
tum, will filter through to the teaching practices of EAP practitioners. The work,
however, suffers from a number of crucial limitations even as a first step towards
realising this desirable, if ultimately unattainable, goal.

first of all, as Young herself acknowledges (1990: 205) her sample is tiny: three
lectures and three extracts from textbooks. Small-scale surveys are inevitable
given the wealth of descriptive detail which systemic linguistics can extract from
even a few clauses. Large-scale surveys, for which most authors can only piously
wish, would demand a committed team working full-time for decades; however,
only then might statistically significant claims about Academic English in general
be made:
Secondly, such a team would also have to agree on classificatory procedure - a
problem Young tends to downplay, relying as she does, for example, on Gregory's
taxonomy of process and participant types (Young 1990: 48-53). While related to
those listed in Halliday (1985), Gregory's are nonetheless significantly different:
for example, not everyone would wish to count vernal processes as a subcategory
of mental processes. Moreover: even given a common descriptive procedure,
certain processes defy easy categorisation: Young again, following Halliday,
explicitly alludes to the dual classification of various processes- some of whic
bare metaphorical, some of which are simply ambiguous (eg '£e51lO!Id' might be a·
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mental (vernal) or an action process: context will not necessarily disambig~te it).
Fmally, the reliance on register and the more delicate 'phase', while often
illuminating, as in the discussion of Discoutse and Text Structuring, may also be a
weakness. The phase Content, for example, is much more general and more
difficult to grasp than Discoutse Structuring. If phase is defmed by way of codal
selections (as suggested above), the subsequent description of codal selections in
terms of phase seems like a dangerously circular argument. Possibly recent work
on genre (eg Swales 1990) offers a principled way out of the categorisation of
language variation based only on codal selections.
Young's book is nevertheless an important preliminary step - if not towards the
full description of a language typology, then towards the continuing formulation of
a descriptive instrument, one that can portray (if only as yet in miniature) the ebb
and flow of language in use. The attraction of systemic linguistics is very much its
practical applications; if it is to have a futute then it must rise to the challenges
such as that tackled by Young.
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Tayk>r, T. J. & D. Cameron (1987), Apa!nlnr ConJCnaUIIJI· Rule~ aDd J!D!ta IQ
!he S!rus;turc oC Talk. Oxford: Pergam<lll Press.
Reviewed by Eija Ventola. Uni-=ilyofHelsinld

The field of discourse analysis has expanded so rapidly in recent years !bar il is nor
always easy to kcc:p uack of the main issues involved in various approaches. A book
tevicwod ~. Talbot Taylor's and Deborah CameR!<l's (henceforth T & C) Analysinc
Cqnyersarion. although already a few years old, C81l be recommended as a clear and
extensive critical overview which efficiently oudines ro dK: reader die main issues in
various approaches to discoorsc analysis. The discussion includes the approaches by social
psychologists, speech actlheorisls, Birmingham School discourse analysts, followers of
Gricean principles in pragma!U:s and the wod< by etbnomcthodologisiS, as well as
approaches which deliberate on the relationship between grammatical analysis and
conversational analysis. The comparison between the approaches is conducted by
focussing the discussion on two fundamental issues in convcrsarional analysis: units and
ru1ts. The book asks some interesting questions abootthe melh<>dological principles used
in the various approaches 10 convcrsarional analysis, and presents and discusses the
problems which the individual approaches-face, when dealing with lhcsc two notions. I!
ccttainly inspius its readers to explore the issues and problems in conversational analysis
further. The book can also easily function as a postgradua!C ICX!book, although il is clearly
001 inlcnded as such. If so used, it must be OOICd thai some prior knowledge of discourse
analysis is, however, required on the pan of the students, so thai they can fully apprccia!C
the T & Cs discussion. Below the con~erus ~the book is examined in dc<ail.
l. UNITS AND RULES
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Wbcn conversations are analysed, the data must fitS! be segmonted and classified into
units. According 10 T & C, •a satisfacrory model muSI incorpor.uc principled and reliJ!ble
criteria for dividing da<a illlo segments, plus an exhaustive apparatus which does nor leave
segments unaccounted for, nor allow li!I..IJlM; categories 10 proliferate" (p. 12-13). T & C
aclcnowledge thai the notion of 'unit of discourse' is difficult. Differen1 conversational
approaches usc different criteria 10 distinguish UNITS of talk. For example, units may be
typed fupctionallx (e.g. according 10 such spcccb act functions as rcqucsts, questions,
answcts. ere.). Bur even lr.lined coders within one theoretical frameworic face difficulties
when they have to classify tokens ss lypCS. Thus, conversational analysts often encounter
rbe problc;m of inrersubjt;etiyiry in. their treatment of units; thai is. it is assumed that
iniCracllm!S and analysts view units of talk in the same way. Quesrions which T & C aslc •
(p. 2) are: Do interactanls pan:el !heir talk into the same kind of functional packages? Do
they identify, and operate with, the same units, and how is the sameness established - by
logical n:asoning, by learning and experiencing. oc by habit?
·
After the vgmentalion, the second concern is that of re~ularitv and pm!jcrioo. Most
approacbcs aim at "reducing human behaviour ro scrs of (preferably elegant) generative
rules" (p. 3-4). The RULES of ralk seem to have been borrowed from IWO different
sources. Some approaches usc rules in the social scientists' sense of shared, 'social
noons', which are prescriptive and dircc!ly influence behaviour, bur which can also be
flouled and violated. The other approaches visnalize the rules as similar to the Chomskyan
rules of granunar. These rules of talk are conceptualized as 'unconscious' and 'invarianr.
They are used to predict well- or ill-formed discourses, and are internalized by human
beings as universal conslr.lints"On language behaviour (p. 9-10}. Similar 10 the llOiion of
unit, the nolioo of rule also raises the problem ofjnt!'3'5!!bicctiyjty. Questions about whether
the in:teractanlS perceive rules· in· rbe same way or not are raised: ls communicative
interaCtion governed by rules (tacitly) lcnown 10 all inleraclan!S? And, if it is rule governed,
IJqll( is it rule governed? Why do communicators follow the rules? How do communicators
know if co-conununicalors are following the same rules they are? (p. 2).
The initial discussion of units and rules in the slrUCrurc of talk is followed by
reviem of how the various approaches have deal! with lllese notions in their analyses of
conversational data.

a, RO(!fAL P~VCHOLOGJCAL aTUilffi~ Qf CQNVf:RSATfON
c

T"
Ill V")' rntical of the i~ve and experimental melhOOOioCY which hu bcco
employed by lil'ocial psychologiSIS on !be Sltldy oC units and rules of conversational data. As
examples of social psychological studies, T & C have chosen the experiments rcporiCd in
Duncan & Fiske (lm) and in Clarke (1983), of which they give a concise and a readable
summary. In both experiments categories oC cooversarional units arc sci up, tokens are
classified inro established lypCS and rules which govern the sequencing of the units are
discovered. Ycr. the approaches differ. Duncan & Fiske's approach is ~. i.c.the ac!S arc
observable, physical BC!S, e.g. a speaking rum, a pause, which are to be recognized as
objectively and explicitly as possible, e.g. by machine recognition. Or if that is nor
possible, then following 'osrcosive definitions', i.e. !be coders are raugh! to rccoguizc !be
observable by pointing at chcm, e.g. "thai's a smile". Oarke's approach is Gllli!:. The unit
to be analyzed is a spcccb acl It is recognized by 'implicit rccoguilion rules', whicb also
rake into account the upobsqyah!e, i.e. the inlmiCian!S proVide the analyst with infonnation
on speakers' intentions, hearers' unspoken reaclioos, CIC.
Both approaches face probiCOIS. On one hand, if one only follows explicit
recognition procedures. one faces the danger !bat phenomena which should 001 be coun!Cd
as tolcens will be classified as inslanCCS of a lypC, e.g. a coding machine identifies a <oogh
as spcc:ch. On the other, in the case of ostensive definitions, there is always !Ire danger thai
coders are, nevertheless, relying on unobservable infonnarion, such as their unders!anding
and intuitions of what the speakCJ's Stale of mind migbi be, what the speaker might have
meant, cle. Further, the ernie ca!Cgorization procedures which lake these unobscrvables into
account mus1 unavoidably be somewhat Y8SJIC. There is no unified cullural agrcc:mcnt on
bow, for example, speakers cmically define what 'a threat' is. Qui!C righ!ly thus, T & C
warn discourse analysts of !be dangers of assuming an isomorphic relarionship to exist
heiWccn the me~alinguistic ca!Cgorics established for !he analysis and the 'real world' of
conversarional Slnlcrurc. T & C see social psychologists' approach to conversation analysis
ss speculative and demand more evidence specifically for !heir claims for conversational
rules. Yet, in my view, such social psychologists as, for example, ArC}'Ie, Birdwhis!CII,
Coole, Goffman, Kcndon, Mehrabian (sec e.g. Argyle 1972, 1973; COol<: 1971; Goffman
1959, 1971, 1981) do deserve to be crcdi!Cd f!ll' ibcireariyworic in discourse analysis. It
was their work ihai inspired many linguists to tum their alltlltion from the behaviour of an
ideal speaker-hearer to the behaviour of man (although in cxperimcn<al rather than in
authcn!U: con!CX!S).
3. SPEECH ACT APPROACH. TO CONVERSATION
When discussing !Ire spcc:ch act approach to c:onvcrsalioo, T & C are 001 in!Crcst~ in the
overall philosophical theory of spcc:ch acrs (Austin, Searle} as such, but rather in the unit
with which language philosophers work, the ljlt!!Gh ac1. and its combinatorial possibililics
in conversation. The aim is ro discover the procedures whereby speech acts acquite a
certain communicative force, the illocutioom fon:e. T & C summarize the approach by
tbree questions: "F'IfSI. what spcc:ch acts exist in a language, and second, what arc the rules
for producing and inlerprcling them, and third, whar arc the rules for sequencing them
coberendy?" (p. 45).
T & C consider Austin's and Searle's theorerical premises and consider Labov &
Fanshcl's (1977) and Edmoodsou's (1981) worlc as typically c!U: examples of speech acr
analyses of conversational data. A spcc:cb act analyst locales the speech acts in !Ire data, and
then engages himself in a ~ w~by the spealcet's communicative intentions are
'marched' with the hearer's expectations. In other words, the recognition of the
illocutionary force of speech acts relics on the assumption that people "share conventions
for producing and recognizing these acts" (p. 47). Thus, it is assumed that it is possible to
build up 'menra! 1ypologics' whereby, following the felicity conditions ser, instances of
acts can be classified as having a ccnain i!Jocutionary f<xcc.
. In bo1h Lahov & Fanshel's and Edmnndson's analyses of dara, tbc fundamental
belief of sharing illocurionary laXooomies exists. Lahov & Fanshcl oot only •ssume thai
inter:acm.nts can distinguish one iUoct1tionary fOfCC for ~n utterance, but also tha~
act can funclion mulrifunctioi1.ally. Recognjz.ing several functions involves
operations from the interacranls: for example, rhey recognize an act as ~
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information on one level, as a nequest for ac1ioA 011 ai!Qiher lcvel,lllld as a challenge Q!l A
yet 'deepCJ' level. As T & C (pp. 5().51) suggeSl, the hierarchical position begs.flmhei"
questions: How do participanrs know which acts 10 treat multifuncrionally at deeper levels
ud which not. ·and, if a ccnain set of 'rules of discourse' ue introduced 10 help the
intetactaniS in Ibis sorting task, how can the analyst be ccnain of the fact lhat a proposed
!Ule radlcr lhan aJlOiher has been used? Clearly, the analyst would !tete have to n:ly on cmic
evidence, ie. the 'inside infllnJlation' provided by the interaCtanL
The questions above lead T & C 10 present similar wc:U-pointed criticism of
Edmondson's work. Edmondson attemprs 10 set up his speech act categories etically. He
goes 10 great lengths 10 establish lhe illocutionary categories objectively and technically,
without having to rely on shued conventions (Edmondson 1981: 27). Each speech act
carries one and only one illocutionary fcn:e. However, as T & C (p. S3) point out,
Edmondson cannot •void using lhe lexis of illocutionary verbs in English as meralinguistic
labels for the set of acrs wbicb he nocogni:u:s. Edmondson proposes a closed set of
categories for discourse analysis. T & C (pp. 53-SS) critici:u: Eilmondson's categories on
the grounds of poor n:plicability. They show tbilt Edmondson's own analyses of acts do
1101 always follow the objective criteria he sers up for recognizing the illocutionaty force.
Fnrtber. the categories he sers up ate claimed to be applicable to allldnds of discourse; only
the sequencing of illocutionaty acrs wiU differ. Yet Bowker (1983), who has applied
Edmondson's model 10 conversational data collected in travel agencies, reports that he bad
to recognize some further categories when analyzing bis daia. In my view, one muSl also
seriously quety whether Edmondson's data n:ally n:presenl the behaviour of people in the
ldnd of siruations which the role-play is supposed to depict Edmondson's data can be
considen:d authentic and real only in the j:Oiltext of siruation of 'a foreign language
classroom', not 'at the doctor's', 'arranging baby sitting', etc. In a classroom, fon:ign
language is used to play with the new linguistic system, to test its boundaries and to find its
similarities to, and differences from, one's native tongue. The role-play data always show
proof of this kind of playing and tben:fon: one should· no< claim lhal the data correspond to
the social situation they depicL The same criticism can be made of speech act
categorizations and analyses which use datll collected by qucstionnain:s (see e.g. BlumKulka&: Olshtain 1984). Analysts using these kinds of data seem unaware that the change
of channel from spoken 10 written has its consequeoo:s 10 the realization of texrs.
One further serious criticism, in addition to the ones presented by T & C. is that the
sequencing of speech acts is practically ignon:d in the philosophical ttadition of
conversational analysis. Austin and Searle pay no attention to it; neither do Labov &:
FanshcL In Edmondson we find an attempt to account for sequencing of acts, although the
approach is not very original. It has been borrowed from the Birmingham School of
discourse analysis. Edmondson suggesrs a 'double coding' for speech acts: one for an
j!!ocutjonary act and another for an intmctj<mal act· Interactinnal actS an: constituency parts
of a move, which is a constituency pan of an exchange. Exchanges n:alize phases, which
in torn realize encounters. In Edmondson's mode~ acts. moves and exchanges combine in
a very complicated (and no< very accurately n:plicablc) fashion into the phase strucrure of
an encounter: (AVE) BUSINESS (VALE) (when: the parentheses indicate the optionality of
the clements of saucrure; see Edmondson 1981: 114-115). l have elsewhere (Ventola 1987:
36) pointed out that Edmondson's account of the cocounter suffers from the same handicap
as the Birmingham School approach (Sinclair & Coulthard 1975; Bunon 1980) does. The
description of the combinatorial.possibilities of the lower rani:: units is elaborate; yet it docs
1101 succeed in relating the proposed lower unirs satisfactorily to the units of higher ranks.
Tbis may be due to the fact that one descriptive level is set to do 'too much work' and that
the constiruency model, derive<! from grammar, may 1101 be lhe best modeiiO describe the
discourse level (for a discussion, see Ventola 1987: 37).
4. TilE SCALE AND CATEGORY DERIVED APPROACH
T & Cs treatment of the Birmingham School of discourse analysis is relatively brief and
the emphasis is on the rules rather lhan lhe units. They introduce the Binningham approach
'-- as "a disco=c version of HallidaY"" scale and category grammar• (p. 67). The main
() questions which T & C raise as problematic in the Birmingham approach an:: is the
'V discourse level different from grammar, and if so, can grammatical description be applied
· - ••
· must be recognized in lhe analysis of data and where does the rank
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In the discussion of rules, T &: C concentrate on the work done by Srubbs (198j), who is
concemcd with discoverins the IUles which govern the sequencins of moves in exchanges.
T & C critici:u: Stubbs' assumption that intetactaniS have intersubjcctive knowledge of
discourse !Ules, his argument that since there ate n:gular patternS in exchange organization.
IUles must exist which govern the behaviour of inter.ICiaRIS and speakers must tacidy know
these !Ulcs (p. 74). Variation found in discourse sequence patterning is considcn:d 10 be
'deviant behaviour', for example, when in a teaching exchange the teacher provides no
feedbacl<. Stubbs (1981: 129-130) also, analogously to the generative analysis of
sentences, considers exchanges to be either well-formed or iU-formed. He argues that
intetliCtaniS protest against ill-formed sequences and demand repairs. In the issues
concerning deviancy and wellf0111lCdncss of sequences, T & Cs criticism is well fonndcd.
Not giving feedback or not asking for repairs is a choice of behaviour, not 1\ll abnonnaliry.
Also cultural differences must he ralcen inU> consideration !tete. Keenan (1974) n:pons that
in a Malagasy society asldn~ for information wilh a question does DOl nccessarily guarantee
that one will be provided WJth an answer. In this society 'new infonnation' is highly valued
and thcn:fon: people arc reluctant to part with iL
It is somewhat surprising that T &: C have not chosen 10 evaluate Berry's systemic
work on the sequences of moves in exchanges, although Berty's ftrst article on exchanges
(Berry 1981a) appears in the same volume as the n:pon on the Birmingham analysis of
lectures. and specifically since the example they use offers an alternative way of thinking
about Edmondson's double coding (seep. 61-62). T & C do not agree with Edmondson
that the codin' for illocution and the coding for iotctaction should be considen:d
independent of one another. Rather they should be seen as closely interdependent
phenomena. This view is also supponed by Berty wbo has been influenced by Sinclair &
Coullhard's (1975) and Burton's (!980) work on exchanges and -.yho has rather wellfounded criticism and fnrtbcr dcvelopincnt to pn:sctJ(.
On the whole Berry's approach is too COO>plex to explicate in detail !tete and ll:3dm
ate advised to rum to Berry's own writings (Berry 198Ia. b, e; 1987) and to the writings
of Martin (1985), Turner (198S, 1987) and Ventola (1987, 1988), wbn further n:fine and
apply Berry's proposals. The basic principle in Berry's approach is that then: is no n:ason
10 suppose a separate discourse level, bat rather the unit of exchange could be seen as the
highest unit of grammar (counterviews have been presented in Turner (1987: 69) and in
V.entola (1987: 89·96)). Instead of aiming Ul pn:sent one structun: for the unit, we should
aim to see discourse rcaliza.lion multifunctionalty as creations of three. different.
interdependent structun:s which relate to ideational, interpersonal and textual functions of
language, proposed by Halliday. The benefit of this kind of structural representation is that
one can see how the strucrurcs "ate alike and diffen:nt. alike in one way. different in
another" (Berry 1981a: 121). Rl:rry (1981a) discusses the interpersonal level in termS of
exchanges of information, where participants negotiate tbc information. One of the.
participants knows the information (primaty knower) and he, as a result of negotiation in
the exchange, deparrs with it in favour of the other intcractant, who docs not have the
information (secondaty l<nowcr). Berry (1981c) has also suggested a way to analyse action
exchanges. Turner (1987: 82, 86) interestingly points OUI lhat intcracranrs can he both
primaty knowers and secondary knowers during the same exchange. Judging by Tumet's
examples, though, it seems that Turner lries to match me wm boundaries and !llc exch.ingo
boundaries and this ~au:ses th-e dual intc:rprctatio:l?i5 in his .analysis (for a discussion~ sex:
Ventola 1987: 89·96. 1988). Berry's accoum should be considtred a significllnt s:ep in me
exploration of exchange suuctures. although i1 must be remembered that it is sti.U at its very
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T &. C also .eview the work of Grice (197S). Grice appears lo suggest !hat human beings
do 1101 follow slricdy fonnnlatcd rulco. but rather IDOIC general conversadonal principles,
which produce maximally efficient communication (!he co-operative principle and
conversational maxims of quantity, quality, relation, and manner). Conversational
principles arc motivated by the rationale of "the desires and ~equitemcniS imposed on any
human agent imeracting wilh another human" (p. 86). Pragmatic rationalism is !bus sci
apart from conventionalism. where intcraclllnts arc simply following "the arbitrary
conventions of !he linguistic community" and from cmpiriasm. where inrer.tCtaots arc
following "habits. learned rhrough !he repeated expcricnce of similar patterns" (p. 86).
Grice's rarionalist views perhaps receive g<eatest snppon from Leech (1983).
Accooling to him (1983: 36), intcracUlniS arc in .!heir conversational activity involved in a
problem-solving activiry, wbcte means arc sought to achieve cenain goals or purposes.
Diuct and indirect illoculions in speech acrs are one way to reach a goal. Whether the
former or. the latter is used depends on wbclher in !hat particular context !he inrcractant
needs to follow 'the politeness principle'. Leech also makes it quire clear that speech acts
can be oriented towards more than one goal; in other words, more !han one illocution can
be assigned to a speech act, depending on how many goals the intcractant has. But, as T &
C (p. 91) point out, it is as difficultroassign tnanY illocutionary forces loa speech act as it
is to assign one force to an act. For example, how can we be swc !hat !he speaker used !he
ut:tcranee Cold ;n be~e isn't jr? to get the co-interactanlto IWllthe bearer on, and possibly
at the same rime lried 10 =ate a friendly, pbalicarmospll<K for the conversation?
One can agree with Leech (1983: II) that it is more: beneficial to speak of
conversational principles ralher than rules: principles arc more llexible !han rules (one
principle may be paramount in one conrcx~ whereas another principle is more relevant
elsewbcrc) and !hey arc gradable (one can be more or less tactful in contexts). But
convcrsalional principles arc extremely haniiO falsify, and neither Grice nor Leech have
attempted to rest lhc hypotheses conccming the principles. Besides, as T & C (p. 93) point
out, !he lheory is so 'llex.ible' thai ~any porcntially falsifying example can always be
'explained away' by saying !bat !he speaker may believe bimsclf 10 be speaking in a context
wbcrc !he relevant principle docs not apply, or in which it ~plies only to a negligible
degree". T & C (p. 94) also point out !bat in the discussion of pragmatic conversational
principles the role which society plays in the assignment of operating conversational
principles bas nor been discussed by Grice and his followers. Arc the principles 1o be
aclcnowledged as 'societal commands'10 community members? Do all societies obey the
same ra1iooa1 principles?

6,ETRNOMETHODOLOGV

T & Coffer a concise overview of ctbnomcthodology, its development from Gamnkelian
sociological beginnings to the more independent conversational analysis, and its basic
lhcorctical mechanisms are IUlll-taldng, adjacency pairs and preference principles. As a
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theory, elhnomclhodology bas been so ~pealing that it bas even been adopted by some
lnncbcs of pragmatics to handle !he inrcraclivc analyses which !he single speech aCI and
utterance-oriented pragmatic lpproaches could nor: handle on their own (e.g. Levinson
1983). Similarly to the other approaches reviewed, cthnomcthodology assnmes !hat !here
are rules which explain regularities of conversational snrface panerns and !hat interactants
tacitly know these rules and share Ibis knowledge (p. liS). h uses two central notions,
armnntahilitY and intq-subjr.crlyitv ro explain how interactanrs in conversation "strive to
produce what !hey and olhers in the community will recognize as orderliness" (p. 101 ).
An inreractan(s behaviour is nor 'preset' by rules. Rather be chooses whether or
not 10 follow the rules. If the selection IIOito follow 1l1e role is made, the interactan! knows
thai he is held accoumab!e for his behavipur. In other words, be bas to explain to o!lim
why a certain rule has nor been followed; for example. if a question has been asked, why
an answer was not given. Consequently, such accounrability responsibilities make people

~Oll!ofm !o rules and proVIde !he 'prefmcd' (I.e. lbo expected) rather !l!!!l 1111
'dismfcrrcd' pair pan of an adjacency pair. If disprcfcrrcd second Pi!m ~ givg~; illEr"'
marked by mitigating marken (~. pp. 111-112), Thus CODVeniilioti is $ten N 1
negotiating process, ralher than as a picdcrcnnincd sequence of utterances.
The intcractants must also negoriarc some kind of an jnrersubkctjye undcrsianding
as to what the conversation is abouL lorcrsubje<:tjvity is constructed scqueniially in
conversations: an iniCraciiUI(S response always displays his understanding of !he preVIOUS
in!crliCtiUII's conlribution to !he conversadon. Foe convcrsadooal analysis this means that
!he current unit under focus is always 10 be analysed ~ reviewing il in !he light of the
understanding displayed in the next unit following il. The principle was introduced to bring
mote rigor 10 !he ways of identifying discourse units in the analyses of conversations.
Elhnomcthodologists want to show thai the intcrac!ants are in charge of dctcnnining 'what
!he conversation means' rather than !he analyst (an cmic view rarhcr than an eric vitw). But
!his kind of intetsubjectivily can, io T & Cs view, lead to 'the problem of analytical •
circularity' (p.II7). Tum A bas 1o be identified on the basis ofTurn B, Tum B on the basis
of Turn C and so on. The task of unit idcntificadon is an 'infinirc rcg~ess' (p. 122). T &
C's major criticism of the elhnomc!hodological ~ is, however, the same which they
have directed towards the other approaches nMCwed - whether the inrcracranrs actually
share !he tacit knowledge of !he rules and tbcir ~plications or JlOI is not questioned. They
do not, like Kreckel (1981), question the concept of Sharing taci! knowledge about
conversational organiza!ion and its principles. Too many analysts have, in T & Cs
opinion, assumed !hat "all intcractaniS see their interaction in the same way, at least as
concerns !he unirs and rules employed" (J> 123).

7. CONVERSATIONAL UNITS AND .GRAMMATICAL UNITS
In the last chaprcr T & C discuss an approach which attempts 10 relarc units of conversadon
(utterances) ro unhs of grammar (sentences). A conversational unir is taken to be an
instantiation of a sentence, defined by !he gnunmarical rules of the language and a linguist's
view is talcen ralher than a conversarionalisr'• view. LinguisiS .equite !hat the unirs they
analyse arc 'grammatical units'. In order to be able to recognize these uniiS in speech
rcpenoirc, which includes all kinds of repairs, hesitations, false srans, etc., they have
developed a concept of 'editing rules', a way of 'idealizing' language so !hat it can be
analyzed. Some conversation analySIS who follow a 'lllrgcl-senlcnce hypothesis' similarly
assnmc !hat bearets idealize speakers' messages. Hcams 11re considered to edit !he speech
they bear in order to understand !he grammatical targCI sentence the speaker bas intended.
These ctliring rules arc pan of 'a spcakcrlbcarcr's compc~Cnce' (p. 130). It is assumed !bat
speakers produce 'phonetic editing signals' 10 indicate !he point wbcrc !heir speech <equin:s
editing. When such a signal bas been bcanl. the hearer acts lil<e a person ediri!lg a magnetic
rape. What comes after !he signal is 'clued' on the lop of the 'false' pre-signal section so
that !he result is a grammatical uniL For example in !he following. a pause (indicated by a
fuU stop) functions as a phonetic signal: the !Qcical foundation llfgujJe a lo! of Qllil• aloj
pf )hines (p.l26). Once lhc beater bas inrcrprcted the signal as an 'indication' !hat editing is
now needed, in order 10 get rid of ihe unnecessary repetition in the message, he swts
puShing what comes afrcr the signal from right to left forwanl until the result is: !he Jodcal
foundarjoo of QUikf a lor of rbjncs..
.
T & C argue against the target-scnrcncc hypothesis strongly. By using the Lund
corpus dala !hey Show the dillicultics which !he wger-scnrcnce hypothesis bas 10 face. For
example, how does one know how far in !he editing one ought to puSh? How does the
bearer come to choose one velsion as a wgc1 sentence from !he other possibilities which
are also appropriarc in the context? Tbc approaches reviewed seem to pay iitdc atrcnlion to
what can be caUed the hearc(s ability of 'contextual prediction'. Funhcr, as T & C point
our, speakers frequently give 'editing signals', even though editing is not needed: l.llllD:l
know wbeJher you, notjccd (p.l39). Funhcrmorc, if !he following The imerview was- it
was aU right would be edited into It was an rieh! !he bearer no longer "could determine 10
what the pronoun refers" (p. 143). T & Cs j>Oint is that !he target-sentence hypotl>es;s
docs noll2lk.e into account ttxlual colJesjon. Finally, T & C quite rightly thaw our a~
ro ;he fu:~ that the target-sentence: hypothesis impcses the standan1s of wrjuen lanruaee
omo spoken lan2'ua'e"e (no extensive auempts r.o write grammars for sooken lanS?:ual?e ha~
ver ht·en carrird r'n'· JJ.,I!;.~ ... -·~
,,~ .. ·

JIICmPil. T & e end !heir last chap1er by noting lhatlhc uniiS and rules of gramniar and
!hose of discoUJSC are 0011he same phenomena and should no1 be forcefully related, as has
been anempted by !he target-sentence hypolhesis. "Conversation analysis should learn DOl
to take for granted sentence-based synW< as !he siMting point from which to srudy of
'sttucture-above-lhe-sentence' is 10 begin" (p.l56).

8. FINAL ASSESSMENT
T & C have argued against the uniiS and rules approach 10 conversational analysis. They
have shown !hat in all of !he approaches reviewed !he recognition of units has proven
difficult. Similarly, it has proven impossible to show !hat interactan!S share an
iolerSubjective understanding of !he rules which are hypolhesized to govern !heir
behaviour. The ultimate question is whether the study of human behaviour needs a
me!hodological orientation 10 rules at all or whe!her !hey just are some!hing !hat has been
taken over from natural sciences and. have been readily taken over. for example, by
tr'IJ15fonnationaJ generativists. T & C encourage K:scarcbers of conversation to think
'bravely' about 'lhe new world' !hey are entering and not 10 take things for granted!
.
The reade(s final assessment of T & C's book is naturally dependent on his/her
orientation and backgroand knowledge of conversational analysis. The focus of!he book is
naturally very limited. Many issues relevant to conversational analysis are not discussed,
for example, what is !he role of context and culture in !he conversational analysis? None of
!he approaches reviewed really considers diSCOUJSC as a realization of 'social semiotics' in
!he way it has been portrayed in !he approaches deriving from the work of Malinowslci,
ruth, Halliday, and Hymes. Fur!her,lhe qucspon of levels of analysis remains unclear. T
& C argue !hat one should not consider !he levels of grammar and conversation 10 be alike.
But naturally one bas to consider also whe!her there is justification for these levels or
whc!her we can put forward argumeniS for fur!her levels (sec Ventola I 987). Also slighdy
surprising is T & C's 'sentence-orientation'. They do not extend their evaluation to
textually-based discourse approaches, which try to characterize texts globally, by
analyzing. for example, !heir cohesive features and !he structures which are created in texts
dynamically ra!her !han by constituency. Yet, on the whole, Analysjn~ Conversation is a
bouk well worth reading. At times it adopts an aggressive style of writing, attacking and
~ejecting various approaches (whc!her this style is the most constructive for the general
development of linguistics is questioned by Halliday & Fawcett (1987: 1-5)). The book
docs 001 propose yet another theory of conversational analysis. but rather functions as a
thought-inspiring bouk.
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